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Abstract

The method of neutron diffraction with isotopic substitution was used to investigate

the structure of GeS2 glasses and the full set of partial structure factors was measured.

Results confirm that the structure of GeS2 is formed of edge- and corner-sharing GeS4/2

tetrahedra with a Ge-S bond distance of 2.21(2) Å. The fraction of Ge atoms in edge-

sharing configuration is 46(5) %. The first sharp diffraction peak is mainly due to GeGe

correlations. No Ge-Ge or S-S homopolar bonds are observed. The data were compared

with simulations, showing some discrepancies, particularly in the GeGe partial pair

distribution functions. A comparison of the structures of GeO2, GeS2 and GeSe2 has

shown that the rearrangement of their tetrahedral units differ in both the intermediate

and extended range order.

The composition dependent structural and material properties of boro-germanate glasses

was studied by combining boron nuclear magnetic resonance, Raman spectroscopy, x-

ray diffraction, differential scanning calorimetry, viscosity and density measurements.

The results show that the local coordination environment of both boron and germanium

remains constant at n̄O
B = 3.0(1) and n̄O

Ge = 3.9(1), respectively for all the composi-

tions. However, the addition of GeO2 destroys the boroxol rings. It was found that

the structure of the mixed materials cannot be predicted by a weighted mean of the

pure oxides. A structural model which predicts the nearest neighbour O-O and B-B

coordination numbers was developed.

The pressure induced change to the structure of (11B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697 was inves-

tigated by neutron diffraction, upon compression of the material up to 8.2(5) GPa.

At ambient conditions, the glass network is constructed from corner-linked triangular

BO3/2 and tetrahedral GeO4/2 motifs. At higher pressures, the BO3/2 units transform

to four-fold coordinated boron. This takes place at the same pressure as measured for

pure B2O3, however the presence of GeO2 increases the fraction of units converted. No

significant transformations of GeO4/2 units occur in the pressure range investigated.

On decompression, the BO3/2 units are almost entirely reformed, but the intermediate

range order is altered to give a 20 % increase in glass density and the fraction of boron

in boroxol rings is diminished from 24(5) % to 21(5) %.



1. Introduction

A glass is obtained by rapidly quenching a liquid through its glass transition tempera-

ture Tg, creating a solid that has some memory of the liquid structure [1, 2]. Glasses

are characterized by a lack of long range order, since it is not possible to identify an

elementary unit that is repeated in a periodic fashion, as found in a crystalline structure

[3]. Glasses can be formed naturally during e.g. volcanic eruptions, or can be prepared

in the laboratory. Glasses are commonly used in research and industry, because of their

optical transparency and isotropicity. For example, since they can reflect, refract and

transmit light they are used in optoelectronics for lenses and optical fiber fabrication or

as window panes [3]. Usually, they are resistant to chemical corrosion [4]. Densities of

glasses are often lower than the corresponding crystals and are strongly dependent on

composition, structure, morphology and thermal history [3, 5]. Generally, glasses are

brittle and the strength of the bonds, the network atomic structure and the thermal

stresses determine their hardness.

In industrial glass production, the viscosity of the liquid from which the glass is formed

is one of the most important parameters, which determines the working temperature

and whether bubble-free glasses can be obtained [3, 6]. Viscosity measurements deter-

mine some reference points, such as annealing, softening and strain points [7]. Addi-

tionally, the temperature dependence of the viscosity has been used by Angell [8] to

classify glass forming materials into strong and fragile. In strong materials the viscosity

follows the Arrhenius law near glass transition temperature values showing resistance

to structural changes. In fragile materials, the viscosity takes a non-Arrhenian depen-

dence at values near the glass transition temperature associated with structural change

[3, 8, 9].

The trends of most properties of glasses depend on their chemical composition, co-

ordination environment, bonding arrangements [3] and, hence, on their atomic level

structure. Understanding the atomic level structure is fundamental to explain the

structure-property relationship, leading to an accelerated design process for new glassy

materials. With increasing knowledge of structure-property relationship, engineering

new materials with defined physical properties is becoming more and more common.
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It is well known that adding elements or treating glassy materials under pressure can

make an impact on the structure of the network, that as a consequence modify the

physical properties of the material [10]. However, despite the fact that this field is

widely studied, predicting and understanding changes in chemical and physical prop-

erties remains a key challenge due to the topological and chemical disorder of glasses.

To unravel such complex systems, a combination of different experiments, simulations

and theoretical models is often required.

Different site-specific probes can be used to investigate the atomic structure including,

for example, neutron and x-ray diffraction, magic angle spinning nuclear magnetic

resonance (MAS NMR) and Raman spectroscopy.

Neutrons scatter from atomic nuclei and the relative scattering power varies randomly

between different elements and indeed, isotopes of the same element. It is possible to

exploit this using the neutron diffraction with isotopic substitution (NDIS) technique,

which isolates a desired partial pair distribution function gαβ(r) in a diffraction pat-

tern which would ordinarily be inaccessible. Additionally, the physical nature of the

scattering process means that neutrons penetrate deep into a material, making them

an excellent bulk probe.

Complementary information can be obtained from MAS NMR and Raman spectroscopy.

However, often the spectroscopic techniques require a priori structural information in

order to interpret the data.

Germanium disulfide glass is a network glass-forming system widely used in the fabri-

cation of optoelectronic [11–13] and non-volatile memory devices [14–17] thanks to its

high nonlinearity, photosensitivity and transparency in the mid-infrared. In order to

understand the optical and electronical properties of this system, a detailed knowledge

of the atomic level structure is crucial. The analysis of the latter will reveal the type of

bonds which may be considered as defects [18]. Accordingly, there have been a variety

of theoretical [19–26] and experimental [27–34] investigations of the structure of GeS2.

However, at present the structure of glassy GeS2 has not been established on the partial

structure factor level. As a consequence of the lack of detailed information, two differ-

ent contrasting theories have been proposed. In the first case of a chemically ordered

continuous random network (COCRN), homopolar bonds are not allowed, while ac-

cording to the second theory a fraction of homopolar (or wrong) Ge-Ge and S-S bonds

form part of the structure.

In this thesis the unambiguous information obtained from NDIS experiments will be

used to obtain structural information on glassy GeS2 giving evidence of homopolar

bonds if they are present in the system. The results will provide a benchmark for

molecular dynamics simulations, that can be used to develop or test models to predict

glass properties.
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In general, glass properties can be tuned by modifying the chemical composition and/or

applying external stress, such as pressure or temperature. In this context, particu-

lar attention during the development of the current project has been drawn to boro-

germanate glasses. Those glasses are of great importance thanks to their peculiar

physical properties. The B2O3-GeO2 system provides a backbone matrix for materials

with technological applications. For example, adding modifiers to this system will give

ternary or multicomponent boro-germanate glasses use as nonlinear optical materials

[35]. Glassy B2O3-GeO2 represents one of the few oxide glass-forming materials that

comprises only network forming cations which present contrasting network structure

motifs. B2O3 is formed of corner-sharing planar BO3/2 triangles, while GeO2 is formed

of corner-sharing GeO4/2 tetrahedra. It is still not completely known how the network

rearranges when the two oxides are mixed and how they adjust their structure when

they undergo a change in composition.

A combination of x-ray diffraction and spectroscopic techniques will provide new infor-

mation on the structure of B2O3-GeO2 oxide glasses, in which the network structure

and properties are controlled by mixing network-forming motifs.

Investigating the atomic level structure of glasses under load allows structural transfor-

mations to be followed gradually, as pressure may be used to tune structural changes

within a glass. Additionally, permanent densification, an effect in which structural

changes and hence material properties are maintained upon recovery to ambient con-

ditions, provides further motivation for high-pressure research in glass science in order

to design new materials.

In this work, the transformations of (11B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697 will be investigated under

load. Both B2O3 and GeO2 glasses have been studied over the years regarding their

structure and how this changes when pressure is applied [36–39]. As the pressure is

increased, the BO3/2 triangles in glassy B2O3 transform to four-fold coordinated boron

starting at ≈6.5 GPa [36], whereas the GeO4/2 units in glassy GeO2 transform to

higher-coordinated polyhedra starting at ≈5 GPa [37–39].

The aim of the work is to track how the network connectivities of both B and Ge

change under pressure. In particular, on compression, a competition between B and

Ge for oxygen atoms would be expected. This will have a profound effect on the

network connectivity, the outcome of which is unknown. The mechanism of density-

driven structural transformations of this glass composed of only network formers will

be studied using in situ neutron diffraction at pressures up to 8.2(5) GPa.

The results, combined with molecular dynamic simulations, will establish the mecha-

nisms of network collapse. This information is essential for building models, which can

predict structure-related properties of glasses.
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Thesis outline

The thesis is organised as follows.

Chapter 2 gives the basic theory for neutron and x-ray diffraction experiments, includ-

ing the details of NDIS experiments on amorphous materials.

Chapter 3 gives a general overview of the instrumentation employed in the present

work, including the instrumentation used for in situ neutron diffraction experiments,

together with the data analysis procedure.

In Chapter 4, the method of neutron diffraction with Ge-isotope substitution is em-

ployed to investigate the structure of GeS2 chalcogenide glass. The results are compared

with previous experimental and theoretical studies.

In Chapter 5, a combination of results obtained from x-ray diffraction, 11B MAS NMR

and Raman spectroscopy are presented for glassy (B2O3)x(GeO2)(1−x) (0 ≤ x ≤ 1).

Density, viscosity and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements are also

reported.

In Chapter 6, the structural changes that occur in (11B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697 glass at

pressures up to 8.2(5) GPa are investigated and the results compared to pure B2O3

and GeO2.

In Chapter 7, overall conclusions for the work presented in this thesis are drawn and a

future perspective is given.



2. Theory

This chapter gives a brief description of the basic theory for neutron and x-ray diffrac-

tion, including the essential information that can be obtained from a neutron diffraction

with isotopic substitution (NDIS) experiment on amorphous materials. A more detailed

description of the formalism is given by Fischer et al. [40].

2.1 Properties of a Neutron

Since neutrons have neutral charge, a non-zero magnetic moment and interact strongly

with atomic nuclei, neutron diffraction (ND) experiments provide information on the

atomic level and/or magnetic structure of materials [41].

The kinetic energy E, of a neutron having mass mn, velocity v and momentum p is

given by

E =
mn|v|2

2
=
|p|2

2mn
, (2.1)

and its deBroglie wavelength λ is

λ =
h

|p|
=

h

mn|v|
, (2.2)

where h is Planck’s constant (6.626× 10−34 J).

Since the magnitude of the neutron’s wavevector k is given by

|k| = 2π

λ
, (2.3)

Equation 2.1 can be re-written as

E =
h2

2mnλ2
. (2.4)
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2.2 Diffraction Experiments and Differential Scattering

Cross Section

Figure 2-1(a) gives a representation of a scattering event, where incident neutrons, or

x-ray photons, with an incident wavevector ki and energy Ei scatter from a sample in

a fixed position and leave with a final wavevector kf and energy Ef .

Figure 2-1: (a) Schematic of a scattering event and (b) the resulting scattering triangle.

The neutron and x-ray scattering by a sample arises from energy and momentum

changes (4E and 4p respectively), from which it follows that

4E = Ei − Ef =
~2|ki|2

2mn
− ~2|kf |2

2mn
(2.5)

and

4p = ~ki − ~kf = ~Q. (2.6)

where ~ = 2π
h . Then, the scattering vector (or momentum transfer) Q is defined as

Q = ki − kf , (2.7)

and its magnitude is obtained by applying Carnot’s theorem to the scattering triangle

(Figure 2-1(b)), such that

Q2 = k2
i + k2

f − 2kikf cos(2θ). (2.8)

By assuming the static approximation, where the initial energy is much larger than the

energy exchange between the neutron or x-ray photon and the sample (
4E
Ei
� 0), and

hence the incident and scattered wavevectors are approximately equal (|ki| ≈|kf |), the
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Figure 2-2: An illustration of a scattering geometry.

scattering vector can be re-written as

Q =
4π

λ
sin(θ). (2.9)

In a diffraction experiment, collimated quanta (neutrons or x-rays) with an incident

wavevector ki and flux Φ are scattered by the sample at an angle of 2θ. The detector,

placed at a distance L from the centre of the sample, subtends a solid angle dΩ and

counts the scattered quanta. During an experiment, the quantity most commonly

measured is the differential scattering cross section dσ
dΩ(θ) (Figure 2-2) defined as [40]

dσ

dΩ
(θ) =

Number of quanta scattered into solid angle dΩ per second

ΦdΩ
. (2.10)
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2.3 Neutron Diffraction

For a polyatomic system with N atoms of n different chemical species in the small

sample limit, Equation 2.10 becomes [40]

1

N

dσ

dΩ
(Q) = F (Q) +

n∑
α=1

cα(b2α + b2α,inc)[1 + Pα(Q)]. (2.11)

Here, the differential scattering cross section is defined as the sum of two contributions:

the total structure factor F (Q) and the self-scattering term multiplied with the inelas-

ticity term [1+Pα(Q)]. The sum of the squares of the coherent and incoherent scattering

lengths (bα and bα,inc respectively) for all species α weighted by their concentration cα

provides the self-scattering contribution. The Placzek (or inelasticity correction) term

[42] is used because the static approximation is not completely valid; the lighter the

nucleus or the higher the temperature, the larger its contribution.

According to the convention of Faber and Ziman [43], the total structure factor F (Q)

can be written in terms of partial structure factors Sαβ(Q) as

F (Q) =

n∑
α=1

n∑
β=1

cαcβbαbβ[Sαβ(Q)− 1]. (2.12)

The normalised neutron total structure factor SN (Q) is defined as

SN (Q) =
F (Q)

< b >2
+ 1, (2.13)

where < b > = cαbα + cβbβ is the average neutron scattering length.

The total pair distribution function G(r) is obtained by a Fourier transformation of

F (Q) into real space.

G(r) =
1

2π2rn0

∫ ∞
0

QF (Q) sin(Qr)dQ =
n∑

α=1

n∑
β=1

cαcβbαbβ[gαβ(r)− 1], (2.14)

where n0 is the atomic number density of the sample and r is a distance in real space.

Here, the total pair distribution function is the weighted sum of the partial pair dis-

tribution functions gαβ(r) for chemical species α and β, which give the probability of

finding an atom of type β at a distance r from an atom of type α [40].

At distances shorter than the smallest separation between two atoms, gαβ(r) = 0 and
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the total pair distribution function tends to the limit [40]

G(r → 0) = −
n∑

α=1

n∑
β=1

cαcβbαbβ. (2.15)

The sum-rule relation [44] (obtained from Equation 2.14 at r → 0) must be statisfied

and is given by ∫ ∞
0

F (Q)Q2dQ = 2π2n0G(0). (2.16)

The coordination number n̄βα, which gives the average number of β atoms contained in

a spherical shell surrounding an α atom, can be expressed by integration of a partial

pair distribution function as

n̄βα = 4πn0cβ

∫ r2

r1

gαβ(r)r2dr, (2.17)

where r1 and r2 denote the inner and outer radius of the shell, respectively.

2.4 Modification Functions

During a neutron diffraction experiment, the diffractometer can access a limited Q-

range, truncating the total structure factor at a finite Qmax, such that the F (Q) is

multiplied by a modification function.

A step modification function M(Q) is defined as

M(Q) =

1 if Q ≤ Qmax

0 if Q > Qmax

(2.18)

and its Fourier transform M(r) is given by

M(r) =
1

π

Qmax∫
0

cos(Qr) dQ =
Qmax

π
sinc (Qmaxr). (2.19)

The density correlation function is defined as [45]

Dexp(r) =
2

π

∞∫
0

Q
F (Q)

< b >2
sin(Qr)M(Q) dQ. (2.20)

Here, the normalisation by < b >2 guarantees that the sum of the weighting factors for

gαβ(r) is equal to one.
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Then, the density correlation function (Equation 2.20) is re-written as [45]

Dexp(r) = 4πn0r
G(r)

< b >2
⊗M(r)

= 4πn0

n∑
α=1

n∑
β=1

cαcβbαbβ
< b >2

rgαβ(r)⊗M(r)− 4πn0r, (2.21)

where the symbol ⊗ refers to the 1-D convolution operator.

To help distinguish features in Dexp(r) that describe the glass structure from those that

are an artifact of M(r), each peak in rgαβ, referred as i, is represented by a Gaussian

function centered at rαβ(i) with an area which relates to the coordination number n̄βα(i)

and a width σαβ(i). Each Gaussian function is convoluted with M(r), and a sum of

the resultant functions given by

Dfit

(
r; rαβ, n̄

β
α, σαβ

)
=
∑
i

(
wαβ(i)

n̄βα(i)

cβ(i)rαβ(i)

1√
2πσαβ(i)

×

exp

−
[
r − rαβ(i)

]2
2
[
σαβ(i)

]2
⊗M(r)

)
− 4πn0r, (2.22)

is then fitted to Equation 2.21. The weighting factor wαβ(i) is defined as

wαβ(i) =


2cαcβbαbβ
<b>2 if α 6= β

c2αb
2
α

<b>2 if α = β
. (2.23)

An optimisation of the fit is achieved by reducing the goodness-of-fit Rχ [46], expressed

as

Rχ

(
rαβ, n̄

β
α, σαβ

)
=

√√√√∑i

[
Dexp(ri)−Dfit(ri)

]2∑
iD

2
exp(ri)

. (2.24)

At large Qmax values, M(Q) can be neglected, such that

D(r) =
n∑

α=1

n∑
β=1

cαcβbαbβdαβ(r), (2.25)

where the partial pair density correlation functions dαβ(r), are defined as [47]

dαβ(r) = 4πn0r[gαβ(r)− 1]. (2.26)

In the present work the coordination numbers and bond distances from neutron diffrac-

tion experiments were obtained by fitting each peak with a Gaussian function convo-
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luted with a sinc function using RDFGENIE [48].

2.5 Neutron Diffraction with Isotopic Substitution

Since neutrons scatter directly from the nucleus and not from the electron cloud, they

are used as a direct probe of the atomic positions in a sample.

The neutron scattering length gives a measure of scattering power of each nucleus.

It varies randomly between the elements and between isotopes of the same element

(Figure 2-3). An example is given by the large contrast among two of the germanium

isotopes, where b73Ge = 5.02(4) fm and b70Ge = 10.0(1) fm [49].

This property allows a neutron diffraction with isotopic substitution experiment to be

performed. Here, different diffraction patterns of samples, which are identical in every

respect apart from their isotopic enrichment, are measured.

In contrast, the x-ray scattering length is the product between the classical radius of

the electron re and the form factor f (Q). Here, the scattering length is Q-dependent

and is proportional to sin(θ)/λ.

2.5.1 Faber-Ziman Formalism

A multicomponent system of n chemical species is described by m = (n+1)n/2 partial

structure factors. The full set of partial structure factors can then in principle be

obtained by measuring diffraction patterns of m samples by using different isotopic

compositions.

In the Faber-Ziman (FZ) formalism [43], consider the simplest case of a two-component

system (n=2) for which at least three different total structure factors need to be mea-

sured, e.g. F 1(Q), F 2(Q) and F 3(Q). Then, Equation 2.12 can be re-written in form

of a matrix, such that
F1(Q)

F2(Q)

F3(Q)

 =


c2
αb

2
α,1 c2

βb
2
β,1 2cαcβbα,1bβ,1

c2
αb

2
α,2 c2

βb
2
β,2 2cαcβbα,2bβ,2

c2
αb

2
α,3 c2

βb
2
β,3 2cαcβbα,3bβ,3

 ·

Sαα(Q)− 1

Sββ(Q)− 1

Sαβ(Q)− 1

 (2.27)

or

F(Q) = A · S(Q), (2.28)

where F(Q) is the matrix of the total structure factors, A is the converting matrix and

S(Q) is the matrix of the partial structure factors.
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Figure 2-3: The variation of the coherent scattering lengths as function of atomic weight
for neutrons and for x-rays, ref (Q), where re=2.818 fm is the electron radius and f (Q)
is the form factor at a given scattering angle.

The partial structure factors Sαβ(Q), are obtained by inverting the matrix as

S(Q) = A−1 · F(Q). (2.29)

The robustness of the determination of the partial structure factors is measured by

normalising the determinant of A, |AN|. In the case of a square matrix, |AN| is

obtained by dividing each row i (i = 1, 2, 3) by
∑

α,β cαcβbα,ibβ,i [40, 50].

When more than three total structure factors are measured for a binary system, the

system is over-constrained and complete datasets can be appropriately exploited by

performing a singular value decomposition (SVD) analysis [40, 50, 51].

2.5.2 Bhatia-Thornton formalism

Similar to the Faber-Ziman formalism for a two-component system, the total structure

factors can also be described in terms of the Bhatia-Thornton (BT) partial structure
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factors, such that [52]

F (Q) =< b >2
[
SNN(Q)− 1

]
+ cαcβ(bα − bβ)2

[
SCC(Q)

cαcβ
− 1

]
+

2 < b > (bα − bβ)SNC(Q), (2.30)

where S NN(Q) is the number-number partial structure factor; S CC(Q) is the concentration-

concentration partial structure factor and S NC(Q) is the number-concentration partial

structure factor.

The real space information is obtained by Fourier transforming Equation 2.30 leading

to

G(r) =< b >2
[
gNN(r)− 1

]
+ cαcβ(bα − bβ)2

[
gCC(r)

cαcβ
− 1

]
+

2 < b > (bα − bβ)gNC(r), (2.31)

in which the partial pair distribution functions gNN(r), gCC(r) and gNC(r) are related

to the partial structure factors via

gNN(r)− 1 =
1

2π2rn0

∫ ∞
0

[
SNN(Q)− 1

]
r sin(Qr)dQ, (2.32)

gCC(r) =
1

2π2rn0

∫ ∞
0

[
SCC(Q)

cαcβ
− 1

]
r sin(Qr)dQ, (2.33)

gNC(r) =
1

2π2rn0

∫ ∞
0

[
SNC(Q)

cαcβ

]
r sin(Qr)dQ, (2.34)

or

SNN(Q)− 1 =
4πn0

Q

∫ ∞
0

[
gNN(r)− 1

]
r sin(Qr)dr, (2.35)

SCC(Q)

cαcβ
− 1 =

4πn0

Q

∫ ∞
0

gCC(r)r sin(Qr)dr, (2.36)

SNC(Q)

cαcβ
=

4πn0

Q

∫ ∞
0

gNC(r)r sin(Qr)dr. (2.37)

gNN(r) gives information on the overall structure of the system by considering equally

all the atomic sites regardless of the chemical species. gCC(r) concerns the chemical

ordering of the α and β chemical species with regard to the atomic sites described

by gNN(r). The cross correlation term gNC(r), describes the correlation between the

atomic sites and their occupacy [40, 53, 54].
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In the case of bα = bβ, the weighting factors for S CC(Q) and S NC(Q) are zero and

Equation 2.30 becomes

F (Q) = (cαbα + cβbβ)2
[
SNN(Q)− 1

]
. (2.38)

If on the other hand < b > = 0 then

F (Q) = cαcβ(bα − bβ)2

[
SCC(Q)

cαcβ
− 1

]
. (2.39)

A positive (or negative) peak at a given distance in gCC(r) indicates a preference for

homopolar (or heteropolar) correlations [40].

In a NDIS experiment, Equation 2.30 can be re-written in term of a matrix, such that
F1(Q)

F2(Q)

F3(Q)

 = B ·


SNN(Q)− 1

SCC(Q)
cαcβ

− 1

SNC(Q)

 , (2.40)

where the conversion matrix B is defined as

B =


(cαbα,1 + cβbβ,1)2 cαcβ(bα,1 − bβ,1)2 2(cαbα,1 + cβbβ,1)(bα,1 − bβ,1)

(cαbα,2 + cβbβ,2)2 cαcβ(bα,2 − bβ,2)2 2(cαbα,2 + cβbβ,2)(bα,2 − bβ,2)

(cαbα,3 + cβbβ,3)2 cαcβ(bα,3 − bβ,3)2 2(cαbα,3 + cβbβ,3)(bα,3 − bβ,3)

 .

(2.41)

2.5.3 Difference Functions

Most glasses are complex multicomponent systems and therefore it is not possible

to measure the complete set of individual partial structure factors. Likewise, this

is often not feasible in a high-pressure neutron diffraction experiment due to the high

background scattering and very small sizes of the sample.

However, a first-order difference (FOD) function ∆F (Q), can be calculated to simplify

the information obtained. By taking FOD functions between the total structure factors

F (Q), individual pair correlations are removed from the diffraction patterns.

In the case of a two-component system αβ, where α is the element that is being sub-

stituted, let yα and y′α define the α isotopes with bound coherent scattering lengths

byα > by’α and let yF (Q) and y′F (Q) represent the corresponding total structure fac-

tors, such that
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yF (Q) = c2
αb

2
yα

[
Sαα(Q)− 1

]
+ c2

βb
2
β

[
Sββ(Q)− 1

]
+ 2cαcβbyαbβ

[
Sαβ(Q)− 1

]
, (2.42)

and

y’F (Q) = c2
αb

2
y’α

[
Sαα(Q)− 1

]
+ c2

βb
2
β

[
Sββ(Q)− 1

]
+ 2cαcβby’αbβ

[
Sαβ(Q)− 1

]
.

(2.43)

The difference function y−y′∆F noββ(Q) eliminates the ββ correlation giving

y−y′∆Fnoββ(Q) = yF (Q)− y’F (Q)

= c2
α

(
b2yα − b2y′α

) [
Sαα(Q)− 1

]
+ 2cαcβbβ

(
byα − by′α

) [
Sαβ(Q)− 1

]
. (2.44)

The αα correlation can be eliminated by constructing the weighted difference function,
y′−y∆F noαα(Q) that is given by

y′−y∆Fnoαα(Q) = y’F (Q)−
b2y′α
b2yα

yF (Q)

= c2
βb

2
β

(
1−

b2y′α
b2yα

)[
Sββ(Q)− 1

]
+ 2cαcβbβ

(
by′α −

b2y′α
byα

)[
Sαβ(Q)− 1

]
. (2.45)

The difference function y−y′∆F noαβ(Q) removes the αβ correlation as follows

y−y′∆Fnoαβ(Q) =
by′α
byα

yF (Q)− y’F (Q)

= c2
βb

2
β

(
by′α
byα
− 1

)[
Sββ(Q)− 1

]
+ c2

α

(
by′αbyα − b

2
y′α

) [
Sαα(Q)− 1

]
. (2.46)

The first-order difference functions y−y
′
∆Gnoββ(r), y

′−y∆Gnoαα(r) and y−y′∆Gnoαβ(r)

are obtained by Fourier transforming ∆F noββ(Q), ∆F noαα(Q) and ∆F noαβ(Q), respec-
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tively as follows

y−y′∆Gnoββ(r) =
1

2π2rn0

∞∫
0

y−y′∆Fnoββ(Q) sin(Qr)QdQ

= yG(r)− y’G(r)

= c2
α

(
b2yα − b2y′α

)
gαα(r) + 2cαcβbβ

(
byα − by′α

)
gββ(r)

+ y−y′∆Gnoββ(0) (2.47)

y′−y∆Gnoαα(r) =
1

2π2rn0

∞∫
0

y′−y∆Fnoαα(Q) sin(Qr)QdQ

= y’G(r)−
b2y′α
b2yα

yG(r)

= c2
βb

2
β

(
1−

b2y′α
b2yα

)
gββ(r) + 2cαcβbβ

(
by′α −

b2y′α
byα

)
gαβ(r)

+ y′−y∆Gnoαα(0). (2.48)

y−y′∆Gnoαβ(r) =
1

2π2rn0

∞∫
0

y−y′∆Fnoαβ(Q) sin(Qr)QdQ

=
by′α
byα

yG(r)− y’G(r)

= c2
βb

2
β

(
by′α
byα
− 1

)
gββ(r) + c2

α

(
by′αbyα − b

2
y′α

)
gαα(r)

+ y−y′∆Gnoαβ(0). (2.49)
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2.6 X-Ray Diffraction

Since neutrons scatter from nuclei, they penetrate deep into matter through short-range

interactions having energies of ≈ 100 meV, whereas for x-rays the scattering is origi-

nated from the electron cloud with high incident energies of 10-100 keV. The structural

information obtained from x-ray diffraction experiments are complementary to those

obtained from neutron diffraction. In both cases the total structure factor formalism

is the same and only the neutron scattering lengths and the Placzek corrections are

replaced by the x-ray form factors f (Q) and the Compton scattering corrections, respec-

tively. The form factor shows a Q dependence and increases with decreasing scattering

angle and increasing wavelength. At Q = 0 it corresponds to the number of electrons in

the atom [55]. In contrast with neutron scattering, additional inelastic scattering and

re-emission processes, such as Compton scattering ([ dσ
dΩ(Q)]XCompton), photonuclear ab-

sorption and pair production in nuclear and electron fields ([ dσ
dΩ(Q)]XOther), fluorescence

([ dσ
dΩ(Q)]XFluorescence) and resonant-Raman ([ dσ

dΩ(Q)]Xr−Raman) scattering, give a contribu-

tion to the x-ray total scattering cross section, which is therefore given by [40][
dσ

dΩ
(Q)

]X
Total

= FX(Q) +
n∑

α=1

cαfα(Q)2 +

[
dσ

dΩ
(Q)

]X
Compton

+

[
dσ

dΩ
(Q)

]X
Other

+

[
dσ

dΩ
(Q)

]X
Fluorescence

+

[
dσ

dΩ
(Q)

]X
r−Raman

. (2.50)

where f α(Q) is the form factor of chemical species α.

In Equation 2.50 the fluorescence effect and the resonant-Raman scattering contribution

are neglected at energies far away from the absorption edge and the other processes give

a contribution to the total scattering cross section only at very high incident energies

[40]. According to the Faber-Ziman formalism (Section 2.5.1), the total x-ray structure

factor F X(Q) is given by

FX(Q) =
n∑

α=1

n∑
β=1

cαcβfα(Q)fβ(Q)[Sαβ(Q)− 1]. (2.51)

The x-ray structure factor can be normalised as follows

SX(Q) =
F (Q)∑n

α=1

∑n
β=1 cαcβfα(Q)fβ(Q)

+ 1, (2.52)

obtaining a function that oscillates around 1.



3. Instrumentation and

Diffraction Data Analysis

This chapter describes the production of neutrons and x-rays, instrumentation and

data treatment. The steady state neutron source at the Institut Laue Langevin (ILL)

in Grenoble (France) and the spallation neutron source ISIS at the Rutherford Ap-

pleton Laboratory in Didcot (U.K.) were used to obtain diffraction patterns for boro-

germanate and GeS2 glasses. The Advanced Photon Source (APS) at the Argonne

National Laboratory (ANL) in Illinois (U.S.A.) was used to obtain x-ray diffraction

patterns for boro-germanate glasses.

3.1 The ILL Reactor Neutron Source

At the ILL (Figure 3-1), fission nuclear reactions of enriched uranium 235U are used for

neutron and energy production (E ≈ 1MeV). A small quantity of neutrons sustains the

chain reaction, while most of the emitted neutrons, which are initially very energetic,

are used for neutron scattering experiments. An example of a typical nuclear fission

reaction is given by

235
92 U + 1n→ 92

36K + 141
56 Ba + 3n + Energy. (3.1)

In order to get the appropriate neutron wavelength for diffraction purposes, deuterium

oxide (D2O) is used as a moderator to reduce the neutrons’ kinetic energy, through col-

lisions with moderator nuclei. D2O surrounds the enriched uranium that is positioned

in the reactor core. Neutron beam tubes are placed ≈ 40 cm from the core, where the

flux is maximum [57] and used for extracting neutrons. Depending on the temperature

of the moderator, it is possible to extract cold or hot neutrons. The former, which

have low energy and long wavelengths, are produced by using two D2 moderators at

25 K; the latter, which have high energy and short wavelengths, are generated through

collisions with a graphite block heated to 2400 K by means of the γ radiation coming
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Figure 3-1: Schematic of the ILL reactor (reproduced from [56]).

from the core to produce thermal neutrons [57].

The continuous flux of neutrons (1.5×1015 neutrons cm2) extracted from the moder-

ator, that follows a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of energy, is collimated onto the

monochromator where a particular wavelength is selected through Bragg reflection by

the monochromator crystal. In order to minimize the background scattering further col-

limation is provided by using materials that absorb neutrons, such as boron, cadmium

and gadolinium.

3.1.1 The D4c Diffractometer

A layout of a typical diffraction experiment with a continuous source is shown in Figure

3-2.

The D4c diffractometer (Figure 3-3) at the ILL facility is ideal for studying disordered

materials thanks to its low background and high count rate [58, 59].

It receives neutrons from the hot graphite moderator. A monochromatic beam with

a wavelength of λ = 0.35 Å, λ = 0.5 Å or λ = 0.7 Å is selected by using a copper

monocrystal as the monochromator with the (331), (220) or (220) planes in reflection,

respectively. The neutrons are then passed through a filter of rhodium for λ = 0.5 Å

or iridium for λ = 0.7 Å, to remove λ/2 contamination. A monitor, placed between

the monochromator and the beam-slits, measures the incident neutron flux for normal-

isation purposes. Vertical and horizontal beam-slits adjust the beam geometry giving
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Figure 3-2: Layout of an experiment at a steady state neutron source.

Figure 3-3: The D4c Diffractometer [58].
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the maximum illuminated cross section of 2 cm and 5 cm in the horizontal and vertical

directions, respectively [60]. Incident neutrons with a wavevector ki are then scattered

by a sample at a fixed position, through an angle of 2θ into the detector.

The instrument consists of nine detector banks, that between them cover a wide

angular-range of 1.5◦ ≤ 2θ ≤ 140◦, which rotate around the sample in order to fill

the gaps between them. The sample is located in an evacuated cylindrical belljar,

which has an aluminium exit window [60].

In order to remove potential Bragg peaks deriving from this window and to reduce the

background intensity, each detector holds a collimation tube with B4C rings. Addition-

ally, two different beamstops, namely “Cloche” and “Detector”, are used to stop the

direct beam from reaching the first detector [58].

The Q dependence of the differential scattering cross section is measured at constant

λ by varying 2θ. According to Equation 2.9, the available Q-range is 0.5 Å−1≤ Q ≤
33 Å−1 for λ = 0.35 Å, 0.3 Å−1≤ Q ≤ 23 Å−1 for λ = 0.5 Å and 0.2 Å−1≤ Q ≤ 17 Å−1

for λ = 0.7 Å.

3.2 The ISIS Spallation Neutron Source

At ISIS, neutrons are produced by a spallation process. An ion source produces H−

ions which are grouped together by a Radio Frequency Quadropole (RFQ) at regular

intervals. Each group is then fired into a LINAC, which further accelerates the ion

beam to 70 MeV [61]. The beam then enters a synchrotron where it is stripped of its

electrons on entry by using a thin Al2O3 foil; the resulting proton beam is fired into

a guide at 800 MeV, diverted towards two target stations, namely Target Station 1

and Target Station 2, where they finally collide with a tungsten target, resulting in the

spallation process [61].

Neutrons are produced by the interaction between proton and target nucleus. An

example of a typical spallation reaction is given by

184
74 W + p→ F∗ + G∗ + 20n + Energy, (3.2)

where F∗ and G∗ are the fragments of the original 184
74 W nucleus (also known as “spall”).

The high-intensity neutrons need to be slowed down by a moderator to give neutron

wavelengths suitable for scattering experiments. Three different moderators are avail-

able at ISIS: hydrogen-, methane- and water-based [61], showing differences in the

energy/wavelength distributions (Figure 3-5).

Since the neutron wavelength is determined by the time of flight (TOF) technique, a

monochromator is not necessary. To measure the differential scattering cross section
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Figure 3-4: Schematic of the ISIS Spallation Neutron Source [62].
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Figure 3-5: The wavelength/energy distributions of neutrons for hydrogen (blue circles),
water (red circles) and methane (green circles) moderators at ISIS [63].
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Figure 3-6: Schematic of a time of flight neutron diffraction experiment.

as a function of the momentum transfer Q, the neutron wavelength λ and the angle

2θ are changed. In a TOF diffraction experiment (Figure 3-6), the time t taken by a

neutron to travel the distance L1 +L2 from the moderator to the sample (L1) and from

the sample to the detector (L2) is measured. Hence, in the static approximation, the

wavelength is given by

λ =
ht

mn(L1 + L2)
(3.3)

Equation 2.9 can be re-written to get the scattering vector as follows

Q =
4πmn(L1 + L2)

ht
sin θ. (3.4)

3.2.1 The GEM Diffractometer

The GEneral Materials (GEM) Diffractometer, located at Target Station 1 at the ISIS

facility, is ideal for studying crystalline or amorphous materials [64–67].

It consists of 8 ZnS(Ag)/6Li scintillator detector banks (Figure 3-7) [68] covering a

scattering angle range from 1.1◦ to 169.3◦ and giving a wide range of scattering vectors

of 0.15 Å−1≤ Q ≤ 55 Å−1. This leads to a high count rate and high resolution in real

space [69].

The GEM Diffractometer uses neutrons from the liquid methane moderator, held at

a constant temperature of 110 K. The neutrons have a primary incident flight path

L1=17 m [70]. The secondary flight path L2, depends on the scattering angle and it

ranges from 1.0 m to 2.9 m [70]. The air scattering is reduced by evacuating the sample

tank (shown in Figure 3-7) to pressures lower than 1 mbar [69]. A schematic of the

GEM Diffractometer is shown in Figure 3-8.
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Figure 3-7: On the left: sample tank. On the right: the GEM Diffractometer detector
banks at the ISIS pulsed neutron source.

Figure 3-8: A schematic of the GEM Diffractometer at the ISIS pulsed neutron source
[71].
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3.2.2 The PANalytical X’Pert Pro Multipurpose Diffractometer

The PANalytical X’Pert Pro Multipurpose Diffractometer (MPD), at the ISIS facility,

has been optimised and reconfigured to study amorphous materials using a capillary

stage in which the sample is mounted [72]. It uses a silver source, which produces a

radiation Kα of 0.560885 Å [73].

The diffractometer consists of a silicon scintillation point detector covering a scattering

angle range from 3.2◦ to 156◦ and giving a range of scattering vectors of 0.6 Å−1≤ Q

≤ 21.9 Å−1 [73, 74]. It also has a mirror in the incident beam to reduce the wavelength

spread.

3.3 The Advanced Photon Source

The Advanced Photon Source (APS), illustrated in Figure 3-9, generates high bright-

ness, high-energy x-ray beams. A hot cathode heated at ≈ 1000 ◦C produces electrons

which are fired into a LINAC, which accelerates the electrons to 450 MeV. The electrons

are boosted to 7 GeV (over 99.999% the speed of the light) before entering the storage

ring, which is 1104 m long and contains more than 1000 magnets. Here, the superfast

electrons are forced by bending magnets and insertion devices (wiggler or undulator)

to follow the trajectory of the ring and produce a high-energy x-ray beam tangential

to their path [75].

3.3.1 The 6-ID-D Diffractometer

The high-energy x-ray beamline 6-ID-D, located in Section 6 at the APS, is used for

magnetic x-ray scattering, high-energy x-ray diffraction and powder diffraction [76]. It

provides a high flux of photons (1 × 1011 photons/sec) with energies that range from

50 keV to 130 keV. The photon energy is selected by a silicon monocrystal with the

(311) planes in reflection. The detector is a two-dimensional MAR345 imaging plate

system or a single-element germanium energy dispersive detector [76].

3.4 Neutron Diffraction Data Corrections

To correct neutron diffraction data, additional measurements are required, such as

vanadium, background, absorber and empty container.

The following data corrections are valid for single wavelength neutron experiments. In

a spallation experiment, neutrons which possess a distribution of incident wavelengths

are collected at different scattering angles and the corrections are therefore both angle

and wavelength dependent.
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Figure 3-9: Schematic of the Advanced Photon Source [75] at the Argonne National
Laboratory.

In the small sample limit, the single scattered intensity measured for the sample IS(θ) is

proportional to the differential scattering cross section dσ
dΩ(θ) as shown in the following

expression:

IS(θ) = a(θ)NS
dσ

dΩ
(θ), (3.5)

where a(θ) is a calibration coefficient that converts cross sections into measured inten-

sities, and NS is the number of sample scattering centres illuminated by the incident

neutron beam.

In practice a large volume of sample is required which must be loaded into a container

and hence corrections for container scattering, attenuation and multiple scattering are

needed.
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3.4.1 Attenuation, Multiple Scattering and Inelasticity Corrections

In a neutron diffraction experiment the intensity of scattered neutrons is measured for

the sample S inside its container C (e.g. vanadium can or Ti-Zr gasket), IE
SC(θ), for

the empty container, IE
C(θ), and for background (empty belljar).

In the case of a containerless sample with a cylindrical geometry, the background cor-

rected intensity I E
S (θ), is defined as

IE
S (θ) = AS,S(θ)IS(θ) + a(θ)MS(θ), (3.6)

The attenuation coefficient Ai,j(θ) refers to events in which neutrons are scattered in

medium i and attenuated in medium j, via absorption or scattering and is calculated

according to the method by Paalman and Pings [77]. The multiple scattering cross

section MS(θ), obtained by using the quasi-isotropic approximation [78], is given by

MS(θ) = NSAS,S(θ)
σS

4π
∆S(θ)

[
1 + PS(θ)

]
, (3.7)

where the total scattering cross section of the sample is σS = 4π(b2
S + b2

S,inc), ∆S(θ) is

the ratio of multiple scattering to single scattering and PS(θ) is the Placzek correction

factor of the sample [42].

In the case of a sample held in a vanadium can (Figure 3-10) or Ti-Zr gasket, the

background corrected intensity is defined as

IE
SC(θ) = AS,SC(θ)IS(θ) +AC,SC(θ)IC(θ) + a(θ)MSC(θ), (3.8)

where MSC(θ) is the multiple scattering cross section for the sample in its container.

Likewise, the background corrected intensity for the empty container is given by

IE
C(θ) = AC,C(θ)IC(θ) + a(θ)MC(θ), (3.9)

where MC(θ) is the multiple scattering cross section of the empty container. The

differential scattering cross section is obtained by combinating Equations 3.5, 3.8 and

3.9 and it is defined as

dσ

dΩ
(θ)
∣∣∣
S

=
1

NSAS,SC(θ)

{[IE
SC(θ)

a(θ)
−MSC(θ)

]
−
AC,SC(θ)

AC,C(θ)

[IE
C(θ)

a(θ)
−MC(θ)

]}
. (3.10)
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Figure 3-10: Representation of the possible paths of incident neutrons on the edge of a
vanadium can.

3.4.2 Vanadium Normalisation

Vanadium has a very small coherent and a large incoherent scattering cross section,

σV,coh = 0.01838(12) barn and σV,inc = 5.08(6) barn, respectively [49]. In a neutron

diffraction experiment the diffraction pattern for vanadium is measured.

The experimentally measured, background corrected intensity for vanadium is given by

IE
V(θ) = AV,V(θ)IV(θ) + a(θ)MV(θ), (3.11)

where AV,V(θ) is the attenuation coefficient. The single scattered intensity measured

for the vanadium IV(θ), and the multiple scattering cross section MV(θ), are given by

IV(θ) = a(θ)NV
dσ

dΩ
(θ)
∣∣∣
V

= a(θ)NV
σV

4π

[
1 + PV(θ)

]
(3.12)

and

MV(θ) = NVAV,V(θ)
σV

4π
∆V(θ)

[
1 + PV(θ)

]
. (3.13)

Here, NV is the number of vanadium scattering centres illuminated by the neutron

beam, σV ' σV,inc = 4πb2V,inc is the scattering cross section, PV(θ) is the Placzek

correction factor and ∆V(θ) is the ratio of multiple scattering to single scattering.
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Equation 3.11 can be re-written as

IE
V(θ) = a(θ)AV,V(θ)NV

{
σV

4π
[1 + PV(θ)]

}
[1 + ∆V(θ)]. (3.14)

Then, the calibration coefficient is given by

a(θ) =
IE

V(θ)

AV,V(θ)NV

{
σV
4π [1 + PV(θ)]

}
[1 + ∆V(θ)]

, (3.15)

where IE
V(θ) is directly measured during the ND experiment.

3.4.3 Neutron Diffraction Data Analysis Flow-Chart and

Self-Consistency Check

Figure 3-11 summarises the data correction procedure for ND or NDIS experiments on

the GEM or D4c diffractometer.

As mentioned in Section 2.3, at distances shorter than the smallest separation between

two atoms, the total pair distribution function is G(r → 0) [40]. However, when the

measured F (Q) is Fourier transformed to G(r), unphysical low-r oscillations, which

should appear around the limit G(r → 0), are introduced. After setting the low-r

oscillations to their theoretical limit and Fourier back-transforming the G(r), the back

transform should be identical to the measured F (Q). Discrepancies between the two

datasets can arise from an incorrect normalisation due to the background, vanadium

or sample.

The same procedure is also applied for the first-order difference functions and partial

structure factors.
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Figure 3-11: Flow-chart used for the data analysis procedure of a ND experiment. The
red dashed lines show the additional steps for a NDIS experiment.
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3.5 X-Ray Diffraction Data Corrections

In a similar way to a neutron diffraction experiment, the x-ray data must be corrected

by subtracting contributions from the instrument background and the container. The

x-ray correction coefficients for attenuation, multiple scattering and background are

larger than for neutron diffraction [40] and an equivalent to vanadium, as used in

neutron scattering, does not exist. However, the static approximation is completely

valid for high-energy x-ray diffraction and no inelasticity corrections are needed.

The single scattered intensity measured for the sample IS(θ) is proportional to the

differential scattering cross section dσ
dΩ(Q) as shown in the following expression:

IS(θ) = aNS

[
dσ

dΩ
(Q)

]X
Total

, (3.16)

where a is a calibration coefficient that is independent of θ.

The background scattering (usually air scattering) gives a larger contribution at small

scattering angles and the background attenuation must be considered at low angles.

The total x-ray differential scattering cross section is given by[
dσ

dΩ
(Q)

]X
Total

=
IE

S (θ)

aNSAS,S(θ)
=

[
dσ

dΩ
(Q)

]X
Ray−T

+

[
dσ

dΩ
(Q)

]X
Compton

= FX(Q) +
n∑

α=1

cαfα(Q)2 +

[
dσ

dΩ
(Q)

]X
Compton

, (3.17)

and the total x-ray structure factor is

FX(Q) =

[
dσ

dΩ
(Q)

]X
Total

−
n∑

α=1

cαfα(Q)2 −
[

dσ

dΩ
(Q)

]X
Compton

. (3.18)

where FX(Q → ∞) = 0.

3.5.1 X-Ray Diffraction Data Analysis Flow-Chart

In order to extrapolate the S(Q) from the raw scattering data, correction procedures

[79] were followed (Figure 3-12). Depending on the instrument used (6-ID-D or PAN-

alytical X’Pert Pro MPD) different types of software were used.

For the data collected by using the 6-ID-D diffractometer, FIT2D [80] was used for

calibration and integration. This analysis program corrects the data for detector tilt,

beam centre, polarisation effects taking into account of geometrical effects, and calcu-

lates the sample to detector distance using a CeO2 crystalline calibrant with known

scattering pattern.
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Integrating around the Debye-Scherrer rings of constant 2θ converts the two-dimensional

data to one dimension. Detector areas shadowed by contaminating features [81] (e.g.

beam stop and bad pixels) were excluded from the integration by applying a mask. A

more detailed description of the conversion of the 2-D image to a 1-D intensity profile

is given by Hammersley et al. [81].

The 1-D datasets so obtained were used as input parameters into PDFgetX2 [79].

Here, different standard corrections are implemented. The program calculates the

attenuation coefficients and the background corrected intensities by considering the

scattering from the container and from air and by subtracting the background from the

sample. It applies corrections for the sample absorption, polarisation effects, multiple

and Compton scattering. The program calculates the total x-ray differential scattering

cross section (Equation 3.17) by varying the calibration coefficient (Equation 3.16) until

F (Q) oscillates around the sum of the Compton scattering and the self scattering term.

The Compton scattering and the self-scattering term are then subtracted and S(Q) is

obtained according to Equation 2.52.

For the data collected by using the PANalytical X’Pert Pro MPD, GudrunX [72] was

used to convert the raw x-ray data into structure factors. The program makes correc-

tions for background, attenuation, multiple scattering, Compton scattering, polariza-

tion effects, fluorescence and Bremsstrahlung radiation [73, 74, 82]. A more detailed

description about the operations that the program performs are given by Soper and

Barney [73].

All the structure factors S(Q) so obtained are then Fourier transformed into G(r) and

finally converted into total correlation functions T (r) defined as

T (r) = 4πn0r
[
G(r)−G(0)

]
. (3.19)

Coordination numbers and peak positions were calculated from T (r) by using PXFIT

[83].
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Figure 3-12: Flow-chart used for the data analysis procedure of a x-ray experiment.
The red dashed lines show the additional steps for the two-dimensional image plate
detector.
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3.6 The Paris-Edinburgh Press

In order to study the structure of liquid and amorphous materials under pressure using

in situ neutron diffraction, a Paris-Edinburgh (PE) large volume press was used.

The compression is applied through two identical opposed toroidal anvils. The maxi-

mum sustainable pressure Pmax, depends on the anvils’ material, such as cubic boron

nitride (BN), tungsten carbide (TC) or sintered diamond (D), and the sample, gasket,

and anvil geometry, which can be either single- (ST) or double-toroidal (DT) in nature.

A more detailed description of the profiles is given by Klotz [84]. A comparison between

the ST and DT gasket profiles is shown in Figures 3-13(a) and (b).

Figure 3-13: Drawings (not to scale) of the (a) ST and (b) DT gaskets with the pellet
in. The insets show their cross sections. Reproduced from [85].

The sample is generally encapsulated in a Ti0.676Zr0.324 gasket used to provide radial

support. This particular alloy has a zero coherent neutron scattering length [86]. Fig-

ures 3-13(c) and (d) show the dimensions of a pellet encapsuled in a ST and DT gasket,

respectively.

The dimensions of the pellet, namely the cylinder height h, the sample radius rS and

the cap height hcap, are used to calculate the volume of the pellet V pellet, such that

Vpellet = Vcylinder + 2Vcap = πr2
Sh+ 2

[1

6
πhcap(h2

cap + 3r2
S)
]
, (3.20)
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giving a pellet volume of 91.892 mm3 and 33.719 mm3 for a ST and DT gasket, respec-

tively. This can be used to calculate mass needed to make the pellet.

3.6.1 The Paris-Edinburgh Press on the D4c Instrument

Pressure experiments on D4c use the Paris-Edinburgh press variant VX5 (Figure 3-

14), mounted in a longitudinal scattering geometry (Figure 3-15), where the scattered

neutrons are counted in the same plane as the incident beam.

Figure 3-14: A VX5 variant Paris-Edinburgh press, as used for the D4c diffraction
experiment.

This type of press has two support pillars and a capacity of 130 tonnes [84]. Cubic

boron nitride single toroid anvils accommodate the ST gasket, in which the sample is

encapsulated.

The sample is illuminated by the incident neutron beam of 4 mm height and 11 mm

width, while the gasket is partially illuminated. The background scattering is reduced

by employing different neutron absorbing materials. 10B4C flags are placed just up-

stream of the sample (Figure 3-16) and the BN anvils are covered by a cadmium jacket.

The applied load L is calculated as

L =
PoilApiston

g
. (3.21)

where Poil is the oil pressure, Apiston is the piston surface area and g is the gravitational

acceleration (g = 9.81 m s−2).

The load vs sample pressure relation is taken from the calibration curve obtained from

previous neutron diffraction experiments [39] shown in Figure 3-17. During the ex-
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Figure 3-15: A representation of the in-plane scattering geometry. The anvils in black
and the tungsten carbide and steel binding rings in light and dark grey, respectively
are shown. Also shown is the pellet in white inside its gasket. Reproduced from [85].

periment pressure is applied manually through a hand pump. By using this setup the

maximum sustainable pressure is 8.5 GPa and Qmax = 21.5 Å−1.
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Figure 3-16: Top view of the experimental setup on D4c. The arrows point to (a) a slit
that allows the entry of the incident neutrons into the belljar, (b) a motor to adjust
the sample position in the beam, (c) a camera used to center the sample in the beam,
(d) 10B4C flags for background reduction. The inset shows an image obtained from the
camera.
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Figure 3-17: Pressure dependence of applied load at the sample position for a VX5
variant Paris-Edinburgh press for ST anvils at room temperature. The calibration
curve (dashed blue curve) was produced by using (a) glassy GeO2 pellets that had
been compressed in sintered diamond anvils (black squares), (b) a mixture of NaCl
and amorphous GeSe2 (green circles) and (c) dimensions of various recovered gaskets
after compression at different loads (red triangles). The dashed blue line corresponds
to the measured data points. Deviation from linearity at lower pressures is due to the
anvils closure that requires low-load application; however no pressure is applied on the
sample. Reproduced from [39].



4. The Structure of Glassy GeS2

4.1 Introduction

Chalcogenide glasses contain one or more chalcogen element (S, Se, Te) covalently

bonded to a network-forming element (e.g. Si, P, Ga, Ge, As, Sb).

Over the last few decades they have attracted the attention of scientists for their par-

ticular and fascinating physical properties. They exhibit high density and refractive

index, low phonon energy, strong polarizability, photosensitivity and transparency in

the mid-infrared (Mid-IR) region [87, 88]. These properties make chalcogenide glasses

widely used in photonic applications such as lenses, thermal imaging, as transmission

medium for IR radiation and as memory storage in CDs and DVDs [89–91].

Of particular interest is the germanium disulfide (GeS2) glass, which holds importance

in the fabrication of optoelectronic [11–13] and non-volatile memory devices [14–17].

GeS2 belongs to the family of GeX2 (X = O, S, Se) disordered materials, where each

germanium atom is linked to four X atoms in tetrahedral units [32, 92, 93]. These mo-

tifs form a network, which extends to distances greater than the nearest neighbour and

intermediate range, into the extended range. Information about the different length

scales can be obtained from the measured diffraction patterns, in which two character-

istic peaks appear. The first, called the first sharp diffraction peak (FSDP), is located

at a scattering vector ∼ 1.0 Å−1≤ QFSDP ≤ 1.5 Å−1, showing oscillations in real space

with a periodicity of 2π/QFSDP and a coherence length of 2π/∆QFSDP, where ∆QFSDP

is the full-width at half-maximum of the FSDP. The second, called the principal peak

(PP), is associated with extended range order and appears at ∼ 2.0 Å−1≤ QPP ≤
2.7 Å−1 [94–97] with a periodicity of 2π/QPP and a coherence length of 2π/∆QPP,

where ∆QPP is the full-width at half-maximum of the PP.

Although the GeX2 systems have similar tetrahedral motifs their connectivities differ.

GeO2 glass is formed from a network of corner-sharing tetrahedra [92]. GeS2 is a

mixture of corner- (CS) and edge-sharing (ES) tetrahedra, where the fraction of ES

motifs is in the range between 38 % and 47(5) % [26, 31, 32, 34]. GeSe2 is a mixture

of corner- and edge-sharing tetrahedra, where the fraction of ES motifs is in the range
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between 25 % and 40 % [18, 27, 93, 98–104]. Ge-Ge and Se-Se homopolar bonds are

found to be a feature in the structure.

Two different GeS2 crystal structures have been found with different connectivities

(Figure 4-1). In the low temperature (LT) phase of GeS2, the corner-sharing structural

motifs (Figure 4-2) form layers by linking via edge-sharing structural motifs (Figure 4-

3); in the high temperature (HT) phase, only corner-sharing motifs are found [105, 106].

Understanding the atomic level structure of glassy GeS2 is a key scientific challenge at

present, since different contrasting models have been proposed from both experimental

[27–34] and theoretical [19–26] studies.

Figure 4-1: a) Low and b) high temperature GeS2 crystal structures [105, 106]. The S
atoms are in yellow and the Ge atoms are at the centre of the tetrahedra.

Figure 4-2: Example of a corner-sharing motif, where the shared S atom is at the corner
of two tetrahedral units. The Ge atoms are in yellow and the S atoms are in red.
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Figure 4-3: Example of an edge-sharing motif, where the shared S atoms are at the
edge of two tetrahedral units. The Ge atoms are in yellow and the S atoms are in red.

The presence of Ge-Ge and S-S homopolar bonds is still a subject of debate, with

different studies suggesting the absence [26–29, 31, 32, 34] or existence [19, 23–25, 30,

107, 108] of chemical disorder. In the case of a chemically ordered continuous random

network (COCRN) model (cGe=1/3) [109] with four-fold coordinated Ge and two-fold

coordinated S, only heteropolar Ge-S correlations are allowed (n̄Ge
Ge=n̄

S
S=0). Ge-Ge and

S-S homopolar bonds are only allowed for the Ge- or S-rich compositions, respectively.

Feltz et al. [27] suggested a model for the interpretation of radial distribution function

(RDF) data obtained from x-ray diffraction. No homopolar bonds were observed.

A small fraction of homopolar bonds is, however, reported from Raman spectroscopy

[30, 107, 108] where modes at 340 cm−1 and 374 cm−1 were observed. Here, the A1

and Ac
1 bands observed at 340 cm−1 and 374 cm−1 are attributed to the symmetric

stretching of S atoms in CS and ES tetrahedra, respectively and the band at 434 cm−1

is assigned to the vibrations of S-S bonds between the GeS4/2 tetrahedra [108].

Armand et al. [28] found chemical order in the GeXx (X = S, Se and 1.5 ≤ x ≤ 5)

system from extended x-ray absorption fine structure investigations. For these GeXx

glasses, the Ge and X atoms are 4- and 2-fold coordinated, respectively. No Ge-Ge or

S-S homopolar bonds were found for GeX2.

Bytchkov et al. [34] observed the structure of Ge-rich sulfide glasses using high-energy

x-ray scattering and neutron diffraction and found a new Ge-Ge peak at 2.44 Å when

the S content is higher than the stoichiometric GeS2.

Some first principles molecular dynamics (FPMD) simulations [20, 23–25] have provided

support for the presence of homopolar bonds in GeS2. This is, however, in disagreement

with neutron diffraction with Reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) modelling [26].

Hence, GeS2 represents an important test case for investigating contrasting models of

topological disorder [110].

The lack of coherent information is the driving force of an investigation of its atomic

level structure that is highlighted in the present work. The first step to understanding

the GeS2 structure requires the knowledge of the full set of partial pair distribution
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functions that describe the correlations between pairs of atoms and their relative posi-

tions. However, since the total pair distribution function comprises a weighted sum of

3 overlapping correlations, it is difficult to interpret the experimental data.

In the present chapter, neutron diffraction with isotopic substitution (NDIS) is used to

isolate all partial pair distribution functions which would ordinarily be inaccessible to

obtain unambiguous structural information about the partial pair correlations. These

results will attain information on the atomic distribution, local environment and the

existence of structural motifs such as homopolar bonds. They will also provide a

benchmark for molecular dynamics simulations.

The chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 gives the essential theory for the NDIS

experiment. The experimental procedure is explained in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4

results are presented for an investigation of the structure of glassy GeS2, using the

GEM and D4c diffractometers, followed by a comparison with previous experimental

and theoretical studies in Section 4.5. Finally, overall conclusions will be drawn in

Section 4.6.
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4.2 Theory

A two-component glass system can be fully described by three independent total struc-

ture factors (Section 2.5.1). However, four diffraction patterns of isotopically enriched
yGeS2, where y = 73, MIX (a 50/50 mixture of 73Ge and 70Ge), NAT (Ge of natural

isotopic abundance) and 70 were measured, namely 73F (Q), MIXF (Q), NATF (Q) and
70F (Q), respectively.

In order to use all of the available data, a singular value decomposition (SVD) analysis

is carried out to get the partial structure factors, Sαβ(Q) [51, 111–116].

The matrix equation that needs to be solved for the over-constrained GeS2 system is

given by 

73F (Q)

MIXF (Q)

NATF (Q)

70F (Q)


= A ·


SGeGe(Q)− 1

SSS(Q)− 1

SGeS(Q)− 1

 , (4.1)

where the scattering matrix A, that contains the weighting factors, is defined as

A =


c2

Geb
2
73Ge c2

Sb
2
S 2cGecSb73GebS

c2
Geb

2
MIXGe

c2
Sb

2
S 2cGecSbMIXGebS

c2
Geb

2
NATGe

c2
Sb

2
S 2cGecSbNATGebS

c2
Geb

2
70Ge c2

Sb
2
S 2cGecSb70GebS


(4.2)

and the numerical values are

A[barn] =


0.02953(44) 0.03602(2) 0.06523(49)

0.06322(30) 0.03602(2) 0.09544(23)

0.07444(36) 0.03602(2) 0.10357(26)

0.109(21) 0.03602(2) 0.126(12)


. (4.3)
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The pseudo-inverse matrix A−1, is then:

A−1[barn−1] =


71.7120 −89.3575 −74.1737 91.8192

170.3759 −135.7611 −122.7579 115.9023

−111.3035 116.1620 100.5800 −105.4384

 . (4.4)

Similarly, the full datasets can be appropriately exploited by performing a singular

value decomposition (SVD) to obtain the Bhatia-Thornton partial structure factors

(Section 2.5.2).

The matrix equation that needs to be solved for the over-constrained GeS2 system is

given by 

73F (Q)

MIXF (Q)

NATF (Q)

70F (Q)


= B ·


SNN(Q)− 1

SCC(Q)
cGecS

− 1

SNC(Q)

 , (4.5)

where the conversion matrix B, is

B =


(cGeb73Ge + cSbS)2 cGecS(b73Ge − bS)2 2(cGeb73Ge + cSbS)(b73Ge − bS)

(cGebMIXGe + cSbS)2 cGecS(bMIXGe − bS)2 2(cGebMIXGe + cSbS)(bMIXGe − bS)

(cGebNATGe + cSbS)2 cGecS(bNATGe − bS)2 2(cGebNATGe + cSbS)(bNATGe − bS)

(cGeb70Ge + cSbS)2 cGecS(b70Ge − bS)2 2(cGeb70Ge + cSbS)(b70Ge − bS)


(4.6)

and the numerical values are

B[barn] =


0.13078(9) 0.01184(4) 0.1669(3)

0.19468(5) 0.04900(4) 0.4144(2)

0.21403(6) 0.06332(5) 0.4939(3)

0.271(33) 0.11(3) 0.74(14)


. (4.7)
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The pseudo-inverse matrix B−1, is then:

B−1[barn−1] =


34.2224 −18.6393 −18.0984 14.8527

103.2655 −101.6539 −88.4648 93.0219

−28.1736 22.0983 20.1424 −18.1795

 . (4.8)
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4.3 Experiment

4.3.1 Sample Preparation

Four samples of GeS2 were prepared by mixing Ge and S (99.998 %, Sigma-Aldrich)

powders at the required ratios in silica ampoules (5 mm inner diameter and 1 mm wall

thickness) inside an inert argon-filled glove-box. The samples were identical in every

respect apart from their isotopic enrichment of germanium.

Approximately 2 g of 73GeS2 (95.6 % 73Ge, 2.34 % 72Ge, 2.03 % 74Ge, 0.025 % 70Ge,

0.005 % 76Ge, Isoflex USA), NATGeS2 (99.9998 % NATGe, Sigma-Aldrich), 70GeS2

(95.3 % 70Ge, 4.10 % 72Ge, 0.51 % 76Ge, 0.05 % 74Ge, 0.04 % 73Ge, Isoflex USA),

and a sample containing a 50/50 mixture of 70GeS2 and 73GeS2 (labelled as MIXGeS2)

were prepared. The bound coherent neutron scattering lengths for Ge and S, taking

into account their isotopic enrichments, and their mean coherent scattering lengths [49]

are listed in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: The bound coherent neutron scattering lengths [49] byGe and bS, and corre-
sponding average neutron scattering lengths, < b >, of the four isotopically enriched
GeS2 samples taking into account the isotopic enrichments.

Sample byGe [fm] bS [fm] < b > [fm]
73GeS2 5.155(38) 2.847(1) 3.616(13)

MIXGeS2 7.543(18) 2.847(1) 4.4123(59)
NATGeS2 8.185(20) 2.847(1) 4.6263(67)

70GeS2 9.93(95) 2.847(1) 5.21(32)

Germanium and sulphur were purified following the procedures outlined in [117] and

in [118], respectively and the silica ampoules were cleaned using hydrofluoric acid and

acetone and baked out for 2 h at 800 ◦C. The starting elements were loaded into these

ampoules, which were sealed under vacuum (≈10−5 Torr) and heated in a rocking

furnace up to 950 ◦C at a rate of 1 ◦C min−1 and dwelled for 4 h at 119 ◦C (the melting

point of sulphur), 445 ◦C (the boiling point of sulphur) and 937 ◦C (the melting point

of germanium). The samples were kept rocking at 950 ◦C for 24 h, placed in a vertical

position for 5 h and cooled to 920 ◦C at a rate of 1 ◦C min−1. The liquids were held at

this temperature for 4 h before being quenched by dropping into an ice-water mixture.

Any possible contamination of the samples by silica from the ampoule is expected to

be at very low levels (e.g. 100-1000 ppm).
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4.3.2 Density Measurements

The mass density measurements of each of the samples were performed at 21.0(5) ◦C

using a helium pycnometer (MICRO-ULTRAPYC 1200e) and the results are listed in

Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: The measured mass density, ρ, and corresponding number density, n0, of
the four isotopically enriched GeS2 samples. Also given is the mean number density.

Sample ρ [ g cm−3] n0 [ Å−3]
73GeS2 2.7069(34) 0.0357(5)

MIXGeS2 2.6868(34) 0.0355(5)
NATGeS2 2.6986(20) 0.0356(5)

70GeS2 2.6333(36) 0.0355(5)

Mean 0.0356(3)

The mean number density of GeS2 of 0.0356(3) Å−3 is in agreement with the value

given by Feltz et al. (n0 = 0.0359(1) Å−3) [27].

4.3.3 GEM Experiment

The first neutron diffraction with isotopic substitution (NDIS) experiment was per-

formed at room temperature (T ≈ 300 K) using the GEM (Section 3.2.1) diffractome-

ter. The samples were ground and loaded into a cylindrical vanadium can of 4.8 mm

internal diameter and 0.1 mm wall thickness (Fig. 4-4(a)) inside an argon-filled glove-

box.

Diffraction patterns were taken for the sample in the can, the empty can, the empty

instrument, and a V0.941Nb0.059 rod of 7.94(1) mm diameter for normalisation purposes.

4.3.4 D4c Experiment

The second NDIS experiment was carried out using the D4c diffractometer (Section

3.1.1) at room temperature with an incident neutron wavelength of 0.49795(1) Å. The

sample powders were loaded into a cylindrical vanadium can of 4.8 mm internal diame-

ter and 0.1 mm wall thickness (Fig. 4-4(b)) inside an argon-filled glove-box. Diffraction

patterns were collected for the sample in the vanadium can, the empty can, the empty

instrument and a vanadium rod of 6.37(1) mm diameter for normalisation purposes.

Furthermore, diffraction data of a slab of neutron absorbing 10B4C were also taken for

background corrections at low scattering angles.

A detailed description of the diffraction data analysis procedure is given in Section 3.4.
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Figure 4-4: The sample held in a cylindrical vanadium can for the (a) GEM and (b)
D4c experiments.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Total Structure Factors

A comparison between the total structure factors as measured using the GEM or D4c

diffractometer is given in Figure 4-5. As the mean scattering length increases in the

glass from pure 73GeS2 to pure 70GeS2 (Table 4.1), the peak intensities increase.

There is good overall agreement between the diffraction patterns measured using GEM

or D4c diffractometer. The small discrepancy in the small Q region is due to the

different resolution of the two diffractometers. In fact, the D4c datasets show notici-

bly broader peaks originating from the so called umbrella effect, which becomes more

noticeable at small angles [51, 119–121].

The positions of the FSDP and the PP are listed in Table 4.3 together with the position

of the third peak Q3. The total pair distribution functions G(r) from both neutron

diffraction experiments are illustrated in Figure 4-6. The weighting factors for the

partial pair distribution functions are listed in Table 4.4.

According to the GeS2 crystal structures [105, 106, 123–125] the first peak in real space

at 2.22(1) Å is attributed to Ge-S correlations within tetrahedral GeS4/2 structural

motifs.

The second peak in real space at 2.89(1) Å is attributed to Ge-Ge correlations within

edge-sharing GeS4/2 structural motifs [32]. It is not possible to reliably asign the third

peak r3 in the total structure factors at 3.48(1) Å.

The coordination numbers n̄S
Ge and n̄Ge

Ge, were obtained using Equation 2.17. The fits

are shown in Figure 4-7 and their corresponding values for coordination numbers and

bond distances are given in Table 4.5 together with the goodness-of-fit parameters Rχ

over the given range. Also given is the position of the third peak r3.
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Table 4.3: The positions of the first three peaks QFSDP, QPP and Q3 in the total
structure factors shown in Figure 4-5.

Sample QFSDP [ Å−1] QPP [ Å−1] Q3 [ Å−1] Probe Reference
73GeS2 1.00(1) 2.15(1) 3.67(2) NDIS Present work (GEM)

1.01(1) 2.15(1) 3.70(2) NDIS Present work (D4c)
MIXGeS2 1.01(1) 2.32(1) 3.68(2) NDIS Present work (GEM)

1.01(1) 2.34(1) 3.71(2) NDIS Present work (D4c)
NATGeS2 1.01(1) 2.33(1) 3.69(2) NDIS Present work (GEM)

1.02(1) 2.35(1) 3.72(2) NDIS Present work (D4c)
70GeS2 1.01(1) 2.33(1) 3.70(2) NDIS Present work (GEM)

1.01(1) 2.35(1) 3.73(2) NDIS Present work (D4c)
NATGeS2 1.04 2.12 - ND Lin et al. [122]

(IPNS)
NATGeS2 1.02(2) - - ND Petri et al. [29]

(D4B)
NATGeS2 1.03(1) 2.35(1) 3.70(2) ND Zeidler et al. [32]

(GEM)
NATGeS2 1.03(2) 2.42(5) 3.75(5) ND Zeidler et al. [32]

(D4c∗)
NATGeS2 1.01(1) 2.30(1) 3.70(2) XRD Zeidler et al. [32]

(11-ID-C)
∗Ambient pressure in a PE cell.

A coordination number of 3.95(2) for Ge, obtained from both the experiments, is con-

sistent with the formation of GeS4/2 tetrahedra.
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Table 4.4: The weighting factors (in barn) for the partial pair distribution functions
gSS(r), gGeGe(r) and gGeS(r) for the four isotopically enriched yGeS2 samples.

gSS(r) gGeGe(r) gGeS(r) yG(0)
73G(r) 0.03602(2) 0.02953(44) 0.06523(49) -0.13078(93)

MIXG(r) 0.03602(2) 0.06322(30) 0.09544(23) -0.19468(53)
NATG(r) 0.03602(2) 0.07444(36) 0.10357(26) -0.21403(62)

70G(r) 0.03602(2) 0.109(21) 0.126(12) -0.271(33)

Table 4.5: Bond distances, rGeS, rGeGe, and r3 and coordination numbers, n̄S
Ge and

n̄Ge
Ge together their corresponding mean values, for the four isotopically enriched GeS2

samples as measured using GEM or D4c diffractometer. Also given are the goodness-
of-fit parameters Rχ for the fitted range 2.0-3.05 Å.

Sample rGeS [Å] rGeGe [Å] r3 [Å] n̄S
Ge n̄Ge

Ge Rχ Instrument
73GeS2 2.22(2) 2.91(2) 3.55(2) 3.94(5) 0.46(5) 0.064 GEM

2.22(2) 2.87(2) 3.50(3) 3.94(5) 0.46(5) 0.049 D4c
MIXGeS2 2.22(2) 2.91(2) 3.49(2) 3.95(5) 0.46(5) 0.068 GEM

2.22(2) 2.88(2) 3.46(3) 3.95(5) 0.46(5) 0.047 D4c
NATGeS2 2.22(2) 2.90(2) 3.49(2) 3.95(5) 0.46(5) 0.070 GEM

2.22(2) 2.88(2) 3.45(3) 3.95(5) 0.46(5) 0.049 D4c
70GeS2 2.22(2) 2.91(2) 3.48(2) 3.95(5) 0.46(5) 0.060 GEM

2.22(2) 2.88(2) 3.45(3) 3.95(5) 0.46(5) 0.047 D4c

Mean 2.22(1) 2.89(1) 3.48(1) 3.95(2) 0.46(2)
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Figure 4-5: Total structure factors F (Q) for the four isotopically enriched samples of
yGeS2 as measured using the GEM or the D4c diffractometer. The measured datasets
with errors are in black, and the red (GEM) and blue (D4c) curves show the Fourier
back-transforms of the corresponding real space data shown by the solid black (GEM)
and red (D4c) curves in Figure 4-6. The error bars are smaller than the line thickness
at most Q values. The curves are offset vertically for clarity of presentation.
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Figure 4-6: Total pair distribution functions G(r) for the four isotopically enriched
samples of yGeS2 as measured using the GEM or the D4c diffractometer. The solid
black (GEM) and red (D4c) curves were obtained by Fourier transforming the corre-
sponding reciprocal space data shown in Figure 4-5 by the black curves after spline
fitting with Qmax= 30 Å−1 (GEM) and Qmax= 22.90 Å−1 (D4c), where the unphysical
low-r oscillations, shown by the dashed curves, are set to their theoretical G(r=0) limit.
The curves are offset vertically for clarity of presentation.
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Figure 4-7: Density correlation function yD(r) for the four isotopically enriched samples
of yGeS2 (solid black curves) and their fits (solid red curve) as measured using the
GEM or the D4c diffractometer. The first peaks of Ge-S and Ge-Ge are shown by
the dashed blue and green curves, respectively. The fitted range is enclosed between
the grey dashed lines and their values are specified on the top of the plot. There are
no significant discrepancies between the fits and the Ge-S and Ge-Ge peaks at most r
values. The curves are offset vertically for clarity of presentation.
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4.4.2 First-Order Difference Functions

As mentioned in Section 2.5.3, by taking first-order difference functions it is possible to

obtain site specific structural information by removing, in turn, one partial contribution

gαβ(r) from the total pair distribution functions G(r). The first-order difference func-

tions y−y′∆F noSS(Q), y′−y∆F noGeGe(Q) and y−y′∆F noGeS(Q) are shown in Figure

4-8.

Figure 4-8: First-order difference functions (a) y−y′∆F noSS(Q), (b) y′−y∆F noGeGe(Q)
and (c) y−y′∆F noGeS(Q) for yGeS2 (black curves with error bars) as measured using
the GEM or the D4c diffractometer. The red (GEM) and blue (D4c) curves show the
Fourier back-transforms of the corresponding real space data shown by the solid black
(GEM) and red (D4c) curves in Figure 4-9. The error bars are smaller than the line
thickness at most Q values. The curves are offset vertically for clarity of presentation.

The features for the y−y′∆F noSS(Q) and y−y′∆F noGeS(Q) functions look very similar

to the total structure factors shown in Figure 4-5. As expected, upon elimination of

the Ge-Ge correlations, the first-order difference functions y′−y∆F noGeGe(Q) show a

significant reduction in the intensity of the FSDP.

As observed for the total structure factors, when the mean scattering length is larger

the peak intensities increase. The positions of the FSDP, the principal peak and the

third peak are listed in Tables 4.6 and 4.7 for GEM and D4c, respectively. These values
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are in agreement, within the errors, with those found from the total structure factors.

Table 4.6: The positions of the first three peaks QFSDP, QPP and Q3 in the first-order
difference functions shown in Figure 4-8 for the four isotopically enriched yGeS2 samples
as measured using the GEM diffractometer. Also given are the Qmax for the Fourier
transforms of the first-order difference functions.

∆F (Q) QFSDP [ Å−1] QPP [ Å−1] Q3 [ Å−1] Qmax [Å−1]
NAT−MIX∆F noSS(Q) 1.01(5) 2.34(5) 3.77(5) 17.5
70−NAT∆F noSS(Q) 1.02(5) 2.31(5) 3.75(5) 22.5
MIX−73∆F noSS(Q) 1.01(5) 2.41(5) 3.72(5) 22.0
70−MIX∆F noSS(Q) 1.02(5) 2.32(5) 3.75(5) 22.25
NAT−73∆F noSS(Q) 1.01(5) 2.39(5) 3.73(5) 21.3

70−73∆F noSS(Q) 1.02(5) 2.35(5) 3.73(5) 22.0
MIX−NAT∆F noGeGe(Q) 1.02(5) 1.97(5) 3.65(5) 20.0
NAT−70∆F noGeGe(Q) 0.92(5) 1.90(5) 3.64(5) 20.0
MIX−70∆F noGeGe(Q) 0.95(5) 1.98(5) 3.65(5) 21.2
73−MIX∆F noGeGe(Q) 0.97(5) 2.05(5) 3.65(5) 22.5
73−NAT∆F noGeGe(Q) 0.98(5) 2.05(5) 3.65(5) 21.5

73−70∆F noGeGe(Q) 0.96(5) 2.03(5) 3.65(5) 22.75
NAT−MIX∆F noGeS(Q) 1.01(5) 2.34(5) 4.33(5) 15.5

MIX−73∆F noGeS(Q) 1.02(5) 2.45(5) 4.36(5) 18.0
NAT−73∆F noGeS(Q) 1.02(5) 2.43(5) 4.36(5) 20.0
70−NAT∆F noGeS(Q) 1.03(5) 2.31(5) 4.18(5) 15.6
70−MIX∆F noGeS(Q) 1.02(5) 2.32(5) 4.22(5) 16.0
70−73∆F noGeS(Q) 1.02(5) 2.39(5) 4.30(5) 20.0

The Fourier transforms of the first-order difference functions are shown in Figure 4-9.

They were obtained by truncating the corresponding reciprocal space data at different

Qmax values (Tables 4.6 and 4.7).

The weighting factors for the partial pair distribution functions are listed in Table 4.8.

In the y−y′∆GnoSS(r) functions (Fig. 4-9(a)) the peak at ≈ 3.47(1) Å is due mainly

to GeGe corner-sharing configurations [32]. In the y′−y∆GnoGeGe(r) functions (Fig.

4-9(b)) there is no peak at 2.91(1) Å and the peak at ≈ 3.68(1) Å is due mainly to

SS correlations. In the y−y′∆GnoGeS(r) functions (Fig. 4-9(c)) there is no peak at

2.23(1) Å [18, 32, 93] which confirms that there are no homopolar bonds. In all of

these functions, the S-S correlations have a negative weighting factor (see Table 4.8).

The coordination numbers were obtained using the procedure outlined in Section 2.4.

The fits to the data from both the experiments are shown in Figures 4-10 and 4-11.
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Table 4.7: The positions of the first three peaks QFSDP, QPP and Q3 in the first-
order difference functions shown in Figure 4-8 for the four isotopically enriched yGeS2

samples as measured using the D4c diffractometer. Also given are the Qmax for the
Fourier transforms of the first-order difference functions.

∆F (Q) QFSDP [ Å−1] QPP [ Å−1] Q3 [ Å−1] Qmax [Å−1]
NAT−MIX∆F noSS(Q) 1.03(5) 2.37(5) 3.85(5) 17.5
70−NAT∆F noSS(Q) 1.03(5) 2.34(5) 3.77(5) 22.5
MIX−73∆F noSS(Q) 1.02(5) 2.45(5) 3.77(5) 22.0
70−MIX∆F noSS(Q) 1.03(5) 2.35(5) 3.78(5) 22.25
NAT−73∆F noSS(Q) 1.02(5) 2.41(5) 3.78(5) 21.3

70−73∆F noSS(Q) 1.03(5) 2.37(5) 3.76(5) 22.0
MIX−NAT∆F noGeGe(Q) 0.97(5) 2.02(5) 3.67(5) 20.0
NAT−70∆F noGeGe(Q) 0.86(5) 1.93(5) 3.67(5) 20.0
MIX−70∆F noGeGe(Q) 0.90(5) 1.98(5) 3.67(5) 21.2
73−MIX∆F noGeGe(Q) 0.95(5) 2.07(5) 3.69(5) 22.5
73−NAT∆F noGeGe(Q) 0.94(5) 2.06(5) 3.68(5) 21.5

73−70∆F noGeGe(Q) 0.92(5) 2.05(5) 3.68(5) 22.75
NAT−MIX∆F noGeS(Q) 1.04(5) 2.39(5) 4.38(5) 15.5

MIX−73∆F noGeS(Q) 1.04(5) 2.48(5) 4.42(5) 18.0
NAT−73∆F noGeS(Q) 1.04(5) 2.46(5) 4.41(5) 20.0
70−NAT∆F noGeS(Q) 1.05(5) 2.33(5) 4.27(5) 15.6
70−MIX∆F noGeS(Q) 1.05(5) 2.35(5) 4.29(5) 16.0
70−73∆F noGeS(Q) 1.04(5) 2.41(5) 4.35(5) 20.0

The parameters obtained for the first-order difference functions are shown in Tables 4.9

and 4.11 for the GEM experiment and in Tables 4.10 and 4.12 for the D4c experiment.
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Figure 4-9: First-order difference pair distribution functions (a) y−y′∆GnoSS(r), (b)
y′−y∆GnoGeGe(r) and (c) y−y

′
∆GnoGeS(r) for yGeS2 glass as measured using the GEM

or the D4c diffractometer. The solid black (GEM) and red (D4c) curves were obtained
by Fourier transforming the corresponding reciprocal space data shown in Figure 4-8 by
the black curves after spline fitting with Qmax given in Table 4.7, where the unphysical
low-r oscillations, shown by the dashed curves, are set to their theoretical ∆G(r=0)
limit. The curves are offset vertically for clarity of presentation.
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Figure 4-10: Density correlation functions (a) y−y′∆DnoSS(r), (b) y′−y∆DnoGeGe(r)
and (c) y−y

′
∆DnoGeS(r) for the four isotopically enriched samples of yGeS2 (solid black

curves) and their fits (solid red curves) as obtained using the GEM diffractometer. The
contributions of the first peaks of Ge-S, Ge-Ge and S-S are shown by the dashed blue,
green and orange curves, respectively. The fitted range is enclosed between the grey
dashed lines and their values are specified on the top of the plot. The curves are offset
vertically for clarity of presentation.
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Figure 4-11: Density correlation functions (a) y−y′∆DnoSS(r), (b) y′−y∆DnoGeGe(r)
and (c) y−y

′
∆DnoGeS(r) for the four isotopically enriched samples of yGeS2 (solid black

curves) and their fits (solid red curves) as obtained using the D4c diffractometer. The
contributions of the first peaks of Ge-S, Ge-Ge and S-S are shown by the dashed blue,
green and orange curves, respectively. The fitted range is enclosed between the grey
dashed lines and their values are specified on the top of the plot. The curves are offset
vertically for clarity of presentation.
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Table 4.8: The weighting factors (in barn) for the first-order pair distribution functions
for the four isotopically enriched yGeS2 samples.

∆G(r) gSS(r) gGeGe(r) gGeS(r)
NAT−MIX∆GnoSS(r) - 0.01122(5) 0.00812(3)
70−NAT∆GnoSS(r) - 0.035(21) 0.022(12)
MIX−73∆GnoSS(r) - 0.03369(5) 0.03021(5)
70−MIX∆GnoSS(r) - 0.046(21) 0.030(12)
NAT−73∆GnoSS(r) - 0.04491(6) 0.03834(5)

70−73∆GnoSS(r) - 0.080(21) 0.060(12)
MIX−NAT∆GnoGeGe(r) 0.00543(21) - 0.00749(29)
NAT−70∆GnoGeGe(r) 0.0115(47) - 0.0182(82)
MIX−70∆GnoGeGe(r) 0.0152(40) - 0.0229(70)
73−MIX∆GnoGeGe(r) 0.01920(26) - 0.02065(21)
73−NAT∆GnoGeGe(r) 0.02173(22) - 0.02415(16)

73−70∆GnoGeGe(r) 0.0263(19) - 0.0313(33)
NAT−MIX∆GnoGeS(r) 0.00538(22) -0.00283(11) -

MIX−73∆GnoGeS(r) 0.01363(16) -0.01140(19) -
NAT−73∆GnoGeS(r) 0.01736(15) -0.01334(18) -
70−NAT∆GnoGeS(r) 0.0158(87) -0.0063(28) -
70−MIX∆GnoGeS(r) 0.0200(80) -0.0086(26) -
70−73∆GnoGeS(r) 0.0273(55) -0.0173(18) -
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Table 4.9: Coordination numbers n̄S
Ge, n̄

Ge
Ge (ES), n̄Ge

Ge (CS), n̄S
S, obtained from the

first-order difference functions using the GEM diffractometer. Also given are the cor-
responding mean values.

∆D(r) n̄S
Ge n̄Ge

Ge (ES) n̄Ge
Ge (CS) n̄S

S Rχ

NAT−MIX∆DnoSS(r) 3.9(1) 0.46(5) 3.02(5) - 0.097
70−NAT∆DnoSS(r) 4.0(1) 0.46(8) 3.00(8) - 0.097
MIX−73∆DnoSS(r) 3.93(5) 0.48(5) 3.00(5) - 0.098
70−MIX∆DnoSS(r) 4.0(1) 0.47(8) 3.00(8) - 0.083
NAT−73∆DnoSS(r) 3.90(5) 0.47(5) 3.00(5) - 0.094

70−73∆DnoSS(r) 3.9(1) 0.47(8) 3.00(8) - 0.081
MIX−NAT∆DnoGeGe(r) 3.95(5) - - 9.0(1) 0.133
NAT−70∆DnoGeGe(r) 3.8(2) - - 9.5(2) 0.159
MIX−70∆DnoGeGe(r) 3.9(1) - - 9.0(1) 0.098
73−MIX∆DnoGeGe(r) 3.93(5) - - 9.3(1) 0.098
73−NAT∆DnoGeGe(r) 3.90(5) - - 9.4(1) 0.094

73−70∆DnoGeGe(r) 3.9(1) - - 9.5(2) 0.099
NAT−MIX∆DnoGeS(r) - 0.46(5) 3.00(5) 9.00(5) 0.055

MIX−73∆DnoGeS(r) - 0.50(8) 3.0(1) 8.8(2) 0.099
NAT−73∆DnoGeS(r) - 0.47(5) 3.2(2) 8.8(2) 0.099
70−NAT∆DnoGeS(r) - 0.43(8) 3.0(1) 9.0(1) 0.085
70−MIX∆DnoGeS(r) - 0.43(8) 3.0(1) 9.0(1) 0.088
70−73∆DnoGeS(r) - 0.46(8) 3.1(1) 8.9(1) 0.068

Mean 3.92(3) 0.46(2) 3.03(3) 9.10(4)
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Table 4.10: Coordination numbers n̄S
Ge, n̄

Ge
Ge (ES), n̄Ge

Ge (CS), n̄S
S, obtained from the

first-order difference functions using the D4c diffractometer. Also given are the corre-
sponding mean values.

∆D(r) n̄S
Ge n̄Ge

Ge (ES) n̄Ge
Ge (CS) n̄S

S Rχ

NAT−MIX∆DnoSS(r) 3.9(1) 0.5(1) 3.1(1) - 0.097
70−NAT∆DnoSS(r) 4.0(1) 0.5(1) 3.1(1) - 0.060
MIX−73∆DnoSS(r) 3.95(5) 0.51(5) 3.10(5) - 0.068
70−MIX∆DnoSS(r) 4.0(1) 0.5(1) 3.1(1) - 0.068
NAT−73∆DnoSS(r) 3.90(5) 0.49(5) 3.10(5) - 0.063

70−73∆DnoSS(r) 3.9(1) 0.5(1) 3.1(1) - 0.054
MIX−NAT∆DnoGeGe(r) 3.97(8) - - 9.4(2) 0.096
NAT−70∆DnoGeGe(r) 3.9(1) - - 9.4(2) 0.092
MIX−70∆DnoGeGe(r) 3.9(1) - - 9.4(2) 0.089
73−MIX∆DnoGeGe(r) 3.99(5) - - 9.4(2) 0.084
73−NAT∆DnoGeGe(r) 4.0(1) - - 9.5(3) 0.080

73−70∆DnoGeGe(r) 3.95(5) - - 9.6(2) 0.083
NAT−MIX∆DnoGeS(r) - 0.52(8) 3.04(8) 9.0(1) 0.098

MIX−73∆DnoGeS(r) - 0.53(5) 3.02(8) 8.9(1) 0.070
NAT−73∆DnoGeS(r) - 0.55(8) 3.03(8) 9.0(1) 0.093
70−NAT∆DnoGeS(r) - 0.43(8) 3.0(1) 9.0(1) 0.098
70−MIX∆DnoGeS(r) - 0.5(1) 3.1(1) 8.9(1) 0.054
70−73∆DnoGeS(r) - 0.5(1) 3.0(1) 8.9(1) 0.076

Mean 3.95(2) 0.47(2) 3.07(3) 9.2(1)
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Table 4.11: Bond distances rGeS, rGeGe (ES), rGeGe (CS), rSS, obtained from the
first-order difference functions using the GEM diffractometer. Also given are the cor-
responding mean values.

∆D(r) rGeS [Å] rGeGe (ES) [Å] rGeGe (CS) [Å] rSS [Å]
NAT−MIX∆DnoSS(r) 2.23(2) 2.86(2) 3.48(2) -
70−NAT∆DnoSS(r) 2.22(2) 2.91(2) 3.48(2) -
MIX−73∆DnoSS(r) 2.23(2) 2.91(2) 3.47(2) -
70−MIX∆DnoSS(r) 2.23(2) 2.91(2) 3.48(2) -
NAT−73∆DnoSS(r) 2.23(2) 2.91(2) 3.48(2) -

70−73∆DnoSS(r) 2.23(2) 2.91(2) 3.47(2) -
MIX−NAT∆DnoGeGe(r) 2.23(2) - - 3.73(2)
NAT−70∆DnoGeGe(r) 2.23(2) - - 3.72(2)
MIX−70∆DnoGeGe(r) 2.23(2) - - 3.74(2)
73−MIX∆DnoGeGe(r) 2.23(2) - - 3.68(2)
73−NAT∆DnoGeGe(r) 2.23(2) - - 3.68(2)

73−70∆DnoGeGe(r) 2.23(2) - - 3.69(2)
NAT−MIX∆DnoGeS(r) - 2.86(2) 3.43(2) 3.68(2)

MIX−73∆DnoGeS(r) - 2.94(2) 3.45(2) 3.63(2)
NAT−73∆DnoGeS(r) - 2.89(2) 3.47(2) 3.62(2)
70−NAT∆DnoGeS(r) - 2.92(2) 3.50(2) 3.70(2)
70−MIX∆DnoGeS(r) - 2.91(2) 3.49(2) 3.70(2)
70−73∆DnoGeS(r) - 2.91(2) 3.47(2) 3.62(2)

Mean 2.23(1) 2.90(1) 3.47(1) 3.68(1)
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Table 4.12: Bond distances rGeS, rGeGe (ES), rGeGe (CS), rSS, obtained from the
first-order difference functions using the D4c diffractometer. Also given are the corre-
sponding mean values.

∆D(r) rGeS [Å] rGeGe (ES) [Å] rGeGe (CS) [Å] rSS [Å]
NAT−MIX∆DnoSS(r) 2.23(2) 2.91(2) 3.46(2) -
70−NAT∆DnoSS(r) 2.23(2) 2.91(2) 3.46(2) -
MIX−73∆DnoSS(r) 2.23(2) 2.92(2) 3.46(2) -
70−MIX∆DnoSS(r) 2.23(2) 2.91(2) 3.46(2) -
NAT−73∆DnoSS(r) 2.23(2) 2.91(2) 3.46(2) -

70−73∆DnoSS(r) 2.23(2) 2.91(2) 3.46(2) -
MIX−NAT∆DnoGeGe(r) 2.23(2) - - 3.66(2)
NAT−70∆DnoGeGe(r) 2.23(2) - - 3.67(2)
MIX−70∆DnoGeGe(r) 2.23(2) - - 3.67(2)
73−MIX∆DnoGeGe(r) 2.23(2) - - 3.68(2)
73−NAT∆DnoGeGe(r) 2.23(2) - - 3.68(2)

73−70∆DnoGeGe(r) 2.23(2) - - 3.69(2)
NAT−MIX∆DnoGeS(r) - 2.92(2) 3.45(2) 3.61(2)

MIX−73∆DnoGeS(r) - 2.91(2) 3.46(2) 3.65(2)
NAT−73∆DnoGeS(r) - 2.91(2) 3.46(2) 3.64(2)
70−NAT∆DnoGeS(r) - 2.90(2) 3.48(2) 3.68(2)
70−MIX∆DnoGeS(r) - 2.91(2) 3.47(2) 3.63(2)
70−73∆DnoGeS(r) - 2.92(2) 3.45(2) 3.62(2)

Mean 2.23(1) 2.91(1) 3.47(1) 3.66(1)
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4.4.3 Faber-Ziman Partial Structure Factors

A singular value decomposition (SVD) analysis (Section 4.2) was carried out to obtain

the partial structure factors, Sαβ(Q) [51, 111–116]. They are illustrated in Figure 4-12.

The corresponding partial pair correlation functions as obtained by Fourier transform-

ing the reciprocal space data with a Qmax given in Table 4.13 are shown in Figure 4-13.

The coordination numbers were obtained using Equation 2.17 and their values together

with the bond distances and the integration range are reported in Table 4.13.

Table 4.13: Coordination numbers n̄βα as obtained by using Equation 2.17. Also given
are the bond distances rαβ, the integration range and the Qmax values.

Pair correlations n̄βα rαβ [Å] Range [Å] Qmax [Å−1] Instrument

Ge-S 3.99(5) 2.21(2) 1.9635-2.5234 12.74 GEM

3.9(1) 2.21(2) 1.9021-2.5197 12.74 D4c

Ge-Ge (ES) 0.3(1) 2.87(2) 2.6998-3.068 12.0 GEM

0.4(1) 2.85(2) 2.6384-3.068 12.0 D4c

Ge-Ge (CS) 3.2(1) 3.48(2) 3.068-3.8656 12.0 GEM

3.2(1) 3.47(2) 3.1907-3.8656 12.0 D4c

S-S 8.99(5) 3.63(2) 3.1907-4.1111 11.1 GEM

9.2(1) 3.63(2) 3.252-4.1724 11.1 D4c

A n̄S
Ge coordination number of 3.95(6) is indicative of a tetrahedal network.

To test for self-consistency, the partial structure factors can then be recombined to

obtain the total structure factors and the first-order difference functions (Equation 4.1).

This will help to understand the different contributions of each peak. Examples of some

reproductions are shown in Figures 4-14 and 4-15. The FSDP in the total structure

factors is mainly dominated by the Ge-Ge correlations with a small contribution from

the Ge-S correlations. Similarly, the total pair correlation functions and the first-order

difference pair distribution functions can be obtained by recombining the partial pair

distribution functions as shown in Figures 4-16 and 4-17.
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Figure 4-12: Faber-Ziman partial structure factors S GeS(Q), S GeGe(Q) and S SS(Q) for
GeS2 glass as obtained from GEM or D4c experiments (black curves with error bars)
by using the SVD analysis. The red (GEM) and blue (D4c) curves show the Fourier
back-transforms of the corresponding real space data shown by the solid black (GEM)
and red (D4c) curves in Figure 4-13. The curves are offset vertically for clarity of
presentation.
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Figure 4-13: The gGeS(r), gGeGe(r) and gSS(r) partial pair distribution functions for
GeS2 glass as obtained from GEM (black curves) and D4c (red curves) experiments
by using the SVD analysis. The solid curves were obtained by Fourier transforming
the corresponding reciprocal space data shown in Figure 4-12 by the black curves after
spline fitting, with the unphysical low-r oscillations, shown by the dashed curves, set
to their theoretical gαβ(r=0)=0 limit. The curves are offset vertically for clarity of
presentation.
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Figure 4-14: Recombination of the Faber-Ziman partial structure factors (red curves)
with the weighted contributions of gGeS(r) (blue short dashed), gGeGe(r) (green long
dashed) and gSS(r) (magenta dash dot) to the 73F (Q), MIXF (Q), NATF (Q) and 70F (Q)
total structure factors (black curve with error bars). The error bars are smaller than
the line thickness at most Q values. The weighting factors are given in Table 4.4. The
curves are offset vertically for clarity of presentation.
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Figure 4-15: Recombination of the Faber-Ziman partial structure factors (red curves)
with the weighted contributions of gGeS(r) (blue short dashed), gGeGe(r) (green long
dashed) and gSS(r) (magenta dash dot) to the 70−73∆F noSS(Q), 73−70∆F noGeGe(Q)
and 70−73∆F noGeS(Q) first-order difference functions (black curve with error bars).
The error bars are smaller than the line thickness at most Q values. The weighting
factors are given in Table 4.8. The curves are offset vertically for clarity of presentation.
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Figure 4-16: Recombination of the Faber-Ziman partial pair distribution functions
(red curves) with the weighted contributions of gGeS(r) (blue short dashed), gGeGe(r)
(green long dashed) and gSS(r) (magenta dash dot) to the 73G(r), MIXG(r), NATG(r)
and 70G(r) total pair distribution functions (black curves). The weighting factors are
given in Table 4.4. The curves are offset vertically for clarity of presentation.
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Figure 4-17: Recombination of the Faber-Ziman partial pair distribution functions (red
curves) with the weighted contributions of gGeS(r) (blue short dashed), gGeGe(r) (green
long dashed) and gSS(r) (magenta dash dot) to the 70−73∆GnoSS(r), 73−70∆GnoGeGe(r)
and 70−73∆GnoGeS(r) first-order pair distribution functions (black curves). The weight-
ing factors are given in Table 4.8. The curves are offset vertically for clarity of presen-
tation.
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4.4.4 Self-Consistency Checks

An alternative method to obtain the Sαβ(Q) is by combining, in turn, three of the

four total structure factors; the scattering matrix A given in Equation 4.2 is then

square. The partial structure factors obtained from the combination of the MIXGeS2,
NATGeS2 and 70GeS2 total structure factors are labelled as Set no 73; the partial

structure factors obtained from the combination of the 73GeS2, NATGeS2 and 70GeS2

total structure factors are labelled as Set no MIX; the partial structure factors obtained

from the combination of the 73GeS2, MIXGeS2 and 70GeS2 total structure factors are

labelled as Set no NAT and the partial structure factors obtained from the combination

of the 73GeS2, MIXGeS2 and NATGeS2 total structure factors are labelled as Set no 70.

The system is ill-conditioned [50] since the normalised determinants |AN| of the square

matrix for each of those sets are smaller than 1 (namely, for set no 73 |AN|=0.00012; for

set no MIX |AN|=0.00168; for set no NAT |AN|=0.00199; for set no 70 |AN|=0.00043),

i.e. the scattering length contrast between the total structure factors is small [40]. The

best conditioning is given by set no NAT.

The partial structure factors obtained with the SVD method and by using three of the

four total structure factors are illustated in Figure 4-18. The two different methods are

in good agreement except for set no 70 and set no 73, that are the worst conditioned.

The corresponding partial pair correlation functions obtained by Fourier transforming

the reciprocal space data with a Qmax given in Tables 4.14 and 4.15 are illustrated

in Figure 4-19. Similarly to the partial structure factors, the partial pair correlation

functions are in good agreement except for set no 70 and for set no 73. For example,

in gGeS(r) for the set no 70 the Ge-S contribution is more pronounced, whilst for the

set no 73 the GeS peak at 2.22(2) Å is not found.

The coordination numbers were obtained using Equation 2.17 and their values together

with the bond distances and the integration range are reported in Tables 4.14 and 4.15.
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Figure 4-18: Faber-Ziman partial structure factors (a) S GeS(Q), (b) S GeGe(Q) and
(c) S SS(Q) for GeS2 glass as obtained from GEM and D4c experiments by using the
SVD analysis and by using different combinations of three total structure factors (black
curves with error bars). The red (GEM) and blue (D4c) curves show the Fourier back-
transforms of the corresponding real space data shown by the solid black curves in
Figure 4-19. The curves are offset vertically for clarity of presentation.
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Figure 4-19: The (a) gGeS(r), (b) gGeGe(r) and (c) gSS(r) partial pair distribution
functions for GeS2 glass as obtained from GEM and D4c experiments by using the
SVD analysis and by using different combinations of three total structure factors. The
solid black (GEM) and red (D4c) curves were obtained by Fourier transforming the
corresponding reciprocal space data shown in Figure 4-18 by the black curves after
spline fitting, with the unphysical low-r oscillations, shown by the dashed curves, set
to their theoretical gαβ(r=0)=0 limit. The curves are offset vertically for clarity of
presentation.
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Table 4.14: Coordination numbers n̄βα calculated from the SVD analysis and from sets
no NAT, no MIX, no 70 and no 73 using the GEM diffractometer. Also given are the
bond distances rαβ, the integration range and the Qmax values.

Pair correlations Set n̄βα rαβ [Å] Range [Å] Qmax [Å−1]

Ge-S SVD 3.99(5) 2.21(2) 1.9635-2.5234 12.74

no NAT 4.4(2) 2.21(2) 2.0249-2.4544 12.45

no MIX 3.87(2) 2.22(2) 1.9635-2.4717 13.8

no 70 6.0(2.0) 2.22(5) 1.9635-2.4906 12.8

no 73 3.4(5) 2.6(1) 2.3317-2.8645 12.7

Ge-Ge (ES) SVD 0.3(1) 2.87(2) 2.6998-3.068 12.0

no NAT 0.3(2) 2.83(2) 2.6384-3.068 11.0

no MIX 0.3(2) 2.92(2) 2.7612-3.068 13.5

no 70 0.6(2) 2.81(4) 2.6384-2.9452 15.7

no 73 0.5(2) 2.97(5) 2.8225-3.068 14.3

Ge-Ge (CS) SVD 3.2(1) 3.48(2) 3.068-3.8656 12.0

no NAT 3.2(2) 3.49(2) 3.068-3.8656 11.0

no MIX 3.2(2) 3.50(2) 3.1907-3.8043 13.5

no 70 3.1(2) 3.31(4) 3.1293-3.8043 15.7

no 73 3.8(2) 3.50(5) 3.3134-3.803 14.3

S-S SVD 8.99(5) 3.63(2) 3.1907-4.1111 11.1

no NAT 9.1(1) 3.64(2) 3.1907-4.1724 10.5

no MIX 9.2(2) 3.61(2) 3.3134-4.1111 14.35

no 70 9.3(2) 3.61(2) 3.1293-4.2338 14.4

no 73 12.7(1.0) 3.57(5) 3.3748-3.927 14.5
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Table 4.15: Coordination numbers n̄βα calculated from the SVD analysis and from sets
no NAT, no MIX, no 70 and no 73 using the D4c diffractometer. Also given are the
bond distances rαβ, the integration range and the Qmax values.

Pair correlations Set n̄βα rαβ [Å] Range [Å] Qmax [Å−1]

Ge-S SVD 3.9(1) 2.21(2) 1.9635-2.5234 12.74

no NAT 4.2(2) 2.21(2) 2.0249-2.4544 12.45

no MIX 3.8(2) 2.23(2) 1.9021-2.5397 13.8

no 70 6.4(2.5) 2.21(5) 1.9635-2.4434 12.8

no 73 4.0(2) 2.6(1) 2.3317-2.8839 12.7

Ge-Ge (ES) SVD 0.4(1) 2.85(2) 2.6384-3.068 12.0

no NAT 0.4(2) 2.82(2) 2.5771-3.068 11.0

no MIX 0.4(2) 2.84(2) 2.6998-3.0666 13.5

no 70 0.7(2) 2.96(4) 2.7612-3.1293 15.7

no 73 0.3(3) 2.81(5) 2.6998-2.8839 14.3

Ge-Ge (CS) SVD 3.2(1) 3.47(2) 3.1293-3.8656 12.0

no NAT 3.1(2) 3.48(2) 3.1293-3.8656 11.0

no MIX 3.3(2) 3.46(2) 3.1293-3.8656 13.5

no 70 2.8(2) 3.44(4) 3.1293-3.8656 15.7

no 73 4.1(3) 3.47(5) 3.1907-3.8043 14.3

S-S SVD 9.2(1) 3.63(2) 3.252-4.1724 11.1

no NAT 8.9(1) 3.63(2) 3.1907-4.1724 10.5

no MIX 8.9(2) 3.61(2) 3.1907-4.0497 14.35

no 70 9.2(2) 3.71(2) 3.1293-4.1111 14.4

no 73 13.0(3.0) 3.66(5) 3.1907-3.9884 14.5
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4.4.5 Bhatia-Thornton Partial Structure Factors

The Bhatia-Thornton partial structure factors are shown in Figure 4-20. The corre-

sponding real space data are illustrated in Figure 4-21.

All the partial pair distribution functions show a first peak or dip at 2.21(2) Å. The

dip in the concentration-concentration partial pair distribution function [40] is due to

a preference for unlike chemical species. Similarly, the second peak at 3.50(2) Å that

appears as a shoulder in the gNN(r) and as a positive peak in the gCC(r) suggests a

preference for the like chemical species such as Ge-Ge or S-S correlations.

The network chemical ordering can be described by two contrasting models: the chem-

ically ordered network (CON) and the random covalent network (RCN) models [2]. In

the first, heteropolar bonds are favoured [2, 54, 109]. In the second, the distribution

of bond types is purely statistical and it depends on the coordination environment and

concentration of the chemical species. This leads to no preferential ordering and either

heteropolar or homopolar bonds are allowed across all compositions [2, 54, 126]. Both

models assume that the coordination number of an atom is given by the “8-N” bonding

(or octet) rule, where N is the valence number, or the number of electrons in the outer

shell, of an atom [127].

The mean coordination number is defined as [54]

n̄ = 4πn0

∫ r2

r1

gNN(r)r2dr

= cGe(n̄
S
Ge + n̄Ge

Ge) + cS(n̄Ge
S + n̄S

S). (4.9)

A value of n̄=2.69(2) is obtained by integration over the first peak in the gNN(r) (GEM)

as well as using the procedure outlined in Section 2.4 (D4c). This result is consistent

with n̄=2.67, which is expected from the “8-N” bonding rule. According to this rule,

the Ge atoms are four-fold coordinated and the S atoms are two-fold coordinated.

Since the scattered intensity cannot be negative for any scattering vector, the Bhatia-

Thornton partial structure factors must obey the relation [40]:

[SNC(Q)]2 ≤ SNN(Q) · SCC(Q) (4.10)

at all Q values. At low-Q values, Equation 4.10 is not satisfied for the GEM data

(Figure 4-22). This discrepancy is due to background scattering at low angles and

large wavelengths.
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Figure 4-20: Bhatia-Thornton partial structure factors for glassy GeS2 as obtained
using the GEM or the D4c diffractometer. The black curves are the data with errors
and the red (GEM) and blue (D4c) curves show the Fourier back-transforms of the
corresponding real space data shown by the solid curves in Figure 4-21. The curves are
offset vertically for clarity of presentation.
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Figure 4-21: Bhatia-Thornton partial pair distribution functions for glassy GeS2 as
obtained using the GEM (black curves) or the D4c (red curves) diffractometer. The
solid curves were obtained by Fourier transforming the corresponding reciprocal space
data shown in Figure 4-20 by the black curves after spline fitting, where the unphysical
low-r oscillations, shown by the dashed curves, are set to their theoretical limit.
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Figure 4-22: Self-consistency check for Bhatia-Thornton partial structure factors as
measured using (a) GEM or (b) D4c diffractometer. The red curve with error bars
is SNC(Q)2, while the black curve with error bars shows the product of SNN(Q) and
SCC(Q).
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4.5 Discussion

The first three peak positions at 1.01(1), 2.29(1) and 3.70(1) Å−1 in the total structure

factors (Figure 4-5) are in agreement with previous diffraction studies (Table 4.3).

The Ge-S distance is reported to be in a range between 2.21 and 2.23 Å with a co-

ordination number n̄S
Ge≈4 [27–29, 31, 32, 34, 128, 129], which is in agreement with

n̄S
Ge=3.95(5) from the present work. Previous diffraction studies found the shortest

GeGe distance at 2.89-2.95 Å with coordination numbers in the range 0.3 ≤ n̄Ge
Ge ≤ 0.5

for edge-sharing tetrahedra [28, 31, 32, 129], which compares with n̄Ge
Ge (ES)=0.46(2)

from this study. The next distance in gGeGe(r) at 3.48(2) Å (Figure 4-13) compares

with 3.44(2)-3.47(2) Å from previous studies [28, 32, 129] giving n̄Ge
Ge=3.2(1) for corner-

sharing tetrahedra.

The high temperature crystalline phase of GeS2 [105] has an equal number of Ge atoms

in ES (N Ge(ES)) and CS (N Ge(CS)) configurations. The percentage of Ge atoms in

ES configurations is given by [32]

NGe(ES)

NGe
= n̄Ge

Ge(ES) (4.11)

where N Ge is the total number of Ge. It follows that N Ge(ES)/N Ge=46(2) %, in

accordance with previous x-ray and neutron diffraction studies [32]. The fraction of

Ge atoms in ES configuration has been calculated by excluding extended chains of ES

tetrahedral structures. Although homopolar bonds are reported from Raman scattering

experiments [130] and FPMD simulations [20, 23–25], no Ge-Ge or S-S homopolar bonds

were found in the present work, extended x-ray absorption fine structure [28], x-ray

and neutron diffraction [27, 29, 32] or ND with RMC modelling [26]. The presence of

homopolar bonds in Raman measurements [30, 107, 108] can be attributed to a different

glass composition. In fact, as shown by Bytchkov et al. [34], when the S content is

higher than the stoichiometric GeS2, an additional GeGe peak is found. Additionally,

an higher quench rate may increase the fraction of homopolar bonds and the presence

of impurities in the glass can lead to additional bands in the Raman spectra.

The first peak in gSS(r) at 3.63(2) Å gives a coordination number n̄S
S=9.1(1) and a

ratio rSS/rGeS=1.64(2), close to the value for an ideal tetrahedron,
√

8/3=1.633. This

confirms that the network is predominantly formed of tetrahedral GeS4/2 units. The

bond angles can be calculated with the cosine rule by using the bond distances listed

in Table 4.14. The S-Ĝe-S bond angle is 110(1)◦, which compares with the ideal tetra-

hedral angle of 109.5◦. In both the LT- and HT-crystalline phases of GeS2, distorted

tetrahedral GeS4/2 units are reported [105, 106]. For example, the S-Ĝe-S bond angle

ranges from 99.8(3)◦ to 127.3(3)◦ [106] in the LT-crystalline phase, and 97.1(3)◦ to
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115.9(3)◦ [105] in the HT-crystalline phase.

The inter-tetrahedral Ge-Ŝ-Ge bond angle is estimated by using the first two distances

in gGeGe(r) giving 81(2)◦ for the ES (Figure 4-3) and 104(2)◦ for the CS (Figure 4-2)

tetrahedral units. In the HT-crystalline structure a range of Ge-Ŝ-Ge bond angles is

reported from 82.1(3)◦ - 102.2(3)◦ [105], while in the LT-crystalline structure the angles

range from 99.8(3)◦ to 102.8(3)◦ [106].

Finally, according to Equations 6.4 and 6.2, the GeS bond distance, the S concentra-

tion and the number density (Table 4.18) can be used to calculate the anion packing

fraction ηS=0.584(12), which compares with ηS=0.594(12) obtained by using the SS

bond distance.

4.5.1 Comparison with Published Data: Neutron and X-Ray Diffrac-

tion

A comparison with neutron diffraction data taken by Zeidler et al. [32] in reciprocal

and real space is shown in Figure 4-23.

A recombination of the partial structure factors have been carried out in order to

reproduce the x-ray data taken by Zeidler et al. [32] (Figures 4-24 and 4-25). The

atomic form factors for the Ge and S atoms were taken from [131]. As for the ND data,

the main contribution of the FSDP to the x-ray total structure factor is given by the

GeGe correlations. All datasets are in agreement within the experimental error.
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Figure 4-23: Comparison of (a) the total structure factor and (b) the total pair distribu-
tion function for NATGeS2 obtained in the present work (black) with datasets obtained
by Zeidler et al. [32] (red) by using the same instrument (GEM).
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Figure 4-24: Recombination of the Faber-Ziman partial structure factors (black curves)
as obtained using the (a) GEM or (b) D4c diffractometer with the weighted contri-
butions of S GeS(Q) (blue short dashed), S GeGe(Q) (green long dashed) and S SS(Q)
(magenta dash dot) to the x-ray total structure factor. The data are compared with
diffraction data taken by Zeidler et al. [32] (red curve).
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Figure 4-25: Recombination of the Faber-Ziman partial pair distribution functions
(black curves) as obtained using the (a) GEM or (b) D4c diffractometer with the
weighted contributions of gGeS(r) (blue short dashed), gGeGe(r) (green long dashed)
and gSS(r) (magenta dash dot) to the x-ray total pair distribution function. The data
are compared with diffraction data taken by Zeidler et al. [32] (red curve).
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4.5.2 Comparison with Simulations

Figure 4-26 shows a comparison of the present data with first-principles molecular

dynamics calculations of Ori et al. [24], Chakraborty et al. [25] and Blaineau et al.

[19] in reciprocal and real space.

The Car-Parrinello molecular dynamic (CPMD) method [132] was used for the simula-

tions of Ori et al. and Chakraborty et al., while the Blaineau et al. calculations were

performed using the Sankey-Niklewski method [133, 134].

The simulated real space data was Fourier back-transformed into reciprocal space and

then Fourier re-transformed with the multiplication with a step modification function

M (Q) (Section 2.4). The maximum reciprocal space value used to truncate the datasets

(Qmax) was chosen to match the experimental datasets and are given in Table 4.14.

All the simulated reciprocal space data show Fourier transform artefacts at low-Q. The

S GeS(Q) simulated functions qualitatively reproduce the main features of the experi-

mental data. The principle trough at 2.20(2) Å−1 for the experimental data and for

the Chakraborty et al. simulations are sharper than the simulations of Blaineau et al.

and Ori et al.. All the gGeS(r) match the first Ge-S peak at 2.21(2) Å, reproducing

its width, although they overestimate its height. The coordination numbers n̄S
Ge=3.85

given by Chakraborty et al. [25] and n̄S
Ge=3.79 given by Ori et al. [24] are slighly

smaller than n̄S
Ge=3.95(5) obtained in the present work.

The simulated data reproduce the main features in the S SS(Q), but understimate the

height of the peaks in reciprocal space compared to the experimental findings. In

the gSS(r) a small fraction of S-S homopolar bonds at 2.10(3) Å was found in the

simulations by Chakraborty et al. [25] and by Ori et al. [24], that is not found from

simulations by Blaineau et al. [19] and the experimental data. The position of the SS

peak at 3.63(2) Å for the experimental data is in agreement within the error with all

of the simulations, even though the simulated peaks are smaller in height and slightly

broader.

In the S GeGe(Q) all of the simulated peaks at high-Q are out of phase and underestimate

the intensities. In real space an additional Ge-Ge homopolar bond peak is seen by Ori et

al. at 2.33(5) Å and by Chakraborty et al. at 2.45(3) Å. This peak does not appear in

the experimental data and in the simulations by Blaineau et al. [19]. The Ge-Ge edge-

sharing peak positions at 2.91 Å in all the simulated data are in agreement with the

experimental data, but the simulated peaks are slightly broader and of lower intensity.

In the simulated data of Ori et al. and Chakraborty et al. the Ge-Ge corner-sharing

peak is shifted towards larger values, while the peak in the simulation by Blaineau et

al. [19] is shifted towards lower values.

A greater chemical ordering is observed in the simulations by Blaineau et al., where
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the GeS2 glass structure is SiO2-like with a small amount (18.6 %) of ES motifs.

The S-Ĝe-S bond angle is 110(1)◦ for the simulations and experimental data. The inter-

tetrahedral Ge-Ŝ-Ge bond angle ranges from 80◦ [19] to 83◦ [24] for the ES and from

100◦ [19] to 103◦ [24] for the CS tetrahedral units in agreement with our experiments.

Overall, the simulations and experiments agree for the Ge-S correlations, but the sim-

ulated data from Ori et al. and Chakraborty et al. predict Ge-Ge and S-S homopolar

bonds (≈ 16 % [24]) that are not found experimentally or in the simulations by Blaineau

et al.. The Chakraborty et al. simulations show the presence of even and odd size rings

as a consequence of homopolar bonds [25].

Additionally, the fraction of ES and CS configurations for the simulations do not agree

with our experiments.
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Figure 4-26: Comparison of (a) the Faber-Ziman partial structure factors and (b) the
partial pair distribution functions for GeS2 glass as obtained using the GEM (black
curves) or D4c (red curves) diffractometer with first-principles molecular dynamics
calculations of Ori et al. (green curves) [24], of Chakraborty et al. (blue curves) [25]
and of Blaineau et al. (brown curves) [19]. The curves are offset vertically for clarity
of presentation.
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4.5.3 Comparison of GeS2 glass with glassy GeO2 and GeSe2

What happens to the ordering on characteristic length scales and to the topology of

the network by changing the X atom? There are similarities in the structure of GeX2

glasses; for example, they are all made of tetrahedral building blocks and the high

temperature crystal structures are identical for GeS2 and GeSe2 [105, 106].

Angell [8] classified GeO2 as a strong network former, while GeS2 and GeSe2 show

an intermediate behavior between strong and fragile [8, 10, 135], but what are the

topological and chemical differences in these systems?

Wilson and Salmon [135] found a relation between the MX2 network formers structure

(M denotes an electropositive species) and their fragility by using a polarizable ion

model (PIM). In particular, by increasing the polarizability they point to an increase

in the system fragility as the number of ES structural motifs increases. Additionally,

an increase of the anion polarizability and hence the fragility leads to a decrease of the

bond angles Ge-X̂-Ge [135].

Figure 4-27 shows a comparison of the neutron diffraction data for GeO2 [92], GeS2

(present work) and GeSe2 [93] glasses in reciprocal and real space, where the datasets

are normalised to the nearest neighbour bond length rGeX. The positions of the first

two peaks (Tables 4.16 and 4.17) occur at QFSDPrGeX ' 2.4 and QPPrGeX ' 4.9 in

agreement with previous experimental findings [53, 136–139]. Their values are reported

in Tables 4.16 and 4.17 together with the periodicities and the coherence lengths. As

the size of the X atom increases, the periodicity and the coherence lengths increase for

the intermediate and extended range.

Table 4.16: The positions of the FSDP, QFSDP, the interatomic distances, rGeX, and
the scaled FSDP positions, QFSDPrGeX, for GeX2 (X = O, S, Se) glasses. Also given
are the periodicities, 2π/QFSDP, and the coherence lengths, 2π/∆QFSDP.

X QFSDP [Å−1] rGeX [Å] QFSDPrGeX 2π/QFSDP 2π/∆QFSDP Reference

O 1.53(2) 1.73(1) 2.65(4) 4.13(13) 8.98(13) [92, 96]

S 1.01(1) 2.22(2) 2.23(3) 6.22(6) 18.48(13) This study

Se 1.00(2) 2.36(2) 2.36(5) 6.28(13) 20.94(13) [18, 93]

Figures 4-28 and 4-29 compare the Faber-Ziman partial structure factors and their

corresponding pair correlation functions for GeX2 glasses plotted as a function of the

scaled scattering vectors and of the scaled distance, respectively.

All the S GeX(Q) functions are in good overall agreement in the GeX2 glasses. The

gGeX(r) pair correlation functions give coordination numbers n̄Se
Ge=3.7(1) and n̄O

Ge=3.8(1)

that are lower than the GeS coordination number n̄S
Ge=3.95(6).

Apart from some discrepancies at low scaled scattering vectors, the S XX(Q) functions
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Table 4.17: The position of the PP, QPP, and the scaled PP positions, QPPrGeX,
for GeX2 (X = O, S, Se) glasses. Also given are the periodicities, 2π/QPP, and the
coherence lengths, 2π/∆QPP.

X QPP [Å−1] QPPrGeX 2π/QPP 2π/∆QPP Reference

O 2.66(1) 4.60(3) 2.36(6) 17.90(13) [92, 96]

S 2.34(1) 5.17(5) 2.69(6) 8.85(13) This study

Se 2.05(3) 4.84(8) 3.06(19) 15.59(13) [18, 93]

show the same trend. In the gXX(r) the first peak in real space at scaled distance of

1.0(1) for GeSe2 corresponds to Se-Se homopolar bonds. The real space peak centered

at 1.63(5), attributed to the XX correlations, is symmetric for GeO2 and GeS2, while

for GeSe2 two different peaks were fitted [93]. The n̄X
X coordination numbers increase

when the size of the X atom increase giving n̄O
O=6.7(1), n̄S

S=9.1(1) and n̄Se
Se=9.3(2).

The S GeGe(Q) functions show a well defined FSDP, that confirms that the dominant

contribution in the measured total structure factors is mainly given by the GeGe corre-

lations. For GeO2, S GeGe(Q) is shifted towards smaller values by comparison with GeS2

and GeSe2. In real space the first three peaks at 1.05(5), 1.25(5) and 1.51(5) for GeSe2

are attributed to the GeGe homopolar bonds, GeGe edge-sharing and GeGe corner-

sharing motifs, respectively. Homopolar bonds are not found in GeS2 and GeO2. In

GeS2 the GeGe ES peak appears at 1.30(5) and the GeGe CS peak is at 1.57(5). How-

ever, no GeGe edge-sharing correlations have been detected in GeO2 and the corner-

sharing correlation is found at 1.83(5).

The symmetry of the gGeX(r) and gXX(r) peaks, attributed to the GeX and XX corre-

lations within the tetrahedron, is broken in gGeGe(r), where the correlations are due to

interconnections of structural motifs. It confirms that the reorganisation of the struc-

tural tetrahedral units and hence the intermediate range order differs along the GeX2

systems.

The edge-sharing coordination number for GeS2 is n̄Ge
Ge (ES)=0.46(2), and for GeSe2 it is

n̄Ge
Ge (ES)=0.34(5). Since the GeO2 structure is only formed of corner-sharing structural

motifs, the GeGe coordination number is higher for GeO2 (n̄Ge
Ge (CS)=4.1(2)) than the

other two glasses, that present the same coordination environment (n̄Ge
Ge (CS)=3.2(1)).

Additionally, no homopolar bounds are found in GeO2 and GeS2.

The values for the number densities n0, bond angles Ge-X̂-Ge, ratio rXX/rGeX and the

anion packing fractions ηX (Section 6.2.1) are listed in Table 4.18.

When the bond angle increases, the FSDP is more pronounced (see Figure 4-27), while

the PP is smaller and the network is less densely packed. For all the datasets, the ratio

rXX/rGeX is close to
√

8/3=1.633, that is the perfect tetrahedral ratio. Overall, the
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Table 4.18: The number densities n0, bond angles Ge-X̂-Ge, ratio rXX/rGeX and the
anion packing fractions ηX for GeX2 (X = O, S, Se) glasses.

X n0 [ Å−3] Ge-X̂-Ge [deg] rXX/rGeX ηX Reference

O 0.0629(3) 132(2) (CS) 1.636(11) 0.495(9) [92, 96]

S 0.03557(94) 81(2) (ES) and 104(2) (CS) 1.642(10) 0.584(12) This study

Se 0.0334(1) 80(1) (ES) and 98(1) (CS) 1.648(16) 0.667(17) [18, 92]

rearrangement of the tetrahedral units differs in both the intermediate and extended

range for the GeX2 systems.
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Figure 4-27: Comparison of (a) the total structure factors and (b) the total pair dis-
tribution functions for NATGeO2 (green) [92], NATGeS2 as measured using the GEM
(black) or the D4c (red) diffractometer, and NATGeSe2 (blue) [93] glasses plotted as a
function of scaled (a) scattering vectors and (b) distance.
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Figure 4-28: Faber-Ziman partial structure factors for GeO2 (green curves with error
bars) [92], GeS2 as obtained using the GEM (black curves with error bars) or the D4c
(red curves with error bars) diffractometer, and GeSe2 (blue curves with error bars)
[93] glasses plotted as a function of scaled scattering vectors QrGeX. The error bars
are smaller than the line thickness. The interatomic distances are given in Table 4.16.
The curves are offset vertically for clarity of presentation.
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Figure 4-29: Partial pair correlation functions for GeO2 (green curves) [92], GeS2 as
obtained using the GEM (black curves) or the D4c (red curves) diffractometer, and
GeSe2 (blue curves) [93] glasses plotted as a function of scaled distance r/rGeX. The
interatomic distances are given in Table 4.16. The curves are offset vertically for clarity
of presentation.
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4.6 Conclusions

The method of neutron diffraction with isotopic substitution was employed to inves-

tigate the structure of glassy GeS2. A singular value decomposition analysis was per-

formed to obtain information on the partial structure factor level.

The results confirm that the structure of glassy GeS2 is formed of edge- and corner-

sharing tetrahedra GeS4/2. The FSDP is well defined for all of the total structure

factors and is dominated by Ge-Ge correlations.

The coordination numbers are n̄S
Ge=3.95(6), n̄Ge

Ge (ES)=0.46(2) at distances of 2.21(2) Å

and 2.87(2) Å, respectively. The fraction of Ge atoms in edge-sharing configuration is

46(5) %.

The NDIS data were also compared with simulations by Blaineau et al. [19], Ori et

al. [24] and Chakraborty et al. [25]. The results from the simulations show agreement

with the experiments for the Ge-S correlations, but the simulated data of Ori et al.

[24] and Chakraborty et al. [25] predict Ge-Ge and S-S homopolar bonds that are not

found experimentally. Additionally, the fraction of ES and CS for the simulations do

not agree with experiments.



5. Structure and Properties of

Boro-Germanate Glasses

5.1 Introduction

Cations in oxide glasses can be classified into network formers, network modifiers and

intermediates, where Si4+, B3+ and Ge4+ belong to the network formers family showing

tendency to increase the network connectivity via bridging oxygens (BOs) [6]. GeO2

and SiO2 form a network of GeO4/2 and SiO4/2 corner-sharing tetrahedra [92, 140],

while a network of BO3/2 corner-sharing triangles is created in B2O3 [36]. Conversely,

the modifiers (i.e. Ca2+, K+ or Na+) alter the glass network structure reducing the

network connectivity by breaking bridging oxygen bonds to form non-bridging oxygen

atoms (NBOs) [141]. The intermediates (Al3+, Ti4+, Zr4+, Pb4+) can act as either a

network former or modifier depending on the environment [6].

Glasses in the boro-germanate system B2O3-GeO2 are classic examples of materials

in which the network structure and properties are controlled by mixing network-forming

motifs with contrasting connectivities, namely corner-sharing 2-D planar BO3/2 trian-

gles versus corner-sharing 3-D GeO4/2 tetrahedra (Figure 5-1). The system represents

one of the few prototypes for investigating the effect of mixing these motifs.

Figure 5-1: An illustration of (a) a planar BO3/2 triangle, (b) a planar B3O6 boroxol
ring and (c) a GeO4/2 tetrahedron.

A preference for mixing generates B-O-Ge linkages, while the converse leads to a prefer-
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ence of B-O-B and Ge-O-Ge, which may suggest phase separation. The mixing, which

drives the network topology, can be enhanced by the addition of modifiers to make

materials with technological applications [35]. An example is given by ternary or mul-

ticomponent boro-germanate glasses that are widely used as nonlinear optical materials

[35].

Although germanium is isostructural with silicon, properties of boro-germanates and

boro-silicates differ. For example, the refractive index in B2O3-GeO2 shows positive

deviation from additivity, while in B2O3-SiO2 it is negative [142]. Boro-germanates

present a higher degree of mixing compared to boro-silicates, which show a tendency

of phase separation [35, 143, 144]. For example, it was found previously that the

fraction of boroxol rings in boro-germanates is lower than in boro-silicates suggesting

a better mixing in the former [35]. Additionally, boro-germanates have lower synthesis

temperatures [145] compared with boro-silicates. The atomic scale structure of boro-

germanate has, however, never been studied in detail.

It was found previously that when mixing the two network formers B2O3 and GeO2

some of the resulting material properties, such as the refractive index [142, 145–148] and

the coefficient of thermal expansion [142, 146, 147], as a function of composition deviate

from simple additivity whereas density [142, 145–147] and glass transition [142, 149] do

not.

Murthy and Scroggie [147] did not observe any immiscibility and proposed that the

composition dependence of the properties depends on the way the triangular and tetra-

hedral structural motifs are arranged in the network. Riebling [145], from infrared

measurements, suggested the existence of a continous network of triangles and tetra-

hedra over the range of composition studied. Shelby [142] did not find any evidence of

phase separation from viscosity investigations. He suggested that the local environment

of these glasses depends on the composition even though the boron and germanium co-

ordination environments do not change. Baugher and Bray [150] found that boron

remains threefold coordinated by oxygen atoms in the mixed glasses using 11B NMR.

They found that the coupling constant increases monotonically with B2O3 concentra-

tion and this was attributed to the decreasing occurrence of B-O-Ge linkages. Lee et

al. [35] using 11B and 17O NMR together with quantum chemical calculations based on

density functional theory, investigated the chemical and topological disorder in boro-

germanate glasses. From NMR results they found that the fraction of boroxol rings

increases with a non linear trend by adding B2O3 and observed an increase of the Ge-

O-Ge linkages with increasing the GeO2 content. Additionally, in their calculations

they estimated a 40 % degree of disorder [35].

The work presented in this chapter investigates boro-germanate glasses starting with

samples characterization, in which the changes in composition may be used to tune the
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glasses properties such as density, glass transition temperature, viscosity and structure.

The combination of boron nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, Raman spec-

troscopy and x-ray diffraction will give quantitative results on the coordination en-

vironment of both boron and germanium. These findings will be compared with a

structural model that estimates the O-O and B-B coordination environment. Germa-

nium NMR cannot be used because the lack of spectral resolution will make the results

difficult to interpret [151].

The chapter is organised as follows. The experimental procedures are described in

Section 5.2. In Section 5.3, results are presented for an investigation of the structure

and properties of boro-germanate glasses, using boron nuclear magnetic resonance and

Raman spectroscopies, x-ray diffraction and viscosity measurements, followed by a

comparison with previous experimental studies and a proposed structural model in

Section 5.4. Finally, overall conclusions will be drawn in Section 5.5.
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5.2 Experiment

5.2.1 Sample Preparation

Glassy (B2O3)x(GeO2)(1−x) (0 ≤ x ≤ 1) samples were prepared by reacting pure nat-

urally enriched oxides B2O3 (98.7 %, Chemical Distributors Incorporated) and GeO2

(99.9 %, Eagle-Picher). GeO2 was preheated overnight at 200 ◦ to remove any moisture

and then cooled to room temperature. The oxide powders were mixed at the required

ratios in a plastic bottle to ensure sample homogeneity.

Approximately 25 g (10 g for B2O3) of mixture was loaded into a Pt crucible and then

melted in air at 1400 ◦C (for x = 0, 0,1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.45, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9) or

at 1000 ◦C for 60 minutes (for x = 1). The phase diagram of the system is shown in

Figure 5-2. The melt was quenched by putting the crucible into water.

Figure 5-2: Phase diagram of (B2O3)x(GeO2)(1−x) glasses; G and B denote GeO2 and
B2O3, respectively [152].

For x = 1 an additional sample of approximately 3 g was prepared using isotopically

enriched 11B2O3 (99.62 % 11B, 0.38 % 10B, Ceradyne Inc.) as starting material. The

sample preparation method was different from before as the sample was cooled by

putting the Pt-10%Rh crucible onto a brass block that was pre-cooled in liquid nitrogen

to 77 K.

The optical transparency of the glasses was an indication of no visible levels of phase

separation which would result in a translucent and milky sample. However, it is not

always possible to detect phase separation by eye alone, if, for example, the second
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phase exists as a small fraction of the material or it is too small to be seen.

5.2.2 Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy

The elemental concentrations of boron and germanium were determined by inductively

coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) at Corning Incorporated us-

ing about 1 g of sample. A PerkinElmer 2000 DV and 7300 V were used for the boron

and germanium analysis, respectively. The oxygen content was obtained by difference.

The results of the determinations are listed in Table 5.1 together with their nominal

concentrations.

Table 5.1: Nominal and measured (by ICP-OES) compositions for the boro-germanate
samples.

Nominal Composition Composition Measured by ICP-OES

x 1-x x 1-x

0.0 1.0 - -

0.101 0.899 0.101(1) 0.899(1)

0.202 0.798 0.203(1) 0.797(1)

0.303 0.697 0.307(1) 0.693(1)

0.403 0.597 0.412(1) 0.588(1)

0.453 0.547 0.446(1) 0.554(1)

0.502 0.498 0.503(1) 0.497(1)

0.603 0.397 0.601(1) 0.399(1)

0.703 0.297 0.702(1) 0.298(1)

0.802 0.198 0.800(1) 0.200(1)

0.901 0.099 0.905(1) 0.095(1)

1.0 0.0 - -

5.2.3 Density Measurements

The mass density measurements of each of the samples were performed at 21.0(5) ◦C

using a helium pycnometer (MICRO-ULTRAPYC 1200e) and at 28.7(1) ◦C using

Archimedes’ principle with toluene as the immersion liquid. Figure 5-3 shows the

mass density measured using the two different methods compared with the literature

values as a function of composition. The corresponding molar volumes are shown in

Figure 5-4.
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Figure 5-3: The mass density ρ of boro-germanate glasses as a function of x, as ob-
tained by pycnometry (red circles) and by using Archimedes’ principle (grey squares).
For comparison also shown are the values obtained by Imaoka and Yamazaki [146] (blue
hexagons), Riebling [153] (yellow triangles), Murthy and Scroggie [147] (green trian-
gles), Shelby [142] (black squares), Shaw and Uhlmann [154] (green dashed line), and
Ma et al. [155] (light blue hexagons). The error bars are smaller than the symbols.
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Figure 5-4: The molar volume Vm of boro-germanate glasses as a function of x, as
obtained by pycnometry (red circles) and by using Archimedes’ principle (grey squares).
For comparison also shown are the values obtained by Imaoka and Yamazaki [146]
(blue hexagons), Riebling [153] (yellow triangles), Murthy and Scroggie [147] (green
triangles), Shelby [142] (black squares), Shaw and Uhlmann [154] (green dashed line),
and Ma et al. [155] (light blue hexagons). The error bars are smaller than the symbols
at most compositions.
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5.2.4 Calorimetry Measurements

The thermal behavior of boro-germanate glasses was investigated by differential scan-

ning calorimetry (DSC).

The samples were crushed with a mortar and pestle, weighed and placed into a plat-

inum pan. They were then heated from 25 ◦C to 800 ◦C in Ar at 10 ◦C/min, using a

Netzsch DSC 404 F1 with a DSC cp sensor for better clarity and precision.

Figure 5-5 shows the results of the DSC measurements for boro-germanate glasses. No

crystallisation events occur.

The glass transition temperature T g, was taken as the onset point on the heat flow vs

temperature curve (Figure 5-5). Figure 5-6 shows the glass transition temperatures as

a function of their composition.

The pure oxides B2O3 and GeO2 exhibit a glass transition temperature at 255(1) ◦C

and 507(1) ◦C, respectively. The addition of B2O3 to GeO2 leads to a linear decrease

of T g over the measured range of compositions. However, the gradient in T g changes

at an equal concentration of boron and germanium (near to x = 0.3). This is the region

in which the formation of B-O-Ge bonds is predominant.

5.2.5 Boron Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy

11B Magic-Angle Spinning (MAS) Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) Spectroscopy

was performed to obtain information about the structure of boron containing materials.

The measurements were done at Corning Incorporated using an Agilent DD2 spectrom-

eter and a Varian T3 3.2 mm MAS NMR probe at an external field strength of 16.4

T. The resonance frequency of 11B at this field strength was 224.5127 MHz. Samples

were powdered using an agate mortar and pestle, and then packed into 3.2 mm zir-

conia rotors for sample spinning at 20 kHz. Data were acquired using a very short

radio-frequency pulse width of 0.6 µs, corresponding to a tip angle of π/12.

200 to 1000 scans were collected using a 4 s recycle delay between scans. Data were

processed without any additional line broadening and are plotted against the resonance

frequency of a boric acid solution, which is at 19.6 ppm from the standard 11B NMR

shift reference [157]. The intensities were normalised to have the same maximum peak

height.

5.2.6 Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy, which observes the vibrational modes in a system, was used to

provide information about the chemical environment and structural units within boro-

germanate glasses.
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Spectra were collected at room temperature and no special treatment of the samples

was needed before the measurements. Two independent measurements were done.

At Corning Incorporated the data were collected with a Horiba LabRam HR Evolution

with an Ultra-Low Frequency (ULF) module, 1800 gr/mm grating and a ×10 magni-

fication objective. A 532 nm laser, which operated with a power of 100 mW on the

sample, was used as excitation source. These spectra were acquired between 5 and

2000 cm−1 with an exposure time of 10 s and 30 accumulations per spectral window

to obtain a good signal to noise ratio. The Raman intensities were then corrected and

normalised to the fraction of boroxol rings (Section 5.3.2).

At the Institut De Physique du Globe de Paris (IPGP) the spectra were collected by us-

ing a T64000 HORIBA Jobin-YvonR© Raman spectrometer with a confocal system. The

triple spectrometer was coupled to a liquid nitrogen cooled Charge-Coupled Detector

(CCD), an OlympusR© microscope and a ×100 magnification objective. A 488 nm laser

(CoherentR© 70-C5 argon), which operated with a power of 0.5-0.53 W on the sample,

was used as excitation source. These spectra were acquired between 16 and 1800 cm−1

with an exposure time of 300 s and 3 acquisitions per spectral window. The Raman

intensities were then baseline corrected and normalised to the area.

5.2.7 Viscosity Measurements

High-viscosity measurements at low temperatures were performed at IPGP using a

creep apparatus (Figure 5-7). A more detailed description of the instrument is given

by Neuville and Richet [158].

With this apparatus, the deformation rate (ε̇) in a sample is measured as a function of

a constant uniaxial compressive stress (σ) at a fixed temperature giving the viscosity

directly [158, 159] as

η =
σ

3ε̇
. (5.1)

Here, the deformation rate is given by

ε̇ =
dlnl

dt
, (5.2)

where l is the sample length measured as a function of the deformation time t.

The applied constant stress σ, is defined as

σ =
Mg

A(τ)
, (5.3)

where g is the gravitational acceleration (g = 9.81 m/s2); M is the load applied to the

sample on the shorter lever arm of the apparatus; its value was determined experimen-
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tally [160] and is given by

M = 240.09 + 4.3755m−mTot, (5.4)

where m is the load applied on the longer lever arm of the apparatus; mTot indicates

the total mass of the sample, platinum foils and alumina discs.

In Equation 5.3, the instantaneous surface area of the sample at time τ , A(τ), is related

to the initial surface area A(0), according to

A(τ) = A(0)
L(τ)

L(τ)− dL
, (5.5)

where L(τ) and dL are the sample height and the deformation at given time τ , respec-

tively.

The instrument measures viscosity (η) between 108 and 1015 Pa·s at temperatures below

1000 ◦C [161].

Viscosity measurements were performed on rectangular parallelepiped samples with 8-

10 mm height, 3.5-5 mm length and 3-3.5 mm width and an approximate height to

length ratio of two. The sample was positioned between two platinum foils placed

against two alumina discs, that ensure contact with the two pistons (Figure 5-7(b)).

Before inserting the sample, the two faces that were to be in contact with the platinum

foils were polished to get equal and parallel surfaces.

Temperature differences were reduced by fixing a silver cylinder to the upper piston

[158]. The temperature gradient, measured by using two Pt-10%Rh thermocouples

placed on top and on the bottom of the sample, was less than 0.2 ◦C [162].

The measurements were performed at different temperatures starting from the glass

transition temperature measured by DSC (Section 5.2.4) and then at temperatures

above and below this value depending on the sample response.

In order to confirm Newtonian behavior of the deformation, different stresses in loading

and in unloading were applied at a given temperature [161, 162].

The reported viscosity values at a given temperature are the result of the average of

30-40 measurements at different applied stresses [161, 163].

The accuracy and reproducibility of the method were tested by measuring the Standard

Reference Material (SRM) 710a from the National Bureau of Standards and comparing

with the certified viscosity values [160]. They were estimated to be less than 0.3 log

units [162].
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Figure 5-5: Temperature dependence of the heat flow ∆Q, for the boro-germanate
glasses. The samples were heated from 25 ◦C to 800 ◦C in Ar at 10 ◦C/min. The
curves are offset vertically for clarity of presentation.
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Figure 5-6: Glass transition temperature Tg of boro-germanate glasses as a function of
x, as obtained in the present work (red circles) shown with errors. For comparison also
shown are the values measured by Shelby [142] (blue squares), Croswell et al. [149]
(black triangles), Suzuki and Abe [156] (green stars), and Ma et al. [155] (light blue
hexagons).
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Figure 5-7: Experimental setup of the creep apparatus used for high-viscosity measure-
ments. In (a) the arrows point to (1) linear variable differential transformer (LVDT),
(2) Pt-10%Rh thermocouples, (3) frame, (4) furnace, (5) sample environment (see (b)),
(6) silver cylinder, (7a) upper and (7b) lower pistons, (8) jack, (9) multimeter, (10)
deformation reader, (11a) shorter and (11b) longer lever arm and (12) temperature
reader. (b) Closer view of (5) (red dashed line in (a)) showing the sample environment.
The arrows point to (1) LVDT, (2) Pt-10%Rh thermocouples, (5a) alumina discs, (5b)
sample and (5c) platinum foils. Reproduced from [158].
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5.2.8 X-Ray Diffraction

The high-energy x-ray diffraction experiments were carried out on beamline 6-ID-D

(Section 3.3.1) at room temperature with an incident energy of 100.27(1) keV, corre-

sponding to an incident wavelength of of 0.124(1) Å. The beam, 99 % polarised in the

horizontal direction, had dimensions of 0.5 mm × 0.5 mm.

The samples were ground and loaded into Kapton polyimide tubes (Cole-ParmerR©) of

1.00(1) mm internal diameter and 0.051(6) mm wall thickness, inside an argon-filled

glove-box. The capillary was previously cut to a length of 2 to 3 cm and sealed at one

end with AralditeR© rapid epoxy adhesive (Figure 5-8). Once the sample was loaded,

the other end was closed in a similar way.

Figure 5-8: Sample held in a (a) silica capillary and (b) Kapton polyimide tube.

A two-dimensional MAR345 image plate, detector with 2048 × 2048 pixels with a size

of 200 µm, was placed at 282.21(6) mm from the sample position to detect diffrac-

tion patterns for the sample in the capillary, the empty capillary and for the empty

instrument.

Figure 5-9 shows the 2-dimensional image plate x-ray diffraction patterns for the boro-

germanate glasses.

The x-ray diffraction experiment on 11B2O3 was carried out by using a PANalytical

X’Pert Pro Multipurpose diffractometer (Section 3.2.2). The silver anode produced a

mean radiation Kα of 0.5616 Å. The sample was finely ground and loaded into a silica

capillary of 1.0 mm internal diameter and 0.01 mm wall thickness inside an argon-filled

glove-box and then mounted in the capillary stage (Figure 5-10).

Diffraction patterns were taken for the sample inside the capillary, an empty capillary

and the empty instrument. The data were collected covering a scattering angle range

from 3.2◦ to 150◦ at 0.1◦ intervals, giving a range of scattering vectors of 0.6 Å−1≤ Q

≤ 21.6 Å−1.
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Figure 5-9: Two-dimensional image plate x-ray diffraction patterns for the boro-
germanate glasses.
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Figure 5-10: 11B2O3 held in a silica capillary mounted in the capillary stage for the x-ray
diffraction experiment using the PANalytical X’Pert Pro Multipurpose diffractometer.
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5.3 Results

5.3.1 11B MAS NMR

The 11B MAS NMR spectra of the investigated glasses are shown in Figure 5-11. The

spectrum of B2O3 glass exhibits a main peak at a shift between 18 ppm and 9 ppm,

which represents the characteristic position of three-fold coordinated boron atoms [164,

165]. Its maximum position at ≈13 ppm moves to lower chemical shifts with the

addition of GeO2. The shoulder at ≈ 16 ppm in B2O3 dissappears at low boron content.

Traces of BO4/2 units at ≈ 1 ppm are detected in all the glasses. The small amount of

four-fold coordinated boron can be attributed to trace of alkali or dissolved water since

the samples are hygroscopic.

Figures 5-12 and 5-13 show the Gaussian fits to the 11B MAS NMR spectra shown in

Figure 5-11. The isotropic chemical shifts δISO of the three different peaks are shown

in Table 5.2. During the fitting procedure, the quadrupole coupling was maintained

constant at 2.6 MHz. The peak at δISO ≈ 18.2(5) ppm is attributed to the presence of

boroxol rings in the glass [164, 165]. As the boron concentration increases the fraction

of boron in boroxol rings (fring) in the glass increases (Figure 5-14). The peak at δISO

≈ 14.8(5) ppm is associated with BO3/2 units that are not in boroxol rings [164, 165].

An additional BO3/2 peak at δISO ≈ 16.3(5) ppm was necessary for fitting the data.

This peak could be due to B-O-Ge linkages.

It is important to notice that the fitting procedure is not unique.

Table 5.2: Isotropic chemical shifts δISO as determined by Gaussian fits of the spectra
shown in Figures 5-12 and 5-13.

x δISO (B3O6) [ppm] δISO (new) [ppm] δISO (BO3/2) [ppm]

1.0 18.1(5) - 14.7(5)

0.905(1) 18.1(5) 16.3(5) 14.9(5)

0.800(1) 18.2(5) 16.3(5) 14.7(5)

0.702(1) 18.2(5) 16.3(5) 14.8(5)

0.601(1) 18.2(5) 16.3(5) 14.7(5)

0.503(1) 18.2(5) 16.3(5) 14.7(5)

0.412(1) 18.2(5) 16.3(5) 14.8(5)

0.307(1) 18.1(5) 16.4(5) 14.7(5)

0.203(1) 18.1(5) 16.4(5) 14.7(5)

0.101(1) - 16.4(5) 14.7(5)
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Figure 5-11: 11B MAS NMR spectra of (B2O3)x(GeO2)(1−x) glasses as obtained using
an Agilent DD2 spectrometer and a Varian T3 3.2 mm MAS NMR probe. The curves
are offset vertically for clarity of presentation.
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Figure 5-12: Gaussian fits to the MAS NMR spectra shown in Figure 5-11 for glassy
(B2O3)x(GeO2)(1−x) (for x = 1.0, 0.905, 0.800, 0.702, 0.601, 0.503). The measured
spectra are in black and their fits in red. The peaks of boroxol rings and boron in
BO3/2 units are shown by the dashed blue and magenta curves, respectively. The
additional new peak of boron in a non-ring configuration is shown by the dashed green
curve.
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Figure 5-13: Gaussian fits to the MAS NMR spectra shown in Figure 5-11 for glassy
(B2O3)x(GeO2)(1−x) (for x = 0.412, 0.307, 0.203, 0.101). The measured spectra are in
black and their fits in red. The peaks of boroxol rings and boron in BO3/2 units are
shown by the dashed blue and magenta curves, respectively. The additional new peak
of boron in a non-ring configuration is shown by the dashed green curve.
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Figure 5-14: Fraction of boron in boroxol rings fring, as a function of x in the boro-
germanate glasses, obtained from 11B MAS NMR.
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5.3.2 Raman Spectroscopy

Figure 5-15 shows the raw Raman spectra of (B2O3)x(GeO2)(1−x) as measured using a

Horiba LabRam HR Evolution system with an ULF module.

Since the glass compositions vary from x = 0 to x = 1, in order to extract information on

the individual bands it is necessary to place the Raman spectra on a common scale. 11B

MAS NMR studies have shown the composition dependence of the fraction of boron in

boroxol rings (Section 5.3.1) and since the Raman band at ≈ 806 cm−1 originates from

the boroxol ring breathing mode [166, 167], the Raman spectra have been normalised

so that the height of this band scales with the fraction of boron in boroxol rings. For

example, for pure B2O3 (x = 1) and (B2O3)0.503(GeO2)0.497 (x = 0.503) the fraction

of boron in boroxol rings is 64 % and 34 %, respectively. So, the Raman spectra have

been scaled such that the height of the 806 cm−1 band for x = 0.503 is 0.34/0.64 smaller

than that for x = 1 (Figure 5-16).

At low boron content, the band at 806 cm−1 is not large enough to see a difference

and, for example, for x = 0.1 no boroxol rings have been detected from 11B MAS NMR

measurements. For x = 0, 0.1 and 0.2 compositions, the intensity of the band at ≈
450 cm−1 was extrapolated from the scaled data (Figure 5-17 (a)). Figure 5-17 (b)

shows the Raman intensity of the band at 806 cm−1 after normalising all data. The

normalised Raman spectra are illustrated in Figure 5-18. The Raman data normalised

to the total area are shown in Figure 5-19.

All of the glasses show a low frequency band, the boson peak, which is due to the

existence of intermediate range order [168]. The observed bands at ≈ 425-450 cm−1

and the shoulder at 530 cm−1 are associated with the rocking and bond bending of Ge-

O, respectively [169, 170]. The band at 860 cm−1 and 970 cm−1 are attributed to the

asymmetric stretching modes of bridging oxygen atoms in Ge-O-Ge bonds [169, 170].

Their intensities increase rapidly with increasing GeO2 concentration. The band at

≈450 cm−1 is the result of different overlapping vibrations: B-O-B, Ge-O-Ge and B-O-

Ge [171]. For glasses with high GeO2 content the Ge-O-Ge bending mode is detected

at 342 cm−1. The out of plane ring modes, which probably arise from the out of plane

bending mode of both BO3/2 triangles and B3O6 rings, is at 720 cm−1. The shoulder

at 780 cm−1 is attributed to the Ge-O-B stretching mode [167]. The observed band at

1050 cm−1 is associated with the out of plane symmetric bending mode of the BO3/2

triangles, whilst the band at 1260 cm−1 arises from the stretch of the boron sublattice

to the oxygen sublattice.
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Figure 5-15: Raw Raman spectra of (B2O3)x(GeO2)(1−x) glasses as measured using a
Horiba LabRam HR Evolution system with an ULF module.
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Figure 5-16: The composition dependence of the Raman intensity of the 806 cm−1 band
(blue squares) shown in Figure 5-15 and fraction of boroxol rings fring (red circles) (a)
before and (b) after scaling.
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Figure 5-17: (a) The composition dependence of the Raman intensity of the 450 cm−1

band (black squares) shown in Figure 5-15 together with the extrapolated (orange
squares) and unscaled data (green triangles) at x = 0, 0.1 and 0.2. The red line is the
result of a quadratic fit giving a deviation of 0.08 %. (b) The composition dependence
of the Raman intensity of the 806 cm−1 band after scaling the low boron content data
(blue squares). Red circles show the fraction of boroxol rings from 11B MAS NMR.
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Figure 5-18: Normalised Raman spectra of (B2O3)x(GeO2)(1−x) glasses as measured
using a Horiba LabRam HR Evolution system with an ULF module. The data have
been normalised to the fraction of boroxol rings.
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Figure 5-19: Normalised Raman spectra of (B2O3)x(GeO2)(1−x) glasses as measured
using a Horiba LabRam HR Evolution system with an ULF module. The data have
been normalised to the total area.
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5.3.3 Viscosity

The results of the viscosity measurements are listed in Table 5.3 and plotted in Figure

5-20 as a function of reciprocal temperature, 1/T. These results are compared to

previous measurements on B2O3 [172, 173] and GeO2 [174, 175].

Different stresses in loading and in unloading have been applied for each temperature

and composition in order to confirm Newtonian behavior. An example is given in Figure

5-21. Density measurements (Figure 5-22) and Raman spectra (Figure 5-23) before and

after viscosity measurements were undertaken in order to check that no crystallisation

occurred [161]. No significant changes are reported in the density measurements and

Raman spectra after the measurements.

At 550 K there is a difference in viscosity of 25 orders of magnitude between GeO2

and B2O3. This difference decreases by increasing the temperature and is less than 12

order of magnitude at 1150 K (Figure 5-24).

The addition of 20 mol% B2O3 to GeO2 modified the viscosity more than the addition

of the same amount of GeO2 to B2O3 (Figure 5-24). This difference becomes less

pronounced with increasing temperature. However, it is important to know that B2O3

and GeO2 have been measured on different samples with a different instrument.

Initially, the Arrhenian equation

logη = AA +
BA

T
, (5.6)

where AA and BA are constants and T is the temperature (in Kelvin), was tested to

fit the data giving a poor quality fit.

Since near the glass transition temperature the relation between log η and 1/T is not

linear and the viscosities deviate negatively (Figure 5-24), the data in this region were

fitted by using the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann-Hesse (VFTH) [176–178] equation:

logη = AVFTH +
BVFTH

(T − T1)
, (5.7)

where AVFTH, BVFTH and T1 (in Kelvin) are adjustable parameters.

Using these parameters, it is possible to calculate the melts’ fragilities mf [179] as

follows

mf =
BVFTH

Tg(1− T1/Tg)2
. (5.8)

The fits are shown in Figure 5-25 and their parameters are listed in Table 5.4 together

with the melts’ fragilities and the glass transition temperatures extracted from the

viscosity data (TgVISC or T12). T12 is the isokom temperature at which the viscosity is

12 log Pa·s and its values are shown in Figure 5-26 compared to those obtained from
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DSC measurements (Section 5.2.4). In both measurements, there is a gradient change

near to x = 0.3.
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Table 5.3: Viscosities for boro-germanate glasses as measured by using a creep appa-
ratus. The calculated error for all the measurements is 0.03 log Pa·s. The temperature
gradient is less than 0.2 K.

x = 0.203 x = 0.307 x = 0.412

T [K] log η [Pa·s] T [K] log η [Pa·s] T [K] log η [Pa·s]
776.6 12.88 740.4 9.30 698.7 9.68

767.7 13.03 724.6 9.63 682.0 10.19

751.3 13.31 714.5 9.85 665.9 10.74

738.2 13.55 702.7 10.18 655.2 11.02

725.8 13.78 699.2 10.25 642.5 11.45

718.0 13.93 688.8 10.54 633.1 11.89

706.8 14.15 678.3 10.85 623.6 12.24

695.7 14.37 667.7 11.24 613.6 12.56

682.7 14.65 663.4 11.43

677.1 14.77 658.4 11.59

665.4 15.03 650.1 12.00

643.1 12.16

x = 0.503 x = 0.905

T [K] log η [Pa·s] T [K] log η [Pa·s]
679.8 9.49 599.4 9.22

663.1 10.04 591.1 9.63

648.9 10.44 584.5 9.94

637.0 10.89 572.6 10.50

626.0 11.27 567.2 10.80

612.3 11.84 559.9 11.16

608.4 12.02 557.1 11.30

598.6 12.45 550.3 11.70

595.2 12.57 544.2 12.01

583.3 13.12 540.2 12.25

527.6 12.93
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Figure 5-20: Relation between the logarithm of the viscosity and the reciprocal temper-
ature for the boro-germanate glasses as measured by using a creep apparatus (Figure
5-7). The calculated error for all the measurements is 0.03 log Pa·s. These results are
compared to previous measurements on B2O3 (red empty circles) [172, 173], GeO2 (blue
line) [174, 175], (B2O3)0.2(GeO2)0.8 (grey empty circles) [142] and (B2O3)0.6(GeO2)0.4

(green empty squares) [142].
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Figure 5-21: An example of the relation between the logarithm of the viscosity and
the applied stress σ, for glassy (B2O3)0.307(GeO2)0.693 as measured by using a creep
apparatus (Figure 5-7). The calculated error for all the measurements is 0.03 log Pa·s.
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Figure 5-22: The mass density of boro-germanate glasses as a function of boron content
as measured before the viscosity measurements by pycnometry (red circles) and by using
Archimedes’ principle (grey squares). The blue hexagons show the mass densities as
measured after the viscosity measurements by using Archimedes’ principle. The error
bars are smaller than the symbols.

Table 5.4: The Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann-Hesse (VFTH) parameters and the glass tran-
sition temperature values TgVISC (T12), obtained from fitting the low-temperature vis-
cosity data shown in Figure 5-25. Also given is the average absolute deviations of the
fitted data from the experimental values, ση and the melts’ fragilities mf [179].

x 0.203 0.307 0.412 0.503 0.905

AVFTH [K] -1.0699 2.617 -8.3235 -4.3064 -14.018

BVFTH [K] 5042.9 2138.4 11023.0 6377.2 12097.0

T1 [K] 293.1 416.5 86.5 217.4 79.5

ση 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02

TgVISC (T12) [K] 678.94 644.40 628.88 608.49 544.45

mf 23.0 26.5 23.6 25.4 30.5
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Figure 5-23: Raman spectra of selected glass samples as measured using a T64000
HORIBA Jobin-YvonR© Raman spectrometer before (black curves) and after (red
curves) the viscosity measurements. The curves are offset vertically for clarity of pre-
sentation.
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Figure 5-24: The composition dependence of the logarithm of the viscosity for boro-
germanate glasses at constant temperature. Dashed lines connect GeO2 and B2O3.
The calculated error for all the measurements is 0.03 log Pa·s. These results include
measurements on B2O3 [172, 173] and GeO2 [174, 175].
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Figure 5-25: Relation between the logarithm of the viscosity and the temperature for
the boro-germanate glasses as measured by using a creep apparatus (Figure 5-7). The
red curves show the fits obtained by using the VFTH equation (Equation 5.7). The
corresponding fit parameters are listed in Table 5.4.
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Figure 5-26: The glass transition temperature of boro-germanate glasses as a function
of x content as measured by DSC (red circles) and extracted from viscosity data at T12

(see text) (black squares). The blue squares show the data obtained by Shelby [142]
using a beam-bending viscometer.
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5.3.4 X-Ray Diffraction

The x-ray total structure factors S(Q) of glassy (B2O3)x(GeO2)(1−x) are shown in

Figure 5-27. The data were corrected as described in Section 3.5.1.

The position of the first sharp diffraction peak, which is clearly defined, slightly shifts

to lower Q values as the boron concentration is increased from 1.61(2) Å−1 for x = 0

to 1.55(2) Å−1 for x = 1. The position of the principal peak shifts from 2.65(3) Å−1

for x = 0 to 3.05(3) Å−1 for x = 1. The third peak shifts from 3.87(2) Å−1 for x = 0

to 5.81(3) Å−1 for x = 1. Their concentration dependent positions are listed in Table

5.5.

Table 5.5: The positions of the first three peaks QFSDP, QPP, and Q3 in the structure
factors shown in Figure 5-27.

x QFSDP [ Å−1] QPP [ Å−1] Q3 [ Å−1]

0.0 1.61(2) 2.65(3) 3.87(2)

0.101(1) 1.61(2) 2.66(2) 3.90(2)

0.203(1) 1.61(2) 2.67(2) 4.00(2)

0.307(1) 1.61(2) 2.69(2) 4.13(2)

0.412(1) 1.62(2) 2.72(2) 4.29(2)

0.446(1) 1.60(2) 2.73(2) 4.36(2)

0.503(1) 1.60(2) 2.76(2) 4.41(2)

0.601(1) 1.60(2) 2.85(2) 4.53(2)

0.702(1) 1.59(2) 2.99(2) 4.69(2)

0.800(1) 1.56(3) 3.10(3) 4.90(3)

0.905(1) 1.56(3) 3.12(3) 5.43(3)

1.0 1.55(3) 3.05(3) 5.81(3)

The reciprocal space data were Fourier transformed using a step modification function

to get the total pair distribution function G(r) (Figure 5-28) and then converted into

T (r) according to Equation 3.19.

According to the B2O3 crystal and glassy structures [36, 180–183], the peak at ≈
1.37 Å corresponds to the nearest neighbour atomic separation found in B-O. The

peak centered at ≈ 1.74 Å is attributed to Ge-O correlations [37–39, 92, 184]. The

peak at ≈ 2.4 Å is a combination of O-O distances within BO3/2 motifs and B-B

distances between these motifs [36], as will be discussed in Section 5.4.4.1. The peak

at r > 2.7 Å is due to many overlapping correlations that include B-O, O-O, Ge-Ge,

Ge-O and B-Ge correlations [92, 183, 185, 186] which cannot be resolved.

As x increases, the first peak intensity increases and the second peak decreases. The
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coordination numbers n̄O
B and n̄O

Ge were obtained by fitting Gaussians as explained in

Section 3.5.1. The results of the fits are shown in Figures 5-29 and 5-30 and their values

are given in Table 5.6 with the corresponding goodness-of-fit parameters over the fitted

range.

Table 5.6: Bond distances, rBO, rGeO, and coordination numbers, n̄O
B and n̄O

Ge for
glassy (B2O3)x(GeO2)(1−x) as measured using either the 6-ID-D (for x = 0, 0,1, 0.2,
0.3, 0.4, 0.45, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9) or the PANalytical X’Pert Pro Multipurpose (for
x = 1, isotopically enriched sample) diffractometer. Also given are the goodness-of-fit
parameters, Rχ, for the fitted range 1.0-2.8 Å.

x rBO [Å] rGeO [Å] n̄O
B n̄O

Ge Rχ

0.0 - 1.7388(7) - 3.9(1) 0.010

0.101(1) 1.35(6) 1.7386(7) 3.1(2) 3.9(1) 0.010

0.203(1) 1.35(2) 1.7383(6) 3.1(1) 3.9(1) 0.009

0.307(1) 1.36(1) 1.7384(6) 3.0(1) 3.9(1) 0.009

0.412(1) 1.3625(7) 1.7384(5) 3.0(1) 3.9(1) 0.008

0.446(1) 1.366(7) 1.7388(7) 3.0(1) 3.9(1) 0.012

0.503(1) 1.37(5) 1.7384(5) 3.0(1) 3.9(1) 0.010

0.601(1) 1.369(3) 1.7385(6) 3.0(1) 3.9(1) 0.010

0.702(1) 1.370(3) 1.7392(7) 2.9(1) 3.9(1) 0.012

0.800(1) 1.370(3) 1.739(1) 2.9(1) 3.9(1) 0.023

0.905(1) 1.372(2) 1.740(3) 2.8(2) 3.9(1) 0.036

1.0 1.373(2) - 2.9(1) - 0.052

Coordination numbers and bond distances appear to remain constant at n̄O
B = 3.0(1)

at 1.365(7) Å and n̄O
Ge = 3.9(1) at 1.7388(3) Å in the entire compositional range.
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Figure 5-27: Structure factors, S(Q), for glassy (B2O3)x(GeO2)(1−x) as measured using
either the 6-ID-D (for x = 0, 0.101, 0.203, 0.307, 0.412, 0.446, 0.503, 0.601, 0.702, 0.800,
0.905) or the PANalytical X’Pert Pro Multipurpose (for x = 1.0, isotopically enriched
sample) diffractometer. The measured datasets with errors are in black, and the red
curves show the spline fitted experimental datasets. The error bars are smaller than
the line thickness at most Q values. The curves are offset vertically for clarity of
presentation.
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Figure 5-28: Total pair distribution functions G(r) for glassy (B2O3)x(GeO2)(1−x) as
measured using either the 6-ID-D (for x = 0, 0.101, 0.203, 0.307, 0.412, 0.446, 0.503,
0.601, 0.702, 0.800, 0.905) or the PANalytical X’Pert Pro Multipurpose (for x = 1.0)
diffractometer. The black curves were obtained by Fourier transforming the corre-
sponding reciprocal space data shown in Figure 5-27 by the red curves with Qmax =
28 Å−1 (for x = 0, 0.101, 0.203, 0.307, 0.412, 0.446, 0.503, 0.601, 0.702, 0.800, 0.905) or
Qmax = 19 Å−1 (for x = 1.0). The curves are offset vertically for clarity of presentation.
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Figure 5-29: Total correlation function T (r) for glassy (B2O3)x(GeO2)(1−x) (for x = 0,
0.101, 0.203, 0.307, 0.412, 0.446) (solid black curves) and their fits (solid red curve) as
measured using the 6-ID-D diffractometer. The first peaks of B-O and Ge-O are shown
by the dashed blue and green curves, respectively. The O-O and B-B correlations are
shown by the magenta and orange curves, respectively. The fitted range (r = 1.0-2.8 Å)
is enclosed between the grey dashed lines.
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Figure 5-30: Total correlation function T (r) for glassy (B2O3)x(GeO2)(1−x) (for x =
0.503, 0.601, 0.702, 0.800, 0.905, 1.0) (solid black curves) and their fits (solid red
curve) as measured using either the 6-ID-D (for x = 0.503, 0.601, 0.702, 0.800, 0.905)
or the PANalytical X’Pert Pro Multipurpose (for x = 1.0, isotopically enriched sample)
diffractometer. The first peaks of B-O and Ge-O are shown by the dashed blue and
green curves, respectively. The O-O and B-B correlations are shown by the magenta
and orange curves, respectively. The fitted range (r = 1.0-2.8 Å) is enclosed between
the grey dashed lines.
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5.4 Discussion

5.4.1 11B MAS NMR

Initially, two Gaussian functions were fitted to the peak corresponding to boron in ring

and non-ring configurations. However, the fits did not reproduce the measured data,

especially at low boron content. To improve the goodness of the fit, an additional peak

was introduced. This new peak may be attributed to B-O-Ge linkages since its area

decreases with increasing the B2O3 content (Figure 5-31).

Results from NMR confirm that no coordination changes occur for boron. However,

the addition of GeO2 destroys the boroxol rings (Figure 5-32). This trend is also seen

by Lee et al. [35].

These results agree with the work performed by Baugher and Bray [150], which used
11B NMR to investigate a wide range of glass compositions in the B2O3-GeO2 system.

They found that boron is threefold coordinated by oxygen and the monotonic reduction

in the quadrupole coupling constant with increasing GeO2 content was attributed to

the increased occurrence of B-O-Ge linkages.

Lee et al. [35], in their 17O NMR studies, found an additional peak in a position between

Ge-O-Ge and B-O-B that they attributed to Ge-O-B linkages. However, contrary to

the present study, in their fits they showed that the fraction of the Ge-O-B units is

constant, while the fractions of Ge-O-Ge and B-O-B units increase with increasing

GeO2 and B2O3 contents, respectively [35].
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Figure 5-31: Peak due to boron in non-ring configurations as shown in Figures 5-12 and
5-13 by the dashed green curves. The inset on top shows the concentration dependence
of this peak area normalised to the total area.
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Figure 5-32: Peak due to boroxol rings as shown in Figures 5-12 and 5-13 by the dashed
blue curves. The inset on top shows the concentration dependence of this peak area
normalised to the total area.
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5.4.2 Raman Spectroscopy

The peak intensities associated with the B2O3 network increase with increasing boron

concentration, whilst the peaks associated with GeO2 decrease.

These Raman results are consistent with those obtained by Chakraborty and Condrate

[171], which provide further confirmation that the local coordination environment of

both boron and germanium remains unchanged over the entire composition range.

Since B2O3 is hygroscopic, Raman spectra of the glass and crystal (Figure 5-33) have

been compared in order to confirm that no crystallization occurred. In crystalline B2O3

the band at 806 cm−1 is not present since the structure is made up of a network of BO3/2

chains and no boroxol rings occur [187]. The glassy B2O3 measured in the present work

does not show strong peaks in the Raman spectra and presents the band associated

with the boroxol rings at 806 cm−1 proving that the sample is not crystalline.

To confirm structurally that the oxides had reacted, a weighted sum of the pure oxides

was calculated in order to reproduce the Raman spectra for the mixtures (Figure 5-34)

and their differences are shown in Figure 5-35.

In the binary glasses the boson peaks are slightly shifted to higher frequencies com-

pared with the weighted sums and the Ge-O-Ge bending mode at 342 cm−1 (vertical

red line in Figure 5-35) almost disappears entirely. The peak at 442 cm−1 (vertical

grey line in Figure 5-34) does not correspond to any peak found in the pure oxides,

suggesting the formation of B-O-Ge bonds. The boroxol ring breathing mode persists

upon mixing. The higher-frequency bands of GeO2 due to the asymmetric stretching

modes of bridging oxygen atoms are shifted from 860 and 970 cm−1, measured for the

glass to 877 and 944 cm−1 for the linear combination.

A new peak appears at 716 cm−1 (vertical blue line in Figure 5-35). Chakraborty and

Condrate [171] attributed it to out-of-plane bending modes due to BO3/2 triangles and

boroxol rings. However, this mode is not found in the pure B2O3. This band reaches

its maximum at an equal concentration of boron and germanium and decreases when

either boron or germanium decrease. For this reason it may be attributed to a B-O-Ge

mode. Additionally, new bands appear at ≈ 430 and 790 cm−1 (vertical green and

orange lines, respectively in Figure 5-35) which are attributed to B-O-Ge bending and

stretching modes, respectively [171].

The presence of bands involving B-O-Ge linkages proves the reaction between the two

oxides, as Chakraborty and Condrate [171] also confirmed in their infrared and Raman

investigations.
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Figure 5-33: Comparison of Raman spectra for (a) vitreous B2O3 and (b) crystalline
B2O3. The black curve shows the raw spectrum from the present work, and the red
curves show the spectra measured by Bronswijk and Strijks [187].
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Figure 5-34: Raman spectra for (B2O3)x(GeO2)(1−x) glasses normalised to the fraction
of boroxol rings (black curves) compared with the weighted sum of the spectra for pure
B2O3 and GeO2 (red curves). The dashed vertical grey line is shown as a reference for
the Raman shift position at 442 cm−1 (see text). The curves are offset for clarity of
presentation.
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Figure 5-35: Difference between the Raman spectra for (B2O3)x(GeO2)(1−x) glasses nor-
malised to the fraction of boroxol rings (black curves in Figure 5-34) and the weighted
sum of the spectra for pure B2O3 and GeO2 (red curves in Figure 5-34). The dashed
vertical red, green, blue and orange lines are shown as a reference for the Raman shift
position at 342, 430, 716 and 790 cm−1, respectively (see text). The curves are offset
for clarity of presentation.
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5.4.3 Viscosity

No compelling evidence of phase separation is found in the viscosity data as evidenced

by the Newtonian behavior with increasing strain (Figure 5-21). An example of data

that show phase separation during viscosity measurements is given by Klyeuv et al. on

glassy sodium silicate [142, 188].

The addition of B2O3 to GeO2 results in a decrease of both viscosity and glass transition

temperature of the system. For example, the addition of 20 mol% of B2O3 decreases

the viscosity by several orders of magnitude, breaking the network and decreasing Tg,

while the addition of small amounts of GeO2 does not influence B2O3. This negative

deviation over the entire composition range with a maximum at 20 mol% of B2O3 is

also seen by Riebling et al. [153] and Shelby [142] in their high-viscosity measurements

and by Imaoka and Yamazaki [146] in their low-viscosity measurements (103-105 Pa·s).
Priven [189] suggested that the deviation in the high viscosity range could be due to a

higher mobility of the structure, in which part of the BO3/2 triangles do not participate

in the formation of the network. At temperatures higher than 1400 K, Riebling [153]

spotted a different behavior of the network, depending on the boron content. At high

boron content (0.8−0.9 ≤ x ≤ 1), the boron atoms show a normal solvent behavior and

the germanium atoms are distant. At intermediate boron content (0.4 ≤ x ≤ 0.8− 0.9)

the B-O-B linkages are broken, while at low boron content (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.4), GeO2 forms

a network around clusters made of B2O3 [153].

Tg from DSC and viscosity measurements (Figure 5-26) are in good agreement. The

slight difference can be attributed to the different typology of the measurements: the

former is at dynamic conditions, whilst the latter is at equilibrium. The glass transition

temperature difference for B2O3 could be attributed to different water contents [190].

Additionally, having only one value for Tg indicates that the system is not phase-

separated or the second phase is low in abundance. Otherwise, two or more values

would be observed.

The logarithm of the viscosity as a function of the reduced temperature (Tg/T), namely

the Angell plot [8], is shown in Figure 5-36. The system fragility increases with in-

creasing B2O3 content. In fact, when the BO3/2 units are added to GeO4/2, they create

B-O-B and Ge-O-B linkages, which are weaker than Ge-O-Ge bonds [191].

The behavior of boro-germanate glasses [142, 146, 153, 189, 192] is comparable to the

boro-silicate system. In this case the addition of SiO2 to the system also destroys the

boroxol rings and the structural rearrangement increases the viscosity of the melts. No

deviations are observed in the concentration dependencies of density, refractive index or

Tg [189]. This trend is due to the coordination number of boron which remain constant

at 3 over the entire compositional range [193, 194].
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Figure 5-36: Angell plot [8] of the boro-germanate glasses. Also included are results
for B2O3 [172, 173] and GeO2 [174, 175].
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5.4.4 X-Ray Diffraction

Even though several studies have been carried out on B2O3 [195] and GeO2 [196–

198] by using x-ray diffraction, no work has been reported on the boro-germanate

glasses. A recent work performed by Paterson et al. looked at the structure of

(B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697 by using neutron diffraction, as will be discussed in Section

6.5.

A comparison with published data on pure B2O3 and GeO2 obtained by using x-ray

diffraction is shown in Figure 5-37. A weighted sum of the Faber-Ziman partial struc-

ture factors from neutron diffraction taken by Salmon et al. [92] has been carried out

in order to reproduce the GeO2 x-ray diffraction pattern. The atomic form factors for

Ge and O were taken from [199].

The data are in good overall agreement with previous diffraction studies on pure B2O3

[195] and GeO2 [92, 196, 197].

Since the network topology is different in the pure oxides, what happens when the two

are mixed?

As the germanium concentration is increased in the glass, the first sharp diffraction

peak shifts to higher scattering vector values (Figure 5-38). The shifts in the principal

and third peaks to higher Q values as the boron content increases are due to the size

of these motifs and the nearest-neighbour atomic separations [10, 139].

As the boron concentration is increased in the glass, the measured coordination numbers

remain constant at 3.0(1) for B-O and at 3.9(1) for Ge-O. These values are consistent

with the formation of planar BO3/2 triangular units and Ge(O1/2)4 tetrahedra. Fur-

thermore, the B-O and Ge-O bond distances remain constant at 1.365(7) Å and at

1.7388(3) Å, respectively over the entire range of composition.

5.4.4.1 The O-O and B-B coordination model

As mentioned in Section 5.3.4, the first and the second peak in G(r) (Figure 5-28) are

attributed to B-O and Ge-O correlations, respectively. An interpretation of the third

peak in real space starts from a simple structural model, which has been developed for

the ambient pressure glass by assuming that the glasses are made up solely of BO3/2

triangles and GeO4/2 tetrahedra, which are connected via oxygen corners only.

Three identical B-O bonds with a length rBO ≈ 1.37 Å are present within each BO3/2

triangle, having a O-B̂-O bond angle of 120◦ and the B-Ô-B bond angle is flexible. Fig-

ure 5-39 shows a schematic representation of the possible BO3/2 unit configurations.

Under these assumptions, the O-O bond distance rOO within a triangle can be calcu-

lated via trigonometric considerations (rOO =
√

3rBO ≈ 2.37 Å). So, each B-O bond

will have two oxygen nearest neighbours at rOO ≈ 2.37 Å within the same triangle.
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The O-O correlations that arises from GeO2 is at larger distances (
√

(8/3)rGeO ≈
2.83 Å) and do not give a contribution to the third peak.

In (B2O3)x(GeO2)(1−x) (0 ≤ x ≤ 1) glass, there are 2x boron atoms and 2+x oxygen

atoms per formula unit, giving 6x B-O bonds and 12x intra-triangular oxygen nearest

neighbours per formula unit. Therefore, the O-O coordination number n̄O
O is given by

n̄O
O =

12x

2 + x
. (5.9)

For glassy B2O3 (x=1), n̄O
O = 4, as obtained in the crystal structure [182].

Regular triangles can also arrange to form B3O6 boroxol rings without having to be

distorted. Within a regular boroxol ring, the coordination number of a B atom with

other B atoms in the ring is two (Figure 5-14), so the average B-B coordination number

is 2fring. The B-B bond is at the same distance of the intra-triangular O-O (rBB =

rOO). The B-B atoms outside the ring are at distances larger than
√

3rBO. This

distance in the crystal is reported to be ≈ 2.5 Å [182, 200]. Since each boron atom

is coordinated by three oxygen atoms, the next nearest neighbour can either be B or

Ge. If the distribution is purely stochastic, the probability p of the atom being a boron

atom is

p =
NB

NB +NGe
=

cB

cB + cGe
, (5.10)

where N B and N Ge are the total number of boron and germanium atoms, respectively.

Then, the overall B-B coordination number is given by

n̄B
B = 3p. (5.11)

The coordination number of a boron atom with other boron atoms outside the ring is

given by

n̄B
B = 3p− 2fring. (5.12)

In the extreme case of phase separation, each oxygen atom that is connected to a boron

atom will automatically be connected to another boron atom giving n̄B
B = 3, as found

for B2O3. A coordination number in the range (3p ≤ n̄B
B ≤ 3) will indicate the amount

of clustering.

In order to support the validity of the model, the peak at ≈ 2.4 Å in the total correlation

functions T (r) (Figures 5-29 and 5-30) was initially fitted by using three Gaussian func-

tions corresponding to O-O, inter- and intra-boroxol ring B-B correlations. However,

since the x-ray weighting factor for the SBB(Q) is very small, a single B-B Gaussian

function was fitted. So, the peak at ≈ 2.42 Å is the result of two different B-B nearest-
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neighbor correlations.

Figure 5-40 shows the O-O and B-B coordination numbers obtained from the fits com-

pared to those obtained by using the structural model.

The fitted coordination numbers match with those predicted from the model. The bond

distances remain constant over the measured range of compositions.
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Figure 5-37: Comparison of the x-ray (a) total structure factors S(Q) and (b) total
pair distribution functions G(r) for B2O3 and GeO2 as obtained in the present work
(black) with datasets obtained by Brazhkin et al. [195] (orange), Sampath et al. [196]
(red), Kohara and Suzuya [197] (green). A weighted sum of the Faber-Ziman partial
structure factors from neutron diffraction taken by Salmon et al. [92] to reproduce the
x-ray diffraction data is shown by the magenta curve. In (b) the data were obtained by
Fourier transforming the S(Q) data shown in (a) by using the same Qmax (23.5 Å−1

for GeO2 and 10 Å−1 for B2O3).
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Figure 5-38: Concentration dependence of the first three peak positions in reciprocal
space. The FSDP positions, QFSDP, are shown by the red circles; the PP positions,
QPP, are shown by the blue squares and the Q3 positions are shown by the green
triangles.
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Figure 5-39: Possible configurations of BO3/2 triangles in boro-germanate glasses. The
shared oxygen atom shown in orange is at the corner of two trigonal units. The oxygen
atom shown in green is at the corner of two trigonal units within the B3O6 boroxol
rings, shown by the red bonds. The oxygen atom shown in blue is at the corner between
a trigonal and a tetrahedal units.
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Figure 5-40: Concentration dependence of the O-O and B-B (a) coordination numbers
and (b) bond distances. The O-O (green squares) and the B-B (blue triangles) results
measured from the fitting procedure are compared to the O-O (magenta triangles) and
B-B (orange circles) values predicted by the structural model described above.
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5.5 Conclusions

The structure and properties of boro-germanate glasses were investigated as a function

of composition. The glasses were characterised by ICP-OES, DSC, x-ray diffraction,

NMR and Raman spectroscopy and by measuring their viscosity and density.

The addition of GeO2 leads to an increase of both glass transition temperature and

density.

X-ray diffraction shows that the measured coordination numbers remain constant at

3.0(1) for B-O and at 3.9(1) for Ge-O for all compositions. These values are consistent

with the formation of planar BO3/2 triangles and GeO4/2 tetrahedra. Furthermore,

the B-O and Ge-O bond distances remain constant at 1.365(7) Å and at 1.7388(3) Å,

respectively over the entire range of compositions.

Raman and 11B NMR also confirm that no coordination changes for either boron or

germanium occur. Additionally, 11B NMR results have shown that increasing the ger-

manium content in the glasses destroys the boroxol rings. The Raman band intensities

associated with the B2O3 network increase with increasing the boron content, while

the bands attributed to GeO2 decrease.

The system fragility increases with increasing boron concentration in a non linear fash-

ion.

To confirm that the materials were mixed, the Raman spectra of the glasses were com-

pared with weighted sums of the pure oxides. New bands at 430, 716 and 790 cm−1

arise from the formation of B-O-Ge linkages. This is also confirmed by the NMR spec-

tra, in which an additional new peak had to be introduced to fit the data. Additionally,

viscosity data did not find evidence of phase separation nor did DSC where only one

value for Tg was found.

Furthermore, a simple structural model was developed to predict the nearest neighbor

O-O and B-B coordination numbers which were compared to the results from fitting

the experimental data. The fitted coordination numbers matched those predicted from

the model.



6. The Structure of

(11B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697 under

Pressure

6.1 Introduction

High pressures have a significant impact on the structure-related properties of a glass

and are encountered in scenarios ranging from fracture mechanics, where stresses in the

gigapascal regime are easily generated by sharp-contact loading, to the manufacture of

permanently densified materials with tuned physical characteristics [201, 202].

In the design of these materials, the choice of network former provides a starting point,

and different network formers can be mixed to provide the glass network with its desired

framework properties.

The pressure dependent structure of mixed network former glasses therefore provides

a reference point for investigating the changes that occur when the structure is reorga-

nized by the addition of network modifiers.

As mentioned in Section 5.1, glasses in the boro-germanate system B2O3-GeO2 are

classic examples of amorphous materials for which the network structure and properties

are controlled by mixing network-forming motifs with contrasting connectivities. Here,

basic motifs include the corner-sharing 2-D planar BO3/2 triangles that originate from

B2O3 [183] versus the corner-sharing 3-D GeO4/2 tetrahedra that originate from GeO2

[92].

On the application of pressure, the BO3/2 triangles in glassy B2O3 transform to tetrahe-

dra starting at ≈6.5 GPa [36], whereas the GeO4/2 tetrahedra in glassy GeO2 transform

to higher-coordinated polyhedra starting at ≈5 GPa [37–39]. Hence, on compression of

the mixed material, there should be a competition between B and Ge for oxygen atoms

that will have a profound effect on the network connectivity, the outcome of which is

unknown.

The work presented in this chapter investigates the structure of a glass with the com-
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position (11B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697 at pressure up to 8.2(5) GPa.

According to the ambient pressure structure (Figure 5-28), the contribution to G(r)

from the nearest neighbour B-O at ≈1.36 Å will not overlap with the nearest neighbour

Ge-O correlations at ≈1.74 Å, which are also separated from the O-O and B-B correla-

tions at ≈2.4 Å. Additionally, according to the pressure-dependent structures of both

the pure oxides B2O3 and GeO2 no overlap is expected over the measured pressure

range.

Additionally, the Ge-O bond distance is longer than Si-O (rSiO = 1.6 Å [140]) and

the transformations in B2O3-SiO2 do not start at accessible pressure; in fact, previous

neutron diffraction results have shown that the SiO4/2 tetrahedra in glassy SiO2 start

to change at pressures higher than 14.5(5) GPa [140].

The chosen glass composition lies in a region where there is maximum deviation of the

thermal expansion coefficient [142, 146] and viscosity [142] from a linear relation of the

properties of the individual glassy oxides, i.e., mixing has a large effect on the material

characteristics.

The method of in situ neutron diffraction is used to track the changes in structure that

occur as the pressure is increased to 8.2(5) GPa [203], and to characterize the structure

of the glass on recovery to ambient conditions.

The aim is to investigate how the network topology changes with pressure, e.g., whether

the pressure induced change to the structural motifs differs from that observed for the

single component B2O3 and GeO2 glasses. By reference to the pressure dependent

behavior of these single component glasses, structural change in the binary material is

expected to begin within the accessible pressure regime.

The chapter is organised as follows. The essential theory for the oxygen packing fraction

is outlined in Section 6.2. The experimental method is described in Section 6.3. The

results are presented in Section 6.4, and are discussed in Section 6.5. Finally, overall

conclusions will be drawn in Section 6.6.
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6.2 Theory

6.2.1 Oxygen Packing

Zeidler et al. [204] have shown that the changes to local coordination environment of

network formers are related to the oxygen packing fraction ηO. The latter is given by

ηO =
NOVO

V
= cOn0VO, (6.1)

where NO and VO are the number and total volume of the oxygen atoms, respectively.

They assumed that each structural unit consists of a cation M (e.g. B3+ or Ge4+),

situated in the interstitial hole within a regular polyhedron made of spherical, touching

oxygen atoms, so Equation 6.1 can be re-written as

ηO =
4

3
πr3

On0cO, (6.2)

where rO is the radius of an oxygen atom.

In the case of planar triangles the oxygen radius is

rO =

√
3

2
rMO, (6.3)

whilst in the case of tetrahedron units is given by

rO =

√
2

3
rMO. (6.4)

Here, rMO is the nearest neighbour M-O distance measured by diffraction [204].

For B2O3-GeO2 glasses the average oxygen radius is

rO =
cBrO(B2O3) + cGerO(GeO2)

cB + cGe
. (6.5)

6.3 Experiment

6.3.1 Sample Preparation

Approximately 3 g of (11B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697 was prepared by heating dried powders

of 11B2O3 (99.62 % 11B, 0.38 % 10B, Ceradyne Inc.) and GeO2 (99.9999 %, Alfa Aesar)

at a ratio of 2:3 in a Pt-10%Rh crucible at 1400 ◦C for 60 minutes. Prior to loading the

starting materials were dried at 200 ◦C for 2 hours to remove moisture. Isotopically

enriched 11B2O3 was used to avoid the large neutron absorption cross-section associated

with 10B.
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The liquid was quenched by putting the crucible onto a copper block that was precooled

to 77 K (Figure 6-1). The glass was then ground, mixed and re-heated for a further 15

minutes at 1400 ◦C before quenching to ensure sample homogeneity.

Figure 6-1: Rapid quenching of glassy (11B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697 on a precooled copper
block.

The glass thus obtained was colourless and optically clear (Figure 6-1), confirming

that there was no visible phase separation which would be indicated by a translucent

sample [142, 147]. The glass is hygroscopic, and was therefore handled and stored

in a dry argon-filled glove-box. The glass composition was determined by inductively

coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy as described in Section 5.2.2.

The precise sample composition was measured to be (11B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697. In ad-

dition, glassy B2O3 of natural isotopic abundance was prepared as described in Section

5.2.1 for further characterisation (i.e. NMR).

6.3.2 Density Measurements

The mass density of ρ = 2.970(2) g cm−3 corresponding to a number density of

n0 = 0.06851(5) Å−3 of the isotopically enriched sample was measured at 21.9(1) ◦C

using a helium pycnometer (MICRO-ULTRAPYC 1200e).

This value is ∼4 % greater than the value of 0.066(1) Å−3 estimated from a linear

combination n0(mix) = 0.303n0(B2O3)+0.697n0(GeO2) using the number densities for

glassy B2O3 [195] and GeO2 [198, 205–208].

The variation of the number density as a function of the sample pressure was estimated

similarly, using the measured pressure dependence of the number densities for glassy

B2O3 [195] and GeO2 [198, 205–208]. To obtain the pressure dependant number density

of GeO2 it was necessary to fit two separates lines to the previous measurements [198,

205–208] to the lower (from 0.0(5) to 3.5(5) GPa) and higher (from 3.5(5) to 9.5(5)

GPa) pressure regions. The intercept in the former was fixed to the ambient GeO2
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value (n0 = 0.0610(2) Å−3). The result of the fits is shown in Figure 6-2.

Figure 6-2: Number densities n0 of GeO2 glass as a function of pressure P as obtained
by Smith et al. [205] (green triangles), Tsiok et al. [206] (grey dashed curve), Hong et
al. [207] (blue squares), Mei et al. [198] (empty purple squares), and Lin et al. [208]
(black squares). The red circles show the fits.

The resulting densities for the mixture were then shifted by 0.00230(25) Å−3 to match

the measured n0 value for the material at ambient pressure and are plotted in Figure

6-3.

6.3.3 Calorimetry Measurements

The glass transition temperature of (11B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697 glass was measured by

differential scanning calorimetry using a TA Instruments DSC Q200. The sample was

crushed with a mortar and pestle inside a dry argon-filled glove-box, weighed and

placed into an aluminium pan. It was then heated from 40 ◦C to 500 ◦C in a nitrogen

atmosphere at 10 ◦C/min.
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Figure 6-3: The pressure, P, dependence of the number density, n0, for
(11B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697 glass.

The glass transition temperature was taken as the onset point on the heat flow vs

temperature curve and was measured to be T g = 356(2) ◦C.

6.3.4 11B MAS NMR Spectroscopy

11B MAS NMR Spectroscopy was done as explained in Section 5.2.5. The spectra

for (11B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697 glass were recorded before compression and after recovery

from a pressure of 8.2(5) GPa.

6.3.5 Neutron Diffraction Experiments

The neutron diffraction experiment was performed using the D4c diffractometer at the

Institut Laue-Langevin (Section 3.1.1) at room temperature. The VX5 variant of the

Paris-Edinburgh press was used (Section 3.6.1). The incident neutron wavelength was

0.49841(1) Å.
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The (11B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697 sample was ground using an agate mortar and pestle

inside an argon-filled glove-box, put into a die, and then transported to a press to form

the precompressed pellet. The powder was slowly compressed and periodic pauses were

taken where the applied load was mantained constant (starting from 500 up to 2500

Kg). Once fully compressed the die was transferred to the anvils of the PE press.

During the experiment pressure was applied manually through a hand pump. The oil

pressure relaxed by ≈20 bar throughout the experiment. During the pressure changes,

periodic pauses were taken in order to stabilize the system.

Diffraction patterns were taken for the sample inside a Ti0.676Zr0.324 gasket at increasing

pressure (Table 6.1), a set of empty gaskets that were recovered from different high-

pressure conditions, the empty press, and a vanadium pellet of comparable shape to

the sample placed inside the press for normalisation purposes.

Table 6.1: The oil pressure and applied load as a function of pressure for
(11B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697 glass. The applied load vs sample pressure relation is taken
from the calibration curve shown in Figure 3-17.

Oil Pressure Poil [bar] Applied Load L [tns] Pressure P [GPa]

100 6.8 Ambient

300 20.3 1.7(5)

450 30.5 3.0(5)

600 40.7 3.9(5)

900 61.0 5.4(5)

1200 81.3 7.1(5)

1400 94.9 8.2(5)

The data analysis followed the procedure described in Section 3.4, where the pressure

dependence of the density of the null-scattering alloy Ti0.676Zr0.324 was taken from

Zeidler et al. [86].

At the end of the high-pressure experiment, the sample was decompressed from 8.2(5)

GPa over a 3 hour period, and the diffraction pattern for the recovered sample was

measured inside the press.

Separately, powdered (11B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697 glass was loaded into a cylindrical vana-

dium can of inner diameter 4.8 mm and 0.1 mm wall thickness inside an argon-filled

glove-box. Diffraction patterns were collected with incident neutron wavelength of

0.49892(1) Å for the sample in the vanadium can, the empty can, the empty instru-

ment, and a cylindrical vanadium rod of diameter 6.37(1) mm for normalization pur-

poses. Furthermore, diffraction data of a slab of neutron absorbing 10B4C were also

taken for background corrections at low scattering angles.
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A detailed description of the diffraction data analysis procedure is given in Section 3.4.

The bound coherent neutron scattering lengths, taking into account the isotopic en-

richment of the boron, are b11B = 6.62(3) fm, bGe = 8.185(20) fm and bO = 5.803(4)

fm [49].

6.4 Results

6.4.1 11B MAS NMR Spectroscopy

Figure 6-4 shows the 11B MAS NMR spectra measured for as-prepared samples of

glassy (11B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697 and B2O3. The spectra have different profiles, which

indicates a difference of B coordination environments in the two materials.

Figure 6-4: The 11B MAS NMR spectra measured for (11B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697 glass
before compression (black curve) and ∼160 days after recovery from pressure of 8.2(5)
GPa (red curve). The datasets are compared to the 11B MAS NMR spectrum for glassy
B2O3 (blue curve). The data are normalised to give the same maximum peak height.
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Figure 6-5 shows the Gaussian fits to the 11B MAS NMR spectra shown in Figure 6-4

for (11B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697 glass. The isotropic chemical shifts δISO of the three peaks

are shown in Table 6.2. During the fitting procedure the quadrupole coupling constant

was maintained constant at 2.6 MHz.

Table 6.2: Isotropic chemical shifts δISO as determined by fitting Gaussians to the
spectra shown in Figure 6-5.

Sample δISO (B3O6) [ppm] δISO (new) [ppm] δISO (BO3/2) [ppm]

Uncompressed 18.1(5) 16.3(5) 14.7(5)

Recovered 18.1(5) 16.8(5) 14.7(5)

The fraction fring of boron atoms in boroxol rings (δISO = 18.1(5) ppm) reduces from

64(5) % in B2O3 to 24(5) % in the binary glass. Similarly to the natural samples

(Section 5.3.1), an additional peak at δISO = 16.3(5) ppm was necessary to fit the data.

The peak at δISO = 14.7(5) ppm is attributed to BO3/2 units outside the boroxol rings

[164, 165].

The NMR spectra do not show evidence of four-fold coordinated boron atoms, in agree-

ment with the results found for the natural samples (Section 5.3.1).
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Figure 6-5: Gaussian fits to the 11B MAS NMR spectra shown in Figure 6-4 for
(11B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697 glass (a) before compression and (b) ∼160 days after recov-
ery from pressure of 8.2(5) GPa. The measured spectra are in black and their fits in
red. The peaks of boroxol rings and boron in BO3/2 units are shown by the dashed
blue and magenta curves, respectively. The additional new peak of boron atoms in a
non-ring configuration is show by the dashed green curve. Also given in (b) is the peak
of four-fold coordinated boron (dashed grey curve).
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6.4.2 Neutron Diffraction

Figure 6-6 shows the pressure dependence of the measured total structure factors for

(11B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697 glass. At ambient pressure, data was taken for the sample held

in the PE press or a vanadium can have been compared. Each of these F (Q) functions

displays a FSDP, which is a signature of intermediate range order. The position of this

peak QFSDP shifts with pressure from 1.60(5) Å−1 at ambient pressure to 2.07(5) Å−1

at 8.2(5) GPa (Figure 6-7), and tracks the position of the FSDP for B2O3 glass [36]

over the entire pressure range.

The reciprocal space data were Fourier transformed using a step modification function

to get the total pair distribution function G(r) (Figure 6-8) and then converted into

D(r) according to Equations 2.14, 2.25 and 2.26.

Figure 6-9 shows the pressure dependence of the measured density correlation functions.

As explained in Section 5.3.4, by comparison with the structures of B2O3 [36] and GeO2

[37–39] glass, the first and the second peaks at 1.36(1) Å and 1.74(1) Å are assigned

to B-O and Ge-O correlations, respectively.

Gaussians were fitted to the peaks according to the procedure described in Section 2.4.

The results of the fits are shown in Figure 6-9.

The interpretation of the third peak in D(r) from the simple model discussed in Sec-

tion 5.4.4.1 is only valid for the ambient pressure glass, where it is assumed that the

network is built solely from regular planar BO3/2 triangles and GeO4/2 tetrahedral

units, which corner-link via two-fold coordinated O atoms. Under pressure structural

rearrengements and disorder means that is not possible to resolve the third peak in

D(r) and the model cannot be applied.

The pressure dependence of the nearest neighbour distances and coordination numbers

are plotted in Figures 6-10 and 6-11.

The B-O bond distance remains constant at 1.36(1) Å up to a pressure of ≈ 3.0 GPa

where it starts to increase to 1.40(1) Å at 8.2(5) GPa, while the Ge-O bond distance

remains constant at 1.74(1) Å up to a pressure of ≈ 7.1 GPa where it starts to slightly

increase to 1.76(1) Å at 8.2(5) GPa.

The B-O coordination number remains constant at 3.0(1) up to a pressure of ≈ 5.4

GPa where it starts to increase to 3.9(1) at 8.2(5) GPa, while the Ge-O coordination

number remains constant at 3.8(1) up to a pressure of ≈ 7.1 GPa where it starts to

increase to 4.1(1) at 8.2(5) GPa.

6.4.3 Recovered Sample

Figure 6-12(a) compares the measured F (Q) function for the glass recovered from

8.2(5) GPa with the data measured for the uncompressed glass. There is a significant
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shift in position of the FSDP for the recovered glass towards the larger value QFSDP

= 1.82(2) Å−1, which is indicative of a higher density structure. The density of the

recovered glass was estimated to be n0 = 0.0823 Å−3 from this FSDP position, as

calibrated from a plot of QFSDP versus n0 on loading. This density is ∼20 % higher

than that of the uncompressed glass. Figure 6-12(b) compares the corresponding G(r)

functions.

The B-O and Ge-O bond lengths recover their ambient pressure values on decompres-

sion (Figure 6-10) and the Ge-O coordination number returns to its ambient pressure

value. The B-O coordination number for the recovered sample is n̄O
B = 3.2(1) (Figure

6-11) with ≈24 % of four-fold coordinated boron. The B-O and Ge-O peaks for the re-

covered sample are broader, which indicates a pressure-induced distortion of the BO3/2

and GeO4/2 structural motifs.

As compared to the uncompressed sample, the 11B MAS NMR spectrum for the re-

covered (11B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697 glass shows an additional peak at chemical shift of

0.9364(4) ppm, which is attributed to four-fold coordinated boron [164, 165] (Figure

6-4). The fitted spectrum (Figure 6-5) shows that the fraction of four-fold coordinated

boron is 1.5(1.0) %, and that the fraction of boron in boroxol rings is reduced at 21(5)

%.
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Figure 6-6: The pressure dependence of the total structure factor F (Q) for
(11B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697 glass held in the Paris-Edinburgh press as measured using
the D4c diffractometer. Also given is the total structure factor of the sample held in
the vanadium can. The points with vertical error bars show the measured data points,
and the red curves show spline fits to the data. The curves are offset vertically for
clarity of presentation.
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Figure 6-7: The pressure dependence of the FSDP position, QFSDP, for
(11B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697 glass (red circles) as measured using the D4c diffractome-
ter. The results are compared to those for a sample held at ambient condition inside a
vanadium can (blue square), pure B2O3 [36] (empty blue squares) and pure GeO2 from
Drewitt et al. [37] (green triangles) and Wezka et al. [38] (empty orange triangles).
Also given is the FSDP position for the sample after recovery to ambient pressure from
8.2(5) GPa (black star).
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Figure 6-8: The pressure dependence of the total pair distribution function G(r) for
(11B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697 glass as measured using the D4c diffractometer. The solid
lines were obtained by Fourier transforming the corresponding reciprocal space data
shown in Figure 6-6 by the red curves with Qmax = 20.5 Å−1 (sample held in the
Paris-Edinburgh press) or Qmax = 23.55 Å−1 (sample held in a vanadium can). The
dashed lines show un-physical Fourier transform artefacts at distances smaller than
the closest approach between two atoms. The curves are offset vertically for clarity of
presentation.
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Figure 6-9: The pressure dependence of the density correlation functions D(r) for
(11B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697 glass held in the Paris-Edinburgh press (solid black curves)
and their fits (solid red curves) as measured using the D4c diffractometer. Also given
is the density correlation function of the sample held in the vanadium can. The first
peaks of B-O and Ge-O are shown by the dashed blue and green curves, respectively.
The curves are offset vertically for clarity of presentation.
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Figure 6-10: The pressure dependence of the nearest neighbour B-O and Ge-O distances
in (11B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697 glass as obtained using the D4c diffractometer. The B-O
distances are shown by the red circles and are compared with the B-O distances in pure
B2O3 [36] (shown by the empty green circles). The B-O distance for a sample held in a
vanadium can at ambient pressure and the sample recovered from 8.2(5) GPa are also
shown by the empty cyan square and the grey star, respectively. The Ge-O distances
are shown by the orange hexagons and are compared to the Ge-O distances for pure
GeO2 from Drewitt et al. [37] (magenta triangles) and Wezka et al. [38] (empty black
triangles). The empty blue hexagon denotes the sample recovered to ambient from
8.2(5) GPa. Also shown is the result for a sample held at ambient pressure inside a
vanadium can (grey square).
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Figure 6-11: The pressure dependence of the B-O and Ge-O coordination numbers in
(11B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697 glass as obtained using the D4c diffractometer. (a) The B-O
coordination numbers are shown by the red circles and are compared with those in
pure B2O3 [36] (shown by the empty green circles). The B-O coordination numbers for
a sample held in a vanadium can at ambient pressure and the sample recovered from
8.2(5) GPa are also shown by the empty cyan square and the grey star, respectively. (b)
The Ge-O coordination numbers are shown by the red circles and are compared to the
Ge-O coordination numbers for pure GeO2 from Drewitt et al. [37] (magenta triangles)
and Wezka et al. [38] (empty black triangles). The empty blue hexagon denotes the
sample recovered to ambient from 8.2(5) GPa. Also shown is the result for a sample
held at ambient pressure inside a vanadium can (grey square).
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Figure 6-12: (a) The total structure factor F (Q) and (b) total pair distribution func-
tion G(r) for (11B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697 glass as measured before compression (solid
black curves) or recovered to ambient from a pressure of 8.2(5) GPa (solid red curves)
using the D4c diffractometer. In (a) the vertical bars give the statistical errors on the
measured data points, and the solid curves give spline fits. In (b) the G(r) functions
were obtained by Fourier transforming the spline fitted F (Q) functions given in (a)
with Qmax = 20.5 Å−1, where the unphysical low-r oscillations, shown by the dashed
curves, are set to their theoretical G(r=0) limit.
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6.5 Discussion

As shown in Figure 6-11, the ambient pressure B-O and Ge-O coordination numbers

and bond distances are in agreement with previous neutron diffraction studies on B2O3

[36] and GeO2 [37, 38] and consistent with the formation of BO3/2 triangles and GeO4/2

tetrahedra. However, 11B MAS NMR results suggest that the presence of GeO2 destroys

the boroxol rings (also see Section 5.4).

To confirm structurally that the materials were mixed a comparison was made with

the weighted sum of the pure oxides. Figure 6-13 compares the total structure factor

F (Q) measured for glassy (11B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697 at ambient pressure to the linear

combination F̄ (Q) = 0.303
11B2O3F (Q) + 0.697GeO2F (Q) of the total structure factors

11B2O3F (Q) and GeO2F (Q) measured for glassy 11B2O3 [36] and GeO2 [39], respectively.

Each of the diffraction patterns was measured using the D4c diffractometer under

comparable measurement conditions. The comparison shows deviations between the

diffraction patterns that are particularly marked in the region around Q = 6-10 Å−1,

indicating a glass structure different to that of the single component oxides.

Additionally, Raman spectra of boro-germanate glasses (Section 5.4.2) have also shown

the presence of new bands, which are attributed to B-O-Ge linkages. This is also

confirmed by the NMR spectra in which an additional peak attributed to boron in

B-O-Ge units had to be introduced to fit the data (Figure 6-5(a)).

As the pressure is increased, changes are observed in the position of the FSDP indicating

a reorganisation of the structural motifs in the intermediate range. The FSDP positions

are in agreement with those found for B2O3 [36]. Both B-O and Ge-O coordination

numbers remain constant at their ambient values up to 5.4(5) GPa.

With a further increase of pressure, there is a steady increase in the B-O coordination

number from n̄O
B = 3.1(1) at 5.4(5) GPa to n̄O

B = 4.0(1) at 7.1(5) GPa. This highlights

a pressure driven change in the local environment of boron. The Ge-O coordination

number remains constant at n̄O
Ge = 3.8(1) from ambient to 7.1(5) GPa and then increases

with pressure to give n̄O
Ge = 4.1(1) at 8.2(5) GPa (Figure 6-11).

These results are contrary to expectation from the pure oxides. For example, at 8.2(5)

GPa, the B-O coordination number for (11B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697 is n̄O
B = 3.9(1), whilst

for pure 11B2O3 it is n̄O
B = 3.4(1). In pure 11B2O3, the BO3/2 units convert into

tetrahedra with n̄O
B = 3.8(1) at 17.5(5) GPa [36]. Drewitt et al. [37] and Wezka et al.

[38] found that GeO2 convert into higher-coordinated polyhedra at ≈5.4(5) GPa, while

in (11B2O3)0.303GeO2)0.697 no significant changes are observed up to 7.1(5) GPa.

These discrepancies suggest that as the pressure is increased, the addition of GeO2

to B2O3 promotes the formation of four-fold coordinated boron units. This is also

accompanied by an increase of the B-O distance, in agreement with an expansion of
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Figure 6-13: The measured total structure factor F (Q) for (11B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697

glass (black curve) compared to the linear combination F̄ (Q) = 0.303
11B2O3F (Q) +

0.697GeO2F (Q) (red curve) of the total structure factors measured for glassy 11B2O3

[36] and GeO2 [39].

the coordination shell to accomodate a larger number of nearest neighbour O atoms.

Figure 6-14 shows the oxygen packing fraction dependence of the mean coordination

number for (11B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697 glass. The mean coordination number is constant

over the interval 0.41 ≤ ηO ≤ 0.53. At higher values the transformations start [204].

On recovery to ambient conditions, germanium and some of the boron atoms remain

four-fold coordinated. After recovery, the glass shows a 20 % increase in the density,

which is due to a reorganization of the structural units in the intermediate range. 11B

MAS NMR taken 160 days after the experiment showed an almost complete recovery

to the three-fold coordination structure (Figure 6-4), which shows the time dependent

relaxation. However, the fraction of boroxol rings is reduced to 21(5) %.
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Figure 6-14: Oxygen packing fraction ηO dependence of the mean coordination number
n̄O

M (M = B and Ge). The black square denotes the sample recovered from 8.2(5) GPa.

6.5.1 Comparison with Published Data

A diffraction pattern of (11B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697 glass was measured using the GEM

diffractometer by Paterson et al. [186], covering a wide range of scattering vectors of 0.6

Å−1≤ Q ≤ 50 Å−1. In Figure 6-15 these data are compared in real and reciprocal space

to those obtained in the present work on a glass of the same composition measured at

ambient condition.

The reciprocal space datasets taken by Paterson et al. [186] were Fourier transformed

using a step modification function with the same Qmax = 23.55 Å−1 to be consinstent

with the data measured using the D4c diffractometer (Figure 6-15(b)).

The datasets are in good overall agreement. The small discrepancy in the low-Q region

is due to the different resolution of the two diffractometers (umbrella effect).

Coordination numbers n̄O
B = 2.9(1) at 1.367(1) Å, n̄O

Ge = 3.9(1) at 1.737(1) Å (from

neutron diffraction) and n̄O
B = 3.01(3) (11B MAS NMR) measured by Paterson et al.
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[186] are in agreement with results obtained in the present work.
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Figure 6-15: Comparison of (a) the total structure factor and (b) the total pair distri-
bution function for (11B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697 glass obtained in the present work (black
curves) with datasets obtained by Paterson et al. [186] (red curves) by using the GEM
diffractometer. In (a) the vertical bars give the statistical errors on the measured data.
In (b) the G(r) functions were obtained by Fourier transforming the F (Q) functions
given in (a) with Qmax = 23.55 Å−1. The data by Paterson et al. [186] were Fourier
transformed using ρ = 2.95(1) g/cm3.
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6.6 Conclusions

The structure of (11B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697 glass was investigated at pressures up to

8.2(5) GPa, and after recovery to ambient conditions. The uncompressed glass is not

phase separated on a macroscopic scale, as evidenced by the absence of opalescence.

The pressure dependent atomic scale structure of (11B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697 was mea-

sured by using the Paris-Edinburgh press mounted on the D4c diffractometer and the

peak positions and coordination numbers were compared with the pure boron and ger-

manium oxides. It was found that the structural response of the mixed material is not

predicted by the response of the pure oxides.

On application of pressure, the results show an increase in the B-O coordination number

from n̄O
B = 3.0(1) at ambient condition to n̄O

B = 3.9(1) at 8.2(5) GPa. The B-O bond

distances start to increase at 3.9(5) GPa.

The Ge-O coordination number remains constant at pressure below 7.1(5) GPa and

then increases from n̄O
Ge = 3.8(1) to n̄O

Ge = 4.1(1) at the highest pressure. There is no

significant change in Ge-O bond distances over the entire pressure range.

On recovery to ambient conditions, the glass shows immediately after the experiment a

20 % increase in density which originates from a structural reorganization of these units

on an intermediate length scale, as reflected by the increase in position and reduction

in height of the FSDP. The Ge atoms revert back to four-fold coordination on decom-

pression, whereas some of the B atoms remain four-fold coordinated. In contrast, 11B

MAS NMR taken 160 days after the experiment showed an almost complete recovery

to the uncompressed structure, which shows the time dependent relaxation. However,

the fraction of boron in boroxol rings is reduced to 21(5) %.



7. Overall Conclusions and

Future Perspectives

In this work, diffraction techniques were used to study atomic level structure of disulfide

and boro-germanate glasses. Combining these results with simulations, MAS NMR

and Raman spectroscopy has allowed a detailed investigation of the structure related

properties.

In Chapter 4 the method of neutron diffraction with isotopic substitution was used to

investigate the atomic level structure of GeS2 glass and the full set of partial structure

factors was measured. It was found that the structure is made of edge- (46(5) %) and

corner-sharing GeS4/2 tetrahedra. The main contribution to the FSDP is given by GeGe

correlations. Results were compared with simulated data showing some discrepancies in

the GeGe correlations. Simulated data predict homopolar bonds, which are not found

experimentally. Comparison with other GeX2 systems (X = O, Se) showed that the

structure of GeO2, GeS2 and GeSe2 is based on a network of GeX4/2 tetrahedra, how-

ever, their intermediate range order differs, as seen in the asymmetry of the gGeGe(r)

peak. No GeGe edge-sharing correlations are present in GeO2; GeS2 is a mixture of

ES and CS tetrahedra. Homopolar bonds are only found in GeSe2 glass. Looking at

the future, it will be interesting to measure Raman spectra to see if the discrepancy

is due to the sample studied or whether homopolar bonds are detected in the sample

under investigation. Additionally, since MD simulations disagree with experiments, the

partial structure factors obtained in the present work provides a benchmark for new

simulations. Looking further ahead, it will be helpful to extend the structural investi-

gation to GeTe2 system. These results will complement those of the GeX2 systems and

may show a continuation of the trends (i.e. more homopolar bonds).

In Chapter 5 the compositional variation of structure and properties of boro-germanate

glasses was investigated by combining 11B MAS NMR, Raman spectroscopy, x-ray

diffraction, DSC, viscosity and density measurements. The addition of GeO2 to B2O3

leads to an increase in glass transition temperature and density and a decrease in

fragility. X-ray diffraction has shown that the B-O and Ge-O coordination numbers and
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bond distances did not change over the entire range of compositions. 11B MAS NMR

and Raman spectroscopy also confirm that no coordination changes occur. However,

the addition of GeO2 destroys the boroxol rings. No phase separation was found from

viscosity and DSC measurements. A reaction between the two oxides was also confirmed

by Raman spectra, in which new bands at 430, 716 and 790 cm−1 attributed to B-O-Ge

linkages appear. Furthermore, to fit the NMR data, an additional peak was necessary,

which could be attributed to B-O-Ge bonds since its fractional area decreases when

the boron content increases. A structural model which predicts the O-O and B-B

coordination environments was developed by using the fraction of boron in boroxol rings

obtained from 11B MAS NMR results. Further work will include viscosity measurements

on pure B2O3 and GeO2, and modelling the system looking at the overall temperature

range (i.e a configurational entropy study). It will also be interesting to investigate the

structure of different compositions and to combine the results with molecular dynamics

simulations using an aspherical ion model, which can provide insight into the behavior

of the oxygen atom contested between B and Ge and test if this behaviour is also valid

for boro-silicate glasses.

In Chapter 6 the structural transformations of (11B2O3)0.303(GeO2)0.697 were inves-

tigated by in situ neutron diffraction at pressure up to 8.2(5) GPa using the Paris-

Edinburgh press inside the D4c diffractometer. It was found that as the pressure is

increased the BO3/2 units convert into tetrahedra, as reflected by an increase in the

B-O coordination number from n̄O
B = 3.0(1) at ambient condition to n̄O

B = 3.9(1) at

8.2(5) GPa. This coordination change occurs at similar pressures to pure B2O3. Upon

compression, the presence of GeO2 increases the fraction of four-fold coordinated boron,

whereas the Ge-O bond distance and coordination numbers remain constant at their

ambient value across the measured pressure range. The recovered sample was 20 %

denser and had a B-O coordination number that was 8 % greater than the uncom-

pressed sample. However, 11B MAS NMR spectroscopy, performed 160 days after

decompression, showed that almost all the four-fold coordinated boron revert back to

BO3/2 showing time dependent relaxation. However, the fraction of boroxol rings had

decreased from 24(5) % to 21(5) %.

Further work is required to investigate the structure of the system at higher pressures

using, for example, the PEARL diffractometer at ISIS, which is able to sustain a max-

imum sample pressure of 17.5(5) GPa to track the pressure induced changes to the Ge

local environment. Additionally, a combination of these results with molecular dynam-

ics simulations will elucidate how the structural motifs change with pressure to track

the mechanisms of deformation of glass on sharp contact loading. The results will aid to

understand the structural transformations for boro-silicate glasses and develop realistic

models.
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